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Chapterr  1 
Motivatio n n 

Inn modern society, the applications of magnetic-field devices are countless [1.1). They 
rangee from small stepping motors in watches through recording devices and transformers to 
large-scalee applications of superconducting magnets in medical screening NMR equipment 
andd transport by levitation. High-magnetic fields are mostly applied in physics research to 
controll  the motion of charged particles by the Lorentz force. Accelerator technology is a well-
establishedd example. High-magnetic fields play a crucial role in materials science. Firstly, by 
studyingg the effect of a field on material properties, one can learn more about that material; 
secondly,, the combination of novel materials and strong magnetic fields may potentially lead 
too new physics. Magnetic fields have featured extensively in the study of materials [1.2], 
Theree are classical and quantum mechanical reasons for this. Firstly, a magnetic field affects 
bothh orbital and spin degrees of freedom, thereby enabling investigations into how a material 
propertyy evolves as the charge and spin dynamics are altered by the field. Secondly, the 
quantizingg effect of a magnetic field enables direct characterization of a material electronic 
structuree through various spectroscopic techniques. By affecting the orbital and spin dynamics 
inn solids, magnetic fields may induce abrupt changes in the thermodynamic properties of a 
systemm - a phase transition. A classic example of this is the pair breaking effect in a 
superconductor,, i.e. magnetic fields destroy superconductivity. 

Inn this thesis, the development of a set-up [ 1.3, 1.4] for specific-heat measurements below 
11 K and in applied magnetic fields up to 17.5 T, generated by a superconducting magnet, is 
described.. High-field studies of the specific heat were limited to materials that have a rather 
highh electrical resistance, as in these systems eddy-current heating due to field fluctuations in 
Bitter-typee magnets is of minor influence. The availability of superconducting magnets 
generatingg fields exceeding 10 T has opened new research opportunities for studies of 
metamagnetismm and anisotropy driven magnetic transitions. From high-field magnetization 
measurements,, many systems are known to undergo spin-reorientations transitions into a 
forcedd ferromagnetic state. By studying the thermal effects accompanying these phenomena, 
onee can gain insight in the nature of these transitions. 

Usingg the 17.5 T specific-heat set-up. investigations of the influence of magnetic fields in 
severall  U-based and rare-earth (R) intermetallic compounds are demonstrated. The goal of 
thiss thesis is to contribute to the fast growing field of magnetism in U ternary compounds in 
onee frame-work, in particular to study the strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the 
hybridizationn of the 5f states with other conduction-electron states. The strong 
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magnetocrystallinee anisotropy is observed in all U compounds exhibiting a 5f contribution to 
thee magnetic moments and is not restricted to magnetically ordered materials. Magnetic 
anisotropyy studies are usually limited only to rarely available single crystals of U compounds. 
Therefore,, more systematic information on actinide materials is still lacking. Materials with a 
uniaxiall  structure (hexagonal and tetragonal) are of particular interest for offering the 
possibilityy of unambiguous interpretation of experimental results from magnetization 
measurementss in applied magnetic fields. Hybridization of the 5f states with ligand states 
revealss various interesting magnetic and other physical properties. 

Thee strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy is represented, e.g.. by UPd2Ah. which is a 
heavy-fermionn (HF) superconductor. It adopts the hexagonal PrNi:Al.Hype of structure and 
thee U-atoms form a triangular network within the basal plane. The c-axis is the hard 
magnetizationn axis. A metamagnetic transition is found if the field is applied within the basal 
plane.. Further examples of this behaviour are, e.g. UTGe compounds with T = Co. Rh. Ir. Ni. 
Pdd and Pt which crystallize in the orthorhombic CeCu^-type of structure. 

UTA11 compounds in which T is a late transition metal of the 3d. 4d or 41' series represent 
thee hybridization case. These compounds exhibit the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type of structure. 
Theyy are ranging from Pauli paramagnetism in the strong-hybridization limit (UFeAl) across 
spin-fluctuationn features (UCoAl. URuAl) to various types of magnetic ordering of U nearly 
localizedd moments. 

Topicss of current interest in this thesis are also related to crystalline-electric-field (CEF) 
interactionss in R-3d intermetallics. For R compounds, the CEF splitting of the (2J+1) 
degeneratee ground state is typically of the order of a few hundred kelvins. The thermal 
populationn of the excited CEF levels is observed as a Schottky anomaly in the specific heat 
andd knowledge of a well-defined CEF-level scheme is necessary to accurately subtract this 
contributionn to allow a meaningful interpretation of the remainder. 

Withh the above brief overview of the terms and concepts that have been important for our 
investigations,, we now briefly summarize the contents and focal points of the thesis and their 
relationn to the just-introduced notions. 

Inn Chapter 2. some important features of the field dependence of the specific heat to HF 
physicss are summarized. In addition, we introduce a phenomenological CEF model for rare-
earthh intermetallic compounds. 

Thee experimental techniques developed and used in the present investigations are 
describedd in Chapter 3. In particular novel is the 17.5 T superconducting magnet combined 
withh a 'He specific-heat set-up that recently has been constructed. This chapter contains an 
overalll  description of the experimental set-up and block diagrams of the equipment used. 
Followingg the chronology of the research, a number of pure metals and systems that were 
importantt for the testing of the apparatus and for the construction of the supporting equipment 
aree demonstrated. 

Inn Chapter 4. a systematic study of the orthorhombic CeCu:-type compounds is presented. 
Thee study has been focused on three UTGe (T = Ni. Rh and Ir) compounds. In order to 
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investigatee the strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy. the experiments were performed on 

single-crystallinee samples, which were of high quality. Among the R intermetallic compounds 

RCu:: with the CeCu2-type orthorhombic crystal structure, DyCui shows a distinct 

metamagneticc transition if the magnetic field is applied along the c-axis, which is associated 

withh a field-induced magnetic easy-axis conversion. In order to further investigate this 

interestingg phenomenon in DyCu2, we have studied the specific heat as a function of 

temperaturee in different magnetic fields applied along the a- and c-axis. 

Inn Chapter 5, firstly, single crystals of UPdzAh and URu^Sî  HF superconductors have 

beenn examined. These materials exhibit a clear interplay between magnetism and 

superconductivity.. Both compounds order antiferromagnetically before becoming 

superconductingg at lower temperature. Secondly, a specific-heat experiment on a UPt single 

crystall  is presented and analyzed. Ferromagnetism, possibly of itinerant nature, has been 

observedd for UPt. The strong magnetic anisotropy and the complex magnetic structure of UPt 

pointt to a localized type of magnetism. Finally, the properties of a quasi-ternary series of 

hexagonall  intermetallic compounds with the formula UNii_vRhxAl have been studied. With 

thee development of the magnetic ordering in this series of compounds, the dependence of 

magnetismm on the hybridization can be studied. In particular, the compound with composition 

UNio.67Rho.33All  shows low-temperature anomalies that cannot be explained solely within 

Fermi-liquidd theory. We have found that UNio.67Rho.33Al is another U-based alloy, which 

exhibitss non-Fermi-liquid behaviour down to the lowest temperatures where we could perform 

measurements. . 

Inn Chapter 6, the magnetic and other electronic properties of compounds of a family of 

intermetallicc compounds of the type RT4AIX where R is a rare-earth element or Y and where T 

representss Cr, Fe, Mn or Cu, which crystallize in the ThMni2-type of structure are presented. 

Thesee properties were determined by specific-heat and magnetization. Also, a comprehensive 

revieww of CEF interactions in stable lanthanide intermetallic compounds is presented. For this 

purpose,, the CEF model (mean-field approximation) has been successfully used to analyze the 

long-rangee magnetic order, where it exists, of the R moments at low temperatures. As an 

example,, specific-heat data of ErC^Als compound is used as a model where the CEF 

parameterss are known from inelastic-neutron-scattering (INS) measurements and consequently 

thee CEF level scheme is compared with the one determined from INS experiments. 

[1.1]]  See for example. H.J. Schneider-Muntau in "High-Magnetic Fields: Industry, Materials and 
Technology".. National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee-Florida, 1996 

[1.2]]  For additional information about high magnetic fields in material science see: 
http://www.physics.montana.edu/magnet/highmag/index.htm m 

[1.3]]  J.C.P. Klaasse, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 f 1997) 89 
[1.4]]  J.C.P. Klaasse, I.H. Hagmusa and E. Briick. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 68 (1997) 4208 

http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
http://www.physics.montana.edu/magnet/highmag/index.htm
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Theory y 

Chapterr 2 
Theory y 

Inn this chapter, we shall discuss the relevance of specific-heat measurements in high 
magneticc fields to heavy-fermion (HF) physics and introduce a phenomenological crystalline-
electric-fieldd (CEF) model for intermetallic compounds. The survey will be rather restricted to 
thee absolutely necessary. For more general reviews we refer to other works. In particular, the 
basicc methods for measuring specific heat have been presented up to now by Gopal |2.I ] and 
Stewartt [2.2]. Experimental reviews on heavy-fermions are presented by Stewart [2.3], 
Fisketal.. [2.4], Ott [2.5]. Grewe and Steglich [2.6], Aeppli and Broholm [2.7] and Amato 
[2.8]. . 

2.1.. Specific heat in metals 

Contributionss to the specific heat that are of importance in our measurements are now 

brieflyy described. At low temperatures, the observed molar specific heat of "normal" metals is 

welll  represented by the expression: 

CC = yT + pT\ (2.1) 
PP do» 1 } 

wheree y is proportional to the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy N(EF) through 

thee relationy = ITT k~N{Ef. >and p to the inverse cube of the Debye temperature, via 

(33 = -^7i4 R/G,1, with R = 8.314 J/molK the molar gas constant. In almost all experimental 

methods,, the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, is measured whereas the specific heat at 

constantt volume. Cv, results from most theories. Cv can be obtained from Cp by means of 

variouss theoretical or empirical formulae that we will discuss in some detail in Chapter 3. 

Thee determination of the linear electronic term y depends on the method of analysis and 

onn the sample purity. At high temperature, the electronic contribution to the specific heat of a 

metall  is insignificant compared to the lattice contribution. The low-temperature specific heat 

iss commonly used for determining GD unless other contributions obscure the T' contribution to 

thee low-temperature specific heat from the lattice. However, other contributions to the specific 

heatt may become significant; e.g. contributions due to Schottky anomalies (from the CEF 

levels)) or spin waves (from the magnetic sublattices). 
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Inn the Debye theory of the lattice specific heat, the internal degrees of freedom of the 

atomss are neglected, i.e. it is assumed that the atoms always remain in their lowest energy 

level.. If there are also excited levels, they wil l become partially populated as temperature is 

raised.. At zero kelvin. only the ground state is populated and at temperatures much higher 

thann the excitation energies, all higher levels wil l be equally occupied. At intermediate 

temperatures,, heat put into the solid wil l be used to excite the atoms from the ground state to 

excitedd states and the specific heat wil l be larger than the specific heat of the lattice alone. The 

changee in population of the energy levels gives rise to a Schottky contribution C.sLh to the 

specificc heat, which, for instance for a mole of two-level systems, takes the form: 

AE E 

.e,, * ' 
11 + 

\\ \ 
\Kk „T T 

(2.2) ) 

wheree R is the molar gas constant, AE is the energy splitting, kn is the Boltzmann constant, 

andd go, gi represent the degeneracies of the two levels [2,2]. The specific heats of many rare-

earthh compounds show anomalies that can be represented by an expression similar to Eq. 2.2 

butt generalized for the cases that there are several higher levels with separations AE|. AEj. 

etc... with levels that may have different degeneracies (g(!, g|. g2, etc.). In Fig. 2.1, we show the 

so-calledd "Schottky anomaly" for two-level systems. When more levels are involved, the 

shapee of the Schottky anomaly is a welcome assistance for determining the CEF-level scheme 

thatt we wil l discuss extensively in Section 2.4. 

Analyzingg the experimental data, we have used three methods to subtract the non-

magneticc contribution to the specific heat. In the first method, the measured data sets of the 

magneticc and non-magnetic compounds are simply subtracted. In the second method, the 

Debyee function of the non-magnetic compound is approximated by fitting this function to the 

measurements.. A more serious problem arises because of the fact that, at higher temperatures, 

thee simple Debye model does not describe the lattice specific heat accurately enough. The 

thirdd method takes into account that a correction has to be made for the difference in molar 

masss of the compounds. To account for the different molar masses of a component. 

Bouvieretal.. [2.9] have derived the following relation between the corresponding effective 

Debyee temperatures of two compounds RmX i i Y and RmX nY 

eD ( R m x n Y p ) ) 

m(Mj jj ) i ; + n ( M x ) ' : + p ( M v ) : 

m(M KK f + n ( M x ) ' " + p ( M^ )' 
(2.3) ) 

wheree M R. Mfi . M x and MY are the molar masses of R . R .X and Y atoms, 

respectively.. This relation can be used to evaluate the lattice contribution of the magnetic 
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xx = kBT/AE 

Figuree 2.1. Specific heat C (divided by kB) of a two-level system without degeneracies with energy 

separationn AE. 

compoundd Rn]X„ Y, by multiplying the temperature values in the C versus T obtained for the 

non-magneticc compound RmX nY p by the scaling factor at the right side of Eq. 2.3. 

Subtractingg the corrected data from the measured specific heat of the magnetic compound, we 

arrivee at the electronic and the magnetic contribution to the specific heat. CM. When the 

electronicc contribution is large, we should subtract it from the magnetic contribution and 

whenn it is small we neglect it. 

Anotherr type of deviation of the specific heat from the Debye model is found in the case 

off  magnetically ordered systems below and in the vicinity of a magnetic phase transition. 

Usually,, the temperature dependence of the specific heat exhibits an anomaly as 

aa consequence of the latent heat or specific-heat contribution connected with the magnetic 

phasee transition. For further analysis and interpretation of CM . it is also helpful to calculate the 

temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy. SM- The magnetic entropy. SM. can be 

extractedd as follows: 

.(DD = J dT T (2.4) ) 

Att high temperatures, the molar magnetic entropy is expected to approach its maximum value 

(thee ground level is assumed no to be degenerate): 
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S„S„ =Rln(2J + l), (2.5) 

wheree J is the total angular momentum quantum number of the magnetic component. An 
importantt contribution to the entropy of solids occurs in those solids in which the molecules 
possesss a magnetic moment. 

Lett us consider now the influence of low-energy magnetic excitations on the specific heat. 
Thee method of calculating the magnetic spin-wave contribution to the specific heat of 
aa magnetic solid is very similar to the well-known method of calculating the phonon 
contributionn to the specific heat in non-magnetic solids. The contribution of magnon 
excitationss to the low-temperature specific heat can be derived in the simplest form [2.10]. 
usingg the isotropic dispersion relation of magnons: 

fio),fio), =A + ^ V - (2.6) 
11 2m 

wheree m is the magnon "effective mass". /jcoq is the magnon energy for a given wave vectorq 

andd A is the gap width. For A = 0. one gets for antiferromagnetic (AF) magnons (linear 

dispersion).. toq « q and for ferromagnetic (F) magnons (quadratic dispersion), ü\ °=q2. If 

thee gap A is present in the magnon spectrum, the dispersion is quadratic and one always gets 

thee exponential dependence e'~A k" n. At low temperatures, the magnon specific heat is 

proportionall  to e(_A k|lf' but the leading term in the prefactor is proportional to T12. Hence, the 

contributionn of these excitations to the specific heat can be written as: 

A A 
kTr r 

(2.7) ) CV11 = f T1" exp 
V V 

wheree f depends on A. m and on the magnon dispersion relation for a particular material. 
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2.2.. Heavy-fermion systems 

Introduction n 

Heavy-fermionn (HF) compounds are characterized by the huge effective mass 

enhancementt of the electrons. Experimentally, in HF systems, the electronic contributions to 

thee specific heat (y) are found up to 1000 times larger than for ordinary metals. Likewise, for 

non-orderingg HF compounds the susceptibility for T —• 0 is largely enhanced. In that case. 

Paulii susceptibility is observed at low temperatures, approaching in the limit T —+ 0: 

X0=n0*4N(EF).. (2.8) 

Withinn the "standard model" (Fermi-liquid theory) of HF physics, the huge mass enhancement 
iss thought to be generated by an exchange interaction between localized and conduction 
electrons,, the Kondo effect. The Kondo problem in its original form is the interaction of a 
singlee magnetic impurity with the conduction electrons of a non-magnetic matrix. It has been 
examinedd in detail [2.11, 2.12, 2.13], and we briefly recall the major results on the single-
impurityy Kondo effect. In order to study the HF state, it is instructive to consider a single 
magneticc impurity in a metal in terms of the Anderson model [2.14]. 

Andersonn introduced this simple but non-trivial model for an impurity in a metal that has 
thee capability of developing a magnetic moment. Subsequently, it turned out that spins of the 
electronss of the conduction band of the metal could screen the impurity moment at low 
temperaturee [2.15]. The three ingredients of the impurity model are: 

(i)) a conduction band with energy dispersion ek, 

(ii)) an impurity atom capable of double occupancy with a single orbital energy £ and 

Coulombb correlation energy U associated with double occupancy of the orbital, and 
(iii)) a hybridization matrix element V]k that couples the orbital level with the conduction 

states. . 

Thee resulting Hamiltonian is written as: 

HH = 5>kakcrakn +EJJJ.„ + uXf r f r f~T u + l [v ,J i aa k G + Vkakofio J. (2.9) 
k.OO l,O 1 l.k.G 

Forr consideration of HF compounds, the model is used in the large-U (U —> «) limit [2.16J. 

Thee parameters and operators in Eq. 2.9 include the conduction-band creation (annihilation) 

operatorss ako (akn) for a conduction electron in (out) an extended state with wave vector k, 

spinn G, and energy ek; the localized-electron creation (annihilation) operators f]0 (fio) for 

localizedd electrons in an atomic orbital centred at lattice site / with energy e; the on-site 
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Coulombb interaction U: and the hybridization integral Vik that mixes together the localized 
andd extended states. These are the basic ingredients of the Anderson model that will be 
importantt for HF magnetism reported in this thesis. We will have opportunities to refer to the 
Andersonn model in this thesis. 

Measurementss of the low-temperature specific heat have proved to be very useful to 
characterizee the strength and nature of the many-body correlations between HF quasiparticles 
[2.17J.. The f electrons in HF compounds appear well localized at high temperatures but 
evolvee into an itinerant low-temperature state characterized by an enormous electronic 
effectivee mass that manifests itself in the specific heat, the magnetic susceptibility and in 
manyy other properties. From the value of SM (Eq. 2.5), one can thus obtain some information 
regardingg the degree of localization of the magnetic moment. 

Althoughh many HF systems order antiferromagnetically at low temperatures, some 
undergoo a transition to superconductivity, and some display no evidence of long-range order at 
all.. The discovery in 1979 of HF superconductivity in CeRu^Sii by Steglich and co-workers 
[2.18],, later followed by the discovery of superconductivity in UBe^ [2.19] and UPt.i [2.20], 
camee as a big surprise. The magnetic properties of the HF superconductors are quite 
interestingg with some compounds exhibiting small-moment magnetism coexisting with 
superconductivity,, high-field metamagnetic transitions and the possibility of novel magnetic 
superconductingg states. The observation of superconductivity in HF compounds was quite 
surprisingg at the time, given the nearly magnetic nature of the f electrons in these metals. This 
discoveryy has led to a tremendous amount of research. Superconductivity in the HF systems 
differss markedly from that in ordinary metals. Measurements at and below the 
superconductingg transition temperature are crucial in proving the bulk nature of the 
superconductingg state and provide useful constraints on the parameters characterizing the 
heavyy quasiparticles. The excitement in this field comes from attempting to understand how 
thiss heaviness arises and from the fact that the superconducting behaviour is different from 
thatt of previously known superconductors. 

Thee experimental results reported in this thesis, mainly on URu^Si: and UPdiAl.i (see 
Chapterr 5). will clearly demonstrate the anomalous properties of the U-based HF 
superconductors.. In this thesis, we will concentrate mainly on aspects of magnetism studied 
onn single-crystalline samples. We will not go into the superconductivity, which is treated in 
detaill in several specialized reviews (see Refs. 2.21 and 2.22). 

Fermi-liquidd theory 

Mostt HF systems have been described within the framework of Fermi-liquid (FL) theory, 

albeitt with huge effective masses m of the quasiparticle exceeding the free-electron mass by a 

factorr up to several hundred, and corresponding to huge values of y and X- A so-called 

marginall FL theory has been proposed to occur for high-temperature superconductors in order 

too explain phenomenologically certain features such as the linear temperature dependence of 

thee electrical resistivity. These features may be qualitatively described by the marginal FL 
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theoryy with a very large density of states at the Fermi level (see. for example, refs. 2.23. 2.24 
andd 2.25). 

Lett us first, however, briefly review the salient features of a FL. Assuming a one-to-one 
correspondencee of the excitations (quasiparticles) of an interacting-electron system and of 
aa free-electron gas. Landau |2.26] derived that the low-temperature properties of the FL obey 
thee same laws as the Fermi gas. with a renormalized effective mass m, and a few additional 
parameterss taking into account the residual interactions among the quasiparticles. For 
instance,, the specific heat is given by C = yT = {m/m(l) y(iT where y(l =\n' kBN(Ef.) is the 

Sommerfeldd constant of the free-electron gas with N(EF) the free-electron density of states at 
thee Fermi level and m() the free-electron mass. The spin susceptibility is given by: 

wheree Xi>is t n e Pauli susceptibility (Eq. 2.8) and F/' an additional Landau parameter. The 

phenomenologicall correlations y~ % and A - y (A is the thermal coefficient of the resistivity 

(p(T)=p( l+AT :).. see Section 2.3). approximately observed for HF systems, do suggest the 

validityy of the FL description. The Wilson ratio Rw (see also Section 2.3) sometimes deviates 

fromm the free-electron value Rw = 1. The FL theory has been very successful in describing the 

low-temperaturee behaviour of metals. The FL theory of a system of interacting electrons 

classifiess the low-lying normal modes (quasiparticles) in a one-to-one correspondence to the 

single-particlee excitations of a non-interacting-electron system. Even many actinide systems 

withh their very strong electronic correlations are often analyzed in terms of FL theory. In 

recentt years, the cases where the FL scenario does not apply have attracted much attention and 

ann effort has been made to identify the characterization of non-Fermi-liquid (NFL) behaviour. 

Non-Fermi-liquidd behaviour 

Nowadays,, there are so many examples of alloys presenting NFL behaviour that the 
discoveryy of a new compound, which exhibits such behaviour, is not a surprise. The alloys in 
whichh NFL behaviour is observed fall into two categories: 

(i)) Kondo-holc systems [2.34], in which the rare-earth or actinide atom (R) is substituted by 
aa non-magnetic metallic atom (M) with a chemical formula Ri-XMX (a typical example is 
U,_,ThxPd:Al,).. and 

(ii)) Ligand systems, where one of the metallic atoms (Ml) is replaced by another (M2) but the 
raree earths or actinides are not touched and thus have the formula R(M1 )|_V(M2)> (as, for 
instance.. UCu5\Pdj. 
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However,, the experimental observations show that the NFL behaviour generally appears to 

talll between these two categories. 

Generally,, one could speak of NFL behaviour in all cases, in which the low-temperature 

FLL characteristics mentioned above are not observed. When inspecting the manifold of U 

compounds,, we meet the strict FL requirements only for a few of them. Thus, to be more 

restrictive,, one has to define the NFL behaviour in a positive sense as one showing a 

distinguishablee logarithmic temperature dependence in C/T. a strong T-dependence of the 

magneticc susceptibility for T —»Oand a resistivity linear in T: 

C / T « - l o g T . . 

X°== 1 - V T o r - l ogT . (2.11) 

pp oc pM+ bT. 

Evenn with such restrictive characteristics, one probably will find that most candidates show 

signaturess of different types of magnetic disorder, induced by statistical occupation of certain 

latticee sites [2.27]. 

Presently,, several theoretical models have been developed to account for the NFL 

behaviourr observed in f-electron materials. These models include: 

(i)) the multi-channel Kondo effect of magnetic or electric origin [2.28], with the special case 

off a two-channel quadrupolar effect as discussed by Cox [2.29] who proposed an elegant 

mechanismm for NFL behaviour in U systems based on a multichannel effect of 

quadrupolarr origin. A possible candidate exhibiting the two-channel quadrupolar Kondo-

effectt seems to be the dilute system UxTh| ^Ru^SL [2.30]. 

(ii)) a disordered distribution of Kondo parameters (the so-called Kondo disorder) [2.31). in 

whichh it is assumed that due to the intrinsic disorder in the Kondo lattice, there is a broad 

distributionn of Kondo temperatures growing down to a vanishing one (see Ref. 2.32 and 

referencess therein). This kind of approach has been applied to UCuv^Pd^ [2.33]. and 

(iii)anotherr possible scenario attributes the NFL behaviour to a '"quantum critical point" 

(QCP).. Recently. Castro Neto et al. [2.34] proposed a model where NFL behaviour is 

associatedd with the proximity to a "Griffiths" phase close to QCP and the formation of 

magneticc clusters in the paramagnetic phase due to the competition between the Kondo 

effectt and the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) interaction in the presence of 

magneticc anisotropy and disorder inherent in alloyed materials. The Griffiths phase is 

characterizedd by the formation of strongly coupled magnetic clusters, which have large 

susceptibilityy [2.35|. In this phase, the thermodynamic functions show essential 

singularitiess with strong effects at low temperatures. Castro Neto et al. [2.34| predicted 

thatt various physical properties diverge with decreasing temperature as weak power laws 

ofof temperature and that this behaviour may persist over appreciable ranges of substituent 

concentration,, similar to what has been observed in a number of f-electron materials 
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[2.36.. 2.37]. This model provides the following predictions for the thermodynamic 

functionss related to the specific heat 

C(T) /T°c[x(T)] a v -T-- (2.12) ) 

wheree [....]a\ means average over disorder. The Griffiths phase is characterized by X< 1 

soo that the susceptibilities diverge at zero temperature. Notice that the logarithmic 

behaviourr observed in some NFL compounds [2.38] can as well be fitted by small power 

lawss (X ~ 1). whereas X = 1 corresponds to FL behaviour. The NFL behaviour observed in 

thee low-temperature specific heat C(T) of many chemically substituted f-electron systems 

[2.36]] are found consistent with Eq. 2.12 predicted by the above developed theory based 

onn Griffiths' singularities. A further prediction of the Griffiths-phase scenario concerns 

thee non-linear susceptibility, which should have the form x„t  <* T~"'" [2.34]. To test this 

prediction,, Vollmer et al. [2.37] have shown experimentally that NFL behaviour in 

AM(B) ) 
UCu4Pdd can be represented by the form 

B B 
TT + with a X value that is consistent 

withh the one obtained from the specific heat and susceptibility. 
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Figuree 2.2. Specific heat divided by temperature. AC[Y. versus logT tor UPt-, in zero field and in 

magneticc fields of 18. 20. 22 and 24 T. The arrow at 0.5 K in the zero-field data marks the 

superconductingg transition. The lines (dashed and dotted) through the field data are guides to the eye 

(afterr Kim et al. [2.39]). 
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Sincee NFL behaviour occurs under very special conditions, one might ask whether 

applyingg a magnetic field to an NFL system would recover the FL behaviour. In the light of 

manyy experimental observations in NFL systems [2.33]. the answer is immediately at hand: an 

appliedd magnetic field B suppresses low-lying excitations, and hence FL behaviour should 

prevail.. This is indeed qualitatively observed but has not yet obtained a satisfactory theoretical 

explanation.. Experimentally, it is always the case that the tendency towards FL behaviour. 

CC T = constant, is gradually recovered as the field increases. 

Veryy recently Kim et al. [2.39| observed NFL behaviour at the metamagnetic transition 

(seee Section 2.3) of UPh. They observed a - logT non-Fermi-liquid temperature dependence 

off C(T)fl over a decade of temperature, which is not observed 2 T away from the 

metamagneticc transition (20 T in UPh). as shown in Fig. 2.2. Also. Heuser et al. [2.40] report 

specific-heatt measurements in a broad temperature range between 0.06 and 20 K on single 

crystallinee CeRu:Si2 in magnetic fields applied parallel to the c-direction around the critical 

field,, where the metamagnetic transition from the itinerant to the localized state takes place. 

Att the critical field Bm = 7.8 T, a distinct deviation from the usual FL behaviour is found 

downn to the lowest temperature measured. Below 1.8 K, C/T varies as InT, while for 

1.88 K < T < 20 K a power law T'~', with X = 0.66 is found. Small deviation from the critical 

magneticc field leads to the recovery of a FL ground state. These findings suggest possible 

interrelationshipss between metamagnetism and NFL behaviour and one can ask: are there -

justt at the metamagnetic transition field - strong long range magnetic correlations that are not 

presentt for B ^ Bn, (prohibiting to enter the FL state)? 
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2.3.. Field dependence of the specific heat 

Magneticc fields have proven to be useful to study the ground state of strongly-correlated-
electronn systems [2.41 ]. The magnetic field as a thermodynamic variable can be used to test 
theoreticall models commonly invoked to explain the properties of many materials (e.g., 
unexpectedd phenomena in HF compounds, such as the metamagnetic transitions). It is quite 
difficultt to find a universal behaviour that governs the relationship between specific heat in 
generall and applied magnetic field. In order to address this issue, we will consider 
theoreticallyy the connection between the field dependence of the specific heat, the magnetic 
susceptibilityy and the resistance. Although some research groups in the fields have recognized 
thesee relationships, it does not seem to have been formulated explicitly in the literature. Here, 
wee will recall previous theoretical predictions concerning external-magnetic-field effects, and 
willl proceed with a phenomenological analysis of the experimental work within the subject of 
thiss thesis. 

Scalingg in heavy-fermion systems 

Althoughh the field dependence of HF systems is complex, the key to a basic 

understandingg of the behaviour of these materials may lie in the identification of a systematic 

variationn of some simple properties. For HF compounds, which contain a periodic array of 

aboutt 102* Ce. Yb or U atoms, measurements of physical properties such as x(T), p(T) and the 

inelasticc neutron lineshape suggest that, at moderately high temperatures, these materials can 

bee treated as a collection of non-interacting Kondo impurities [2.4]. Thermodynamic 

propertiess of a Kondo impurity are determined by a single energy scale, the Kondo 

temperaturee TK. In the limit of very low temperatures, several facts point to the dominance of 

aa single energy scale: 

(i)) One is the Wilson ratio [2.42]: In contrast to conventional metals, the magnetic 

susceptibilityy x(T) of HF compounds exhibits considerable temperature dependence. At 

loww temperatures. x<T) flattens out into a relatively constant susceptibility which, like 

y(T).. is quite enhanced over that of conventional metals. One comparison of the relative 

enhancementt of y(0) and x(0) is the dimensionless Wilson ratio: 

fX (0)YY 7T2k̂  ) 

YY A ^ ' ^ T ) 
(2.13) ) 

wheree u.tl =guH(j{J + l)) . The Wilson ratio is roughly unity [2.43] for al! the heaviest 

electronn metals. Hence, the susceptibility and specific heat are equally enhanced by the 

many-bodyy interactions responsible for the HF ground state. 
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(ii)) The second is the Kadowaki-Woods relation [2.44]: These authors observed that the 

thermall coefficient A of the resistivity (p(T)= p„ + AT : for atomically ordered HFs) is 

proportionall to y~ for a large number of HF systems. They noted that the ratio A / y : has a 

commonn value of 1.0 x 10 'y \iil-  cm (mol K/mJr. see Fig. 2.3. 
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Figuree 2.3. The coefficient A of the T:-tenn in the resistivity plotted versus the y-value for a number 

off heavy-fermion compounds (after Kadowaki and Woods [2.44]). 

Thesee facts can be understood by assuming that y ~ xXO) ~ ( l /T„) and A ~ (l/T0
2), i.e. a 

singlee energy scale To dominates at low temperature. For non-interacting Kondo impurities, 

theoryy [2.45] predicts that the Wilson ratio is equal to l + 
N, , 

wheree N, is the orbital 

degeneracyy of the impurity (N, is large in actinides); hence. Rw varies from 2 for spin 1/2 to l 

forr large N,. Because the experimental values of Rw of HF compounds are comparable to this, 

thee interpretation is often given that the low-temperature scale T0 is equal to the single-ion 

Kondoo temperature TK-

Now,, we turn to examine the effects of an applied field B on the specific-heat and 

susceptibilityy properties. As remarked in Refs. 2.46. 2.47 and 2.48. the variation of the 

coefficientt y with the magnetic field, is directly related to the variation of the zero-field static 

susceptibility,, v_, with T. This just follows in a straightforward manner from pure 

thermodynamics,, through the Maxwell relation = — . With M = yB and C = T — , it 
ÖTT 3B ^ dJ 

followss that: 

file:///iil
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BfL44 = _ L (2.14) 
d TT dB 

wheree x (T) is the zero-field static susceptibility. Thus, when B increases. C/T will increase or 

decreasee depending on whether — increases or decreases when T increases. Now, the PP & 3T 
magnitudee of the variation depends on how x (T) varies with T. This relation holds for the 

low-fieldd limit but. in high magnetic fields, non-linear magnetizations are often observed 

wheree this relation is expected not to be valid. For a Fermi-liquid ground state where x (T) 

variess quadratically with T, Eq. 2.14 reads as well: 

C(B)-C(Q)) = B :
 (Qoc(T)-x(0 ) p ] 5 ) 

TT T :
 X(0) 

wheree all quantities at the right-hand side are known from experiment. The field dependence 

off the specific heat is seen to depend on the nature of the magnetization process and thus may 

reveall a better insight into it. To conclude, it is expected that C(B) and x (T). at vanishing T, 

shouldd vary, to lowest order in B. like B2 . Thermodynamics imposes that C(B)/T 

increases/decreases,, when B increases, depending on whether x (BT) increases/decreases, 

whenn T increases. 

Metamagneticc transition 

Thee term metamagnetism has been used whenever the differential magnetic susceptibility 

x(B)-[ix(B)-[i t]t]  has a maximum at a critical field Bni i.e. the magnetization M(B) has a point of 
dB dB 

inflexionn at that field value, while no phase transition occurs. 

Thee metamagnetic anomaly observed in several HF compounds is one of the fascinating 

phenomenaa in strongly-correlated-electron systems. The f-electron compounds listed in Table 

2.11 can be classified into two groups in terms of the type of ground state, i.e. paramagnetic 

groundd state or a magnetically ordered ground state. One characteristic feature in common to 

alll the compounds is that a maximum appears in the temperature dependence of the magnetic 

susceptibilityy x w n e n t n e f'elcl is applied along the direction in which the metamagnetic 

anomalyy occurs. This fact strongly suggests that AF intersite correlations developing at low 

temperaturess play an important role in the metamagnetic anomaly. In fact, the magnetically 

orderedd states are basically AF ones. The strongly reduced ordered magnetic moment u with 

respectt to the free-ion value suggests that Kondo interaction between f- and conduction-

electronss is also important. 
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Tablee 2.1. Compounds with paramagnetic ground state or magnetically ordered ground state 
exhibitinss metamaenetic anomalv. 

Paramagnetic c 

CeRu:Si: : 

CeNi2Ge: : 

CeCuf, , 

UCoAl l 

Bm m 

(T) ) 

7.7[B//c| | 

43 3 

l.7[B//c] ] 

1.0[B//c] ] 

T T 

(K) ) 

10 0 

28 8 

— — 
19 9 

TN N 

(K) ) 

— — 
— — 
— — 

M--
(uH/i'.u.) ) 

— — 

— — 
— — 

Y Y 
(J/mol^K2) ) 

0.37 7 

~~ 1.4 

1.6 6 

0.072 2 

R R jderence e 

2.49 9 

2.50 0 

2.51 1 

2.52 2 

Magneticallyy ordered 

L'RibSi,, 36~40[B//c| 50 17.5 0.03 0.06 2.53 

UPt.,, 20[Blc | 16 5.5 0.02 0.3-0.4 2.54 

UPd:Ahh 18[Blcl 40 14 0.85 0.15 2.55 

Thee low-temperature specific-heat measurement has a potential for providing useful 

informationn on the metamagnetic anomaly, since it can probe low-energy excitations in the 

electronn systems. However, in general the specific-heat data are limited to the temperature 

dependencee measured in several fixed magnetic fields, whereas measurement of the specific 

heatt as a function of magnetic field C(B). at a temperature of interest, would be a powerful 

tooll to investigate the metamagnetic anomaly. One can also measure the magnetocaloric 

effect,, which provides information on the field dependence of the entropy S. Within the frame 

workk of this thesis, we will confine ourselves to the former method where we determine 

C(T)ATT in constant magnetic field. 

Freerickss and Falicov [2.56| demonstrated the physics of the metamagnetic transition in 

HFF systems (excluding superconductivity) by calculating the field dependence of their 

propertiess in the framework of a many-body theory (without the assumption of Fermi-liquid 

theory).. These authors suggested that the formation of a HF ground state (and its low-lying 

excitations)) requires a mapping of the lattice Anderson model. Eq. 2.9. onto a large-L1 limit of 

thee Hubbard Hamiltonian [2.57J which, in turn, may be mapped onto a t-J model [2.58]: 

H . - i= -Z^ , ( l - f 1 - n f 1 - n >V 1 0 ( l - f , B f 1 J+XJ l | S 1 .S l .. (2.16. 

Thee unrenormalized (bare) hopping matrix t,, satisfies: 
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wheree g(k). the form factor, is a dimensionless function of order 1 and the AF superexchange 

iss defined to be JM — 4tJ /U. It should be noted that the canonical transformation that maps 

thee Anderson model onto the t-J model is valid only within a narrow region of parameter 
space.. The Anderson impurity-lattice model (Eq. 2.9) has been studied for various small 
clusterss with at most four sites (for a review see Ref. 2.59). The results for the tetrahedral 
clusterr [2.60] with one electron per site illustrate the formation of the heavy-fermionic state 
andd how sensitive it is to variations in the parameters. 

Freerickss and Falicov [2.56] derived an exact solution of the t-J model on a finite cluster 
inn a magnetic field illustrating both heavy-fermionic and metamagnetic behaviour. The small-
clusterr approach has been applied to the t-J model. A very good example of a HF system is 
formedd in an eight-sites face-centred cubic-lattice cluster with seven electrons [2.611. When 
thee hopping parameters and AF-exchange parameters are chosen to be: 

t ;,, = 

tt >0. i.j = first-nearest neighbours 
t'' =0. It, i,j = second-nearest neighbours 
00 otherwise. 

t t 
(2.18) ) 

i,, j = first - nearest neighbours 
otherwise. . 

thenn the many-body states possess a low-energy manifold of 96 states (out of a total of 1024 
states)) that is split off from the higher-energy excitations and that includes many different spin 
configurations.. It should be noted that the t-J model was solved for seven electrons in eight-
sitess fee bulk clusters. The bulk calculation illustrates clearly the power of group-theoretical 
techniques,, where a 1024x1024 matrix is diagonalized. These many-body states are 
degeneratee at J = 0 but the degeneracy is partially lifted for finite J. A magnetic field (in the z 
direction)) partially lifts the degeneracy even more, since the many-body eigenstates with z 
componentt of the angular momentum m^ have an energy: 

E(B)=E(())-mzguBB== E(o)-mzbJ (2.19) 

inn a magnetic field B. The symbols g. |iB. and b denote the Lande g factor, the Bohr magneton, 
andd a dimensionless magnetic field, respectively. The high-spin eigenstates are energetically 
favouredd in a strong magnetic field and level crossings occur as a function of b. 

Thee phenomena described above are all the necessary ingredients for a metamagnetic 
transition.. The HF system is described by a ground state with nearly degenerate low-lying 
excitationss of many different spin configurations. The AF superexchange pushes high-spin 
statess up in energy with splittings of the order of J. The magnetic field pulls down these high-
spinn states (with maximal m/) and generates level crossings in the ground state. In the region 
nearr the level crossings, there is an increase in the density of low-lying excitations that 
producess a peak in the specific heat as a function of b (and possibly a richer structure at lower 
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temperatures),, steplike transitions in the magnetization and abrupt changes in ground-state 

correlationn functions. To illustrate the metamagnetic transition for the simple model above. 

Freerickss and Falicov [2.56J have calculated the specific heat and the magnetization as a 

functionn of the magnetic field (at a fixed low temperature). The specific heat is calculated 

from m 

C v (b) ) 
XEJ;exP(-pEn) ) 

11 1 

5>p(-pEn)) ' 

2Enexp(-PEn) ) 
n n 

5>P(-PEJ J 
(2.20) ) 

wheree kB is the Boltzmann constant. (3 is the inverse temperature (p = 1/knT), and En is the 

energyy of the nth many-body eigenstates in a magnetic field b (the summations are restricted 

too the 96 eigenstates mentioned above). Similarly, the magnetization is expressed by: 

M(b)) = 

£m,exp(-(*En) ) 
n n 

5>P(-PE„)) ' 
.21) ) 

Thee results for the field dependence of the specific heat and magnetization are given in 

Fig.. 2.4a and 2.4b respectively, at the temperature where J3J = 1, and in Fig. 2.5a and 2.5b, 

respectively,, at the temperature where fiJ = 5. 

(i)) The results for (3J - ] are representative of the high-temperature regime (p\J < 2) where the 

temperaturee is higher than the energy-level spacing. The specific heat has a single broad 

peakk as a function of magnetic field with the centre of the peak moving to larger values of 

BB and the zero-field intercept becoming smaller as the temperature increases. The 

magnetizationn smoothly changes from a value of zero to a value of 5/2 as a function of 

magneticc field, showing little structure. 

(ii)) The results for fiJ - 5 are representative of the low-temperature regime (pJ > 2) where the 

temperaturee is lower than the energy-level spacing. The specific heat has a multiple-peak 

structuree arising from each level crossing in the ground state and the magnetization shows 

stepss at the various level crossings. 

Thesee results fit the experimental data [2.49. 2.53-55] extremely well. The specific-heat 

measurementss resemble the "high-temperature" result (Fig. 2.4a) with a single-peak structure 

andd the magnetization measurements resemble the "low-temperature" result (Fig. 2.5b) with 

noticeablee steps. Fig. 2.5a suggests that specific-heat measurements may show additional 

structuree if they can be made at temperatures low enough to probe any features of the many-

bodyy density of states. Note that the low-field region (b < 1) is not correctly represented by a 

small-clusterr calculation, since the discreteness of the energy levels will always produce a 

linearr magnetization. 
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(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 2.4. (a) Calculated specific heat as a function of magnetic field for the heavy-fermion model 
discussedd in the text. The temperature is fixed at T = J/kB. The horizontal axis contains the 
dimensionlesss magnetic field and the vertical axis contains the dimensionless specific heat C\/kB. 
Notee the single peak in the specific heat, characteristic of the high-temperature regime (temperature 
higherr than the energy-level spacings). (b) Calculated magnetization as a function of magnetic field at 
aa temperature T = J/kB. Note the smooth transition in the magnetization, characteristic of the high-
temperaturee regime (after Freericks and Falicov [2.56]). 

Figuree 2.5. (a) Calculated specific heat as a function of magnetic field at a temperature T = J/5kB. 

Notee the multipeak structure in the specific heat, characteristic of the low-temperature regime 

(temperaturee lower than the energy-level spacings). (b) Calculated magnetization as a function of 
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magneticc field at a temperature T - J/5kh. Note the steplike transitions in the magnetization at each 

levell crossing, characteristic of the low-temperature regime (after Freericks and Falieov [2.56] I. 

Zeemann splitting 

Thee 2J+1 -fold degeneracy is lifted by the crystalline-electric-field <CEF). At very low 

temperatures,, only the lowest level is of interest. If this level is doubly degenerate, one has to 

considerr a two-level system (see Section 2.1). The application of an external magnetic field 

willl lift the degeneracy of the CEF states of the two-level system (Eq. 2.2) and for an isolated 

doublett ground state, one expects a Schottky-type anomaly at a temperature T that increases 

proportionallyy to the magnetic splitting of this ground state doublet. The latter splitting is 

givenn by: 

AEjj =2g, <J Z >uHB. (2.22) 

wheree gj is the Lande factor. Considering that the Schottky peak in a two-level system (see 

Fig.. 2.1) occurs at a temperature of about one third of the level splitting, one finds: 

TT 1 1 
== 2 g j < J / > M B . (2.23) 

BB 3 kB
 J ' B 

Heree it is assumed that the Zeeman splitting is much smaller than the multiplet energy 

separationn so that first-order perturbation theory |2.62] is adequate for the calculation. 
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2.4.. Crystalline-electric field in intermetalli c compounds 

Introduction n 

Whenn a magnetic ion forms part of a crystal lattice, the electrostatic field due to the 
neighbouringg charges removes the (2J+1 )-fold degeneracy of its energy eigenstates (J is the 
quantumm number related to the total angular momentum). This so-called crystalline electric 
fieldd (CEF) has the symmetry of the ionic lattice and reflects the interaction of the 4f (or 5f) 
ionn with its surrounding. Generally, the CEF may be defined as any action that breaks the 
sphericall symmetry of the free ion. The less symmetric the CEF. the lower the degeneracy one 
expectss the exact ionic ground state to have. There is, however, an important theorem (due to 
Kramers)) asserting that in the absence of an external magnetic field an ion possessing an odd 
numberr of electrons have only states of even degeneracy no matter how asymmetric the CEF 
evenn in the presence of a CEF and spin-orbit interactions. One might expect that the CEF 
wouldd often have such high symmetry (as at sites of cubic symmetry) that it would produce 
lesss than the maximum lifting of degeneracy allowed by the theorem of Kramers. 

Thee CEF interaction in rare-earth intermetallics (and also in actinide compounds) is 
responsiblee for an enormous variety of magnetic phenomena. At the temperatures of interest, 
thee rare-earth ions in most magnetic materials have only the lowest multiplet populated. The 
electrostaticc interaction experienced by these ions, arising from the presence of near-
neighbourr ions and outer valence electrons is much smaller than the spin-orbit coupling 
becausee of the minute spatial extent of the 4f-electron wavefunctions [2.63]. 

Theree exist several experimental methods that can be used to test the existence of CEF 
splitting.. One of them, inelastic-neutron scattering (INS), allows a direct observation of those 
transitionss between different levels which are allowed by the magnetic-dipole selection rules. 
CEFF parameters deduced from INS measurements sometimes need to be verified by 
complementaryy spectroscopic and bulk macroscopic investigations. More methods to study 
CEFF levels include ESR. hyperfine interaction spectroscopic techniques (NMR and the 
Mössbauerr effect), specific-heat, magnetic-susceptibility, thermal-expansion, magnetostriction 
andd high-field magnetization measurements that can provide a consistent description of the 
CEFF interaction. In the specific heat, the CEF-split levels give rise to many peculiarities 
amongg other things a Schottky maximum that can be measured and used for the determination 
off splitting energies (see for example Fulde et al. [2.64]). 

Extractingg the CEF parameters from INS data consists of a starting set of parameters, and 
refiningg them so as to minimize the mean deviation between calculated levels and observed 
ones.. Numerous experimental examples have been examined so far, which were intended to 
understandd the physics of the process so as to be able to determine the complete energy-level 
schemee or. at least, to approve or disprove the CEF splittings derived from INS experiments. 
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Mean-fieldd approximation 

Thee theory presented in this section follows closely the arguments given in other papers 

[e.g... see Ref. 2.65]. In compounds with a magnetic R element, the magnetic contribution to 

thee specific heat. CM. is associated with the increasing population of excited localized states 

onn increasing the temperature. The energy splitting is determined by CEF and molecular-field 

interactions.. Having the energy scheme available it is easy to evaluate the magnetic-specific-

heatt contribution by making use of the general formula: 

CM(T)) = - N T ^ - . (2.24) 
3T~ ~ 

wheree N is the number of R ions in the sample, and F(T} = - kBT InZ is the single-ion free 

:J- H H 

energy,, Z(T) = Ve~ F Tl k|,T being the partition function corresponding to a single R ion. So 

1=1 1 

wee see that once we know Z(T), which can be found from the values of the energy levels, we 

cann then deduce all thermodynamic properties. 

Thermodynamically,, a phase transition can be described as a co-operative effect, always 

accompaniedd by a singularity in the Gibbs free energy G. According to the concept of 

Ehrenfestt [2.66], the nature of this singularity determines the order of the transition. Most 

transitionss from the paramagnetic to some magnetically ordered phase are of second order. 

Second-orderr phase transitions are characterized by a branching of G below the transition 

temperature.. 9G/3T is continuous and no latent heat is involved at the transition temperature. 

Thee spontaneous magnetic moments grow gradually below the ordering temperature and there 

iss neither hysteresis nor a coexistence of both phases. The specific heat shows a /.-type 

anomalyy (in the C/T versus T curve) at the transition temperature. Spontaneous magnetic 

orderr characterizes the transition from the paramagnetic to the magnetically ordered state. 

Thiss spontaneous magnetic order gives rise to an internal magnetic field. In the molecular-

fieldd approximation, the magnetic interaction is described by an effective average field, the so-

calledd molecular field or Weiss field and denoted by Bm„i. In the model, this field is obtained 

byy the nearest-neighbour sum of the exchange interactions. 

Wee use a mean-field approximation in the calculation of the specific heat of R compounds 

too rewrite the Hamiltonian for the system of N exchange-coupled R + ions as a sum of N 

single-ionn Hamiltonians of the form 

H ^ H ^^ + g ^ J . B ^ + E ^ . . (2.25) 

Thiss Hamiltonian operates in the (2J+1 (-dimensional Hilbert space corresponding to the 

energeticallyy lowest lying J multiplet of the free R " ion. In Eq. 2.25. g, is the Lande g factor 
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off the R,+ ion (so. the magnetic-moment operator of the R^ ion is given by mR - - g , ( i B J ) 

andd for a tetragonal structure: 

HCF,, = B'̂ O1; + B ^ + B;;O;; + B^O' + B;,O^ (2.26) 

iss the part of the Hamiltonian which corresponds to the CEF for the R system, which we will 

considerr in the present calculation; O'"are the so-called Stevens operators and B"1 the 

correspondingg CEF parameters. Furthermore, B ^ in Eq. 2.25 is the molecular field at the R,+ 

ionn considered, due to the R-R exchange interactions. Finally EcorT = TBIIBI1 • <mR> is a 

correctivee additive "constant" that appears as a constant in the mean-field approximation at 

thee reduction of the original Hamiltonian for the system of N exchange-coupled R + ions, into 

aa sum of N single-ion Hamiltonians. Note that in the expression for ELOrr <mR> is the 

magneticc moment of the R+ ion considered and is given by <m k > = - g j |UB <J >. where 

<J>> denotes the statistically averaged expectation value. In Eq. 2.25. the molecular field B j ^ 

iss a function of the expectation magnetic moment <mR>. Supposing 2 R sublattices are 

denotingg the exchange parameter between moments of ions belonging to the same and the 

otherr sublattice by n R
h
R and nR_!R . respectively, the molecular field in Eq. 2.25 is given by: 

B l JJ = ( n (
R : k - n ^ R ) < m R > , (2.27) 

fromm which follows for EcorT in Eq. 2.25 

E t O T = I B ^ - < m R > = { ( n ^ - n ^ ) < m R > 2 .. (2.28) 

Thee magnetic specific heat CV1 is calculated according to Eq. 2.20. At each temperature, 

thee (2J+1) energy levels E, of a single Er ion. their occupation and hence the free energy (see 

Eq.. 2.24 above), are easily calculated by a self-consistent diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 

inn Eq. 2.25 above by taking the difference nRlR - n'R^R as the only adjustable parameter. Here 

self-consistencyy at any fixed temperature implies that the magnetic moment <mR>. calculated 

fromm the expectation values corresponding to each of the (2J+1) eigenstates. taking into 

accountt the occupation at the temperature considered, should coincide with the magnetic 

momentt used when diagonalizing the Hamiltonian. This type of calculation is realized for the 

ErCu4Alss compound discussed in Chapter 6 (section 6.6). 
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Chapterr 3 
Cryogenicc and electronic equipment 

3.1.. Specific-heat measurements: introduction 

Forr the measurements described in this thesis, three different specific-heat set-ups have 

beenn used. Firstly, we will describe the Amsterdam 17.5 T specific-heat equipment in some 

detail:: the calorimeter design is treated first, after that a description of the data-acquisition 

softwaree and the thermometry is given. Secondly, we will describe another set-up that can be 

usedd from 1.5 K up to room temperature. Finally, the modified heat-capacity insert of the 

Nijmegenn High Field Magnet Laboratory (NHFML) is described. 

Thee heat capacity. C. of matter is the amount of heat required for changing its 

temperaturee by a given amount and has the dimension of energy per degree. The heat capacity 

is,, therefore, an extensive variable since a larger quantity of matter will have a proportionally 

largerr specific heat. Experimentally, the specific heat is determined at constant pressure 

whereass the specific heat at constant volume, Cv, results from most theories. In solids at low 

temperaturess the difference between the two is small and is given by: 

c-cv=Mll ,.,.„ 

withh a, = — 
V V 

the e 
(( d\ \ 1 (dV ) 
—— the coefficient of volume expansion, and K T = — 

(<nl(<nl  v l d p J . 
isothermall compressibility. The mechanical stability of a substance requires KT > 0. Therefore. 

Cpp is always greater than Cv because at constant pressure the system is allowed to expand and 

thee energy for this expansion work must also be supplied to the system. At room temperature, 

thee difference between Cp and Cv is about 5 c/<  in most solids |3.1). 

Thee exact thermodynamic definition of the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp. can be 

writtenn as: 

CC = ' mm  ,3.2, 
dTT

wheree H is the enthalpy. For calorimetric experiment. Eq. 3.2 can be modified to: 
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MSI I 
wheree AQ is the amount of heat introduced into a calorimeter during a heat pulse. AT is the 

resultingg temperature rise of the calorimeter and the index p indicates that the measurements 

aree performed at constant pressure. In the SI system, the unit for the specific heat is J/mol,,u K. 

Itt should be noted that the definition of Cp is not modified, but the experiment allows only a 

measurementt of CP. 

3.2.. The Amsterdam 17.5 T superconducting magnet 

Inn this section, we will describe the specific-heat equipment installed in a new compact 

high-fieldd superconducting magnet with a nominal maximum field of 17.5 T and in a He 

cryostatt developed at the Van der Waals-Zeeman Instituut. In particular, detailed attention is 

givenn to the design of the specimen holder, to the developed mechanical heat switch and to the 

thermometry. . 

Ca lor imete rr design 

Forr measuring the specific heat in the 17.5 T set-up, we have chosen the semi-adiabatic 

method,, because of its reputation of reliability, ease and speed of operation. The small number 

off methods for performing heat-capacity measurements differs primarily in the manner in 

whichh the heat is applied to investigate the sample. In the semi-adiabatic method, the sample 

iss attached to a holder, on which a thermometer is mounted. The holder with the sample is 

thermallyy isolated from the environment as much as possible. A known amount of heat is 

added,, usually by means of an electrical pulse of constant current through a resistor on the 

holder.. In this section, we will describe in detail the hardware we have used in the 17.5 T 

set-up. . 

Thee calorimeter hardware consists of the following major parts: 

1)) an insert which holds the calorimeter and includes a He cryostat which allows us to cool 

thee calorimeter to 300 mK. 

2)) a 17.5 T superconducting magnet (53.0 mm bore) manufactured by Cryogenic Consultants 

Ltd... London, England. 

3)) a mechanical heat switch to cool to the lowest temperatures. 

4)) a PC with an IEEE-488 interfacing card. 

5)) a thermometer bridge. 

6)) a heating controller unit. 
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Figuree 3.1. Schematic drawing of the 'He cryostat. its position in the superconducting 17.5 T magnet 

andd the position of the sample holder. 

AA = 'He gas inlet 
CC = 1.5 K reservoir 
EE = Sample holder frame 
GG = Capillary 
KK = Insert dewar for 4He bath 
MM = Magnet coils 
ZZ = Compensation coils 

BB = Cryopump 
DD = 'He chamber 
FF = 4He filling entry 
HH = H-profile 
LL = Lambda plate refrigerator 
NN = Vacuum can for 'He cryostat 

Coolingg of the specimen to low temperatures is carried out in a 'He cryostat. which is 

schematicallyy shown in Fig. 3.1. The cryostat is a closed cryopump-driven system [3.2. 3.3]. 

Thee cooling procedure starts with pumping on the 1.5 K pot (C). which is connected with the 
4Hee bath by a thin capillary (G). Cooling down the 1.5 K pot takes only a few minutes. 'He 

eas.. coming from the room-temperature storage vessel at the top of the cryostat by A. 

condensess in the pipe to the 3He chamber which is soldered to the 1.5 K pot. After about 30 

minutes,, all the 'He is present as a few cnr' liquid in the 'He chamber (D). At that moment, 

wee cool down the cryopump (B). which is kept at about 40 K during condensation, by 
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switchingg off the heater of this pump. This pump is filled with activated Zeolite, enough to be 

ablee to adsorb all the 'He present in the system. Cooling the 3He chamber to 300 mK takes 

aboutt two hours. After a run. the cryopump can be heated again to 40 K and the procedure can 

bee repeated. 

AA high-field superconducting magnet has been bought from Cryogenic Ltd. [3.4]. The 

positionn of' the components with respect to the magnet coils, at M in Fig. 3.1. is roughly to 

scale.. The magnet bore amounts to 53 mm. The outer sections of the coil are made of NbTi 

andd its inner sections of Nb^Sn. which has a higher critical field. The magnet has been 

designedd to produce magnetic fields up to 15.25 T at 4.2 K and 17.5 T at 2.2 K and is suitable 

forr fast ramping, i.e. it is possible to load a magnetic field of 17.5 T in about 20 minutes. 

AA Cryogenic power supply is used to control the magnet. The power supply is designed to 

providee currents up to 130 A. Controlling the magnet by a computer may provide some 

securityy against undesired actions. Switching the power supply on would cause a change in the 

temperaturee reading. Therefore, the magnet always has to be in the persistent mode and the 

powerr supply is switched off during the specific-heat measurements. Included with the B-coil 

iss a superconducting switch, which enables the field to be maintained in persistent mode. The 

magnett specifications can be found in Ref. 3.4. All devices used in this set-up have a built-in 

interfacee and can be controlled easily by a computer. 

Thee sample holder, at E. is positioned at the centre of the main field coils (M) and is 

connectedd to the frame with 8 linen threads. The holder itself is. for the experiments described 

inn this thesis, made of cold-worked silver. Cooling of the holder is realized through a 0.8 mm 

Cuu wire connected to the heat switch: a simple wire-driven clamp, situated just above the 

holderr and connected to the 'He chamber by means of a copper H-profile (H). The "He 

chamberr is positioned in a compensated field region at about 200 mm above the field centre. 

Thee compensating coiis (Z) provide the compensation. 

Alsoo given in Fig 3.1 are: the lambda plate (Lj and the vacuum chamber (N) which 

purposee is to isolate the cold spots and the sample holder from the 4He in the insert dewar (K). 

Thiss insert dewar can be refilled separately by a tube (F). without disturbing the magnet bath. 

Forr measurements at the lowest temperatures, cooling by means of a mechanical or a 

superconductingg heat switch is preferred to the use of 4He-e.\change gas because of the heat of 

desorptionn effects of He gas. A superconducting heat switch, however, cannot be used in the 

samplee space because of the high magnetic fields present there. 

Takingg into account the above mentioned considerations, we have developed a 

mechanicall heat switch of simple design, consisting of a small clamp, one side fixed to the 

frame,, one side movable and kept open by a small stainless-steel spring. An outline of the 

constructionn of the developed switch can be found in Ref. 3.5. The mechanical heat switch 

can.. however, introduce relatively large amounts of energy into the system when the 

mechanicall contact is broken. To minimize this problem, the thin stainless-steel wire 

connectedd to a micrometer on the top flange of the cryostat that drives the clamp is thermally 

connectedd to the 4.2 K bath, as well as to two cold spots on the He insert. Releasing the 

switchh results in an initial heat up, so that a slow closing of the mechanical heat switch in 2 to 
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Figuree 3.2. Block diagram of the measuring system connected to the IEEE interface. 

33 minutes is required to keep the starting temperature below 500 mK. The lowest temperature 

thatt could be reached in the sample holder was 320 mK. whereas the 'He bath was at 290 mK. 

AA National Instruments IEEE-488 GPIB (General Purpose Interface Board) is used to connect 

alll the devices used for measuring, collecting data and calculating the specific heat. After 

finishingg a measuring cycle, the heat-capacity data are immediately computed and displayed. 

Thee system is fully controlled by a PC operating under MS-DOS during the entire experiment. 

Alll controlling parameters are preset by the computer but can be changed anytime by the 

operator.. A block diagram of the measuring system is given in Fig. 3.2. 

Ann automatically balanced AVS-47 resistance bridge is used to accurately measure the 

resistancee of the thermometer sensor. This bridge is connected directly to the IEEE-488 bus 

andd has a separate IEEE module to avoid high-frequency noise. The AVS 47 has a4.5-digit 

readout,, but since the analogue output of the AVS 47 is accurate up to 5.5 digits, we can 

obtainn one more accurate digit by using a Keithley DMM 199. The DMM 199 is usually used 

too measure helium levels, temperature sensors, and voltages of the specific-heat controller and 

thee resistance bridge. 

Ass for a heating-controller unit, a home-made insulated can package based on a small 

referencee IC is used. The resistance heater for the sample should be electrically and 

mechanicallyy stable with respect to thermal cycling, it ought to be in good thermal contact 

withh the sample and its heat capacity should be small compared to that of the sample. It can 

providee currents from 0.4 uA to 12.8 mA. Heaters made as described here are very reliable: 

theyy consist of four 512 Q ruthenium-oxide chip resistors. 2x2 in series and parallel. They 

weree in good thermal contact with the sample and their resistance does not change with time 

orr heat treatment. 
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Inn order to reduce the pressure in the vacuum space to a level where the thermal 

insulationn is sufficiently good at liquid-helium temperatures, a mechanical rotary pump and an 

oill diffusion pump are generally required. In addition, several rotation pumps are present in 

thee equipment: a helium-bath pumps (225 nr/nr) for pumping the 1.5 K reservoir, a ?i-pump 

(400 m /hr) for pumping the X-plate refrigerator and a multi-purpose flushing pump (8 nr/hr). 

Byy measuring current, voltage, duration of the pulse and subsequent temperature change, the 

heatt capacity of the sample plus the holder can be evaluated. The heat capacity of the holder 

cann be measured separately, and from the difference follows the heat capacity of the sample 

[3.5]. . 

Data-acquisitionn software 

Itt is well known that each measurement in a semi-adiabatic heat-pulse experiment 

includess four distinct intervals as shown in Fig. 3.3. The first, a pre-heating period (PrP) is the 

timee when the calorimeter heater is disabled, yet. just before the heat pulse and the 

temperaturee drifts due to the heat exchange with the surroundings. The second, the heat-pulse 

periodd (HP), starts when the calorimeter heater is activated, providing the energy AQ 

(Eq.. 3.2) and it is delineated by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3.3, i.e. the pulse starts at t(l 

(tt = 0 s) and ends at tp. In this period, the temperature rises rapidly in response to the added 

energy.. The third, the waiting period (WP), is the time during which the heat, AQ, is 

distributedd evenly inside the calorimeter. It starts when the heater is disabled after the heat 

pulsee at t = tP and extends to t, (Fig. 3.3). The fourth interval, the post-heating period (PoP). 

startss when the calorimeter has come to both internal and external dynamic thermal 

equilibriumm (time t, in Fig. 3.3) and it is again characterized by the temperature drifting due to 

heatt exchange with the surrounding. Typical values are PrP: 10s, HP: 20s. WP: 10s and PoP: 

50-90s. . 

Thee temperature and time measurements in the PrP and PoP permit an accurate 

extrapolationn of the temperature behaviour (the solid line in Fig. 3.3) to a median time. tm. 

providedd the curves are linear. The latter is civen as t =— ^ and is used to determine the 

2 2 

temperaturee before and after the pulse, corrected for the equilibrium drift before and after the 

pulsee (T| and T2, respectively). The resulting temperature rise: 

ATT = T : - T , (3.4) 

iss used in Eq. 3.2 to calculate Cp. The median temperature. Tm. i.e.. the temperature at which 

thee heat capacity has been measured, is defined as: 
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Figuree 3.3. Typical temperature-lime behaviour during a measurement in the semi-adiabatic 
calorimeter. . 

AA PC equipped with a software package controls the specific-heat measurement set-up. 

Thiss scientific software package has standard routines for graphics, analysis and a video 

graphicss adapter for controlling the equipment, collecting data and calculating specific-heat 

values.. In the output data file, the magnetic field applied is displayed then the mass of the 

measuredd sample, its molar mass and the mass of an extra piece of Cu is given. The extra 

piecee of Cu is used to clamp the sample to the sample holder. The output data file also 

containss the actual results of the heat-capacity measurements in the form of median 

temperatures,, specific heats (molar heat capacity of the sample, total and sample holder), the 

temperaturee step and the sample heater power. 

The rmomet ry y 

Wee have used a Lake Shore Cernox thermometer, type 1010. with a resistance of 100 Q 

att 300 K and about 1.5 kü. at 300 mK. The advantage of the Lake Shore Cernox thermometer 

abovee the commonly used RuO: chips is the fact that the sensitivity remains high at high 

temperatures.. It can be used in the whole temperature range, in the present from 0.3 K (He 

temperature)) up to 60 K. 

Thee thermometer is connected to a thermal anchor on the same plate as the heater. From 

thiss anchor, the four measuring leads (two currents and two voltages) are thermally anchored 

onn the frame, which is at about 300 mK. Connections to the anchors on the frame are made of 

normall resistive wire. Superconducting wires cannot be used because of the high magnetic 
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fieldss used in the experiments. The substitution resistance of the eight wires together (four 

thermometerr and four heater) is of the order of 10 Q (between 60 and 90 U each). The 

electricall leads are, as usual, thermally anchored at several places on the cryogenic parts of the 

cryostatt before they are connected to the room-temperature connections on the top plate. 

Inn the first calibrations and measurements, we have encountered some problems in using 

thee type of thermometer explained above. One of the main problems was the high negative 

magnetoresistancee at temperatures below 1 K. The strong dependence on the magnetic field 

resultedd in an appreciable loss of sensitivity in 16 T of about a factor of two. and made 

accuratee interpolations hardly possible for magnetic fields not equal to the fields at which the 

thermometerr had been calibrated (0, 4, 8, 12 and 16 T). Furthermore, the low values of the 

resistancee (of the order of 1 k Q at the lowest temperatures and in high magnetic fields) only 

allowedd for small excitations. 

Ass described above, the performance of the Cernox type of thermometer in magnetic 

fieldss was found to be disappointing. An alternative with a lower magnetoresistance at the 

temperaturess and the magnetic fields concerned was developed, consisting of two different 

resistorss in one parallel circuit. In the first subsection, we will deal with this new developed 

sensor,, followed by the results obtained with a sample holder made of cold-worked silver. 

Becausee of the extremely low magnetoresistance at low temperatures, a RuO: chip 

resistorr (6.2 kQ at 300 K and 20 k£l at 0.3 K) seemed to be a well-known alternative for the 

Cernoxx temperature sensor. Ruthenium-oxide temperature sensors have some unique 

advantagess over other temperature resistors. At lower temperatures, they have a reasonable 

sensitivity.. Sd, which is a dimensionless quantity defined by 

oo T ( dR ^ 
S , = —— — (3.6) 

RR [ dT / 

Att high temperatures, however, the sensitivity ol' the RuO: sensor drops dramatically, 

resultingg in a field dependence of the temperature readings, which even increases with 

increasingg temperature. An ideal sensor would be independent of magnetic field. The next 

bestt alternative would have field dependence that is small and correctable by a method that is 

independentt of the manufacturing process. Therefore, a new sensor was developed, consisting 

off two different resistors in one parallel circuit. One resistor is a RuO: chip, and the other 

aa Cernox sensor, type 1070. Cernox thin-film-resistance temperature sensors have a negative 

temperaturee coefficient; a monotonie response over a wide temperature range, low magnetic-

field-inducedd errors and a high resistance to ionizing radiation [3.11. 
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dlnR R Figuree 3.4. Sensitivity, S . -"" J a dlnT 
Cernoxx sensor, type 1070, parallel with a ruthenium-oxide resistor. 

versuss InT for the combination thermometer consisting of a 

Thee advantage of using one circuit instead of two separate sensors is that only one set of 

connectingg wires and one thermal anchor are needed. Moreover, switching between different 

thermometerr circuits often causes discontinuities in the resulting specific-heat curves. The 

resistancee values of these sensors at various temperatures are given in Table 3.1. 

Tablee 3.1. Nominal values of the resistance in kQ of the RuO? and Cernox resistors used in the 

combinationn sensor, and the resulting resistance in a parallel circuit, at various temperatures. 

T(K) ) 300 0 77 7 10 0 0.3 3 

Ru022 6.2 6.5 8 9 20 
Cernoxx (1070) 0.065 0.3 5 16 >500 
Combinationn 0.065 0.3 3 6 19 

Att high temperatures, the Cernox sensor determines the behaviour, resulting in a high 

sensitivityy (about -1). whereas at low temperatures the RuO: sensor is dominant, resulting in a 

loww magnetoresistance. If we define T(R,B) as the temperature corresponding to a value of R 

inn a field B. then, for 16 T, the value of 

ATT _T(R.0) -T(R,16) 

TT " T(R,0) 
(3.7) ) 
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neverr exceeds 10%. and rapidly decreases with increasing temperature. With these 

characteristicss it is easy to interpolate between the values calibrated at 0. 4. 8. 12. and 16 T. 

withoutt significant loss of accuracy. The interpolations are performed with a second-order 

(beloww 4 T and above 12 T) or third-order polynomial (between 4 T and 12 T) through the 

threee or four adjacent calibrated T (R,B) values. 

Figs.. 3.4 and 3.5 show the temperature dependence of the sensitivity Sti in 0 and 16 T and 

—— in 16T. respectively, for this new combination thermometer. As can be observed in 

Fig.. 3.4, the sensitivity is almost independent of the applied magnetic field. 

o o 
o o 

Figuree 3.5. Relative deviations of the temperature readings for the combination thermometer in a 

fieldd of 16 T from the readings at 0 T at the same resistance, as a function of temperature. 

Thee sample holder 

Inn the early days of this installation, we used an oxygen-free high-conductivity Cu body 

forr the holder material. This sample holder (SH) consists of two plates connected by a 

threadedd rod. The mass of this Cu body is 3 g. The mass of the addenda (heater and 

thermometer)) is negligible in comparison with the Cu body. To check the entire Cu material, 

wee have performed specific-heat measurements on the empty holder. At low temperatures, 

beloww 4 K. a rather big nuclear contribution to the specific heat in field was detected, which 

increasess with increasing field. The upturn in C/T is commonly explained as a Schottky 
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anomaly.. It is known that a Schottky anomaly can lead to an inverse quadratic dependence of 

thee specific heat on T and/or B CSch <* yy  ̂ J ] in a certain range of temperatures and/or 
/j /j 

fieldss (see Chapter 2 for more details). At 500 mK and in 16 T, this contribution is one order 

off magnitude larger than the normal specific heat. It is about 10 times larger than the 0 T 

value. . 

o o 
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Figuree 3.6. Relative deviations of the raw data for a 11 g Cu sample. The oscillations are ascribed to 

thermometer-calibrationn errors. 

Althoughh the large low-temperature heat capacity of the Cu sample holder is not a serious 

problem,, since the low-temperature contribution to the heat capacity can be corrected for with 

highh precision, we have constructed a new holder made of cold-worked Ag. The main 

advantagee of using Ag as holder material is that, in the entire temperature range, the nuclear 

contributionn of Ag is much smaller than that of Cu. In the following Paragraphs, we will 

describee the Ag sample holder in more detail. 

Inn the test of the new Ag holder, the specific-heat results showed that the cold-worked Ag 

hass a much smaller nuclear contribution than Cu. The nuclear specific-heat contribution at 

5000 mK of 5 g of Ag in a magnetic field of 16 T amounts to about 2.5 c7c of the total observed 

heatt capacity, C0bS, whereas for Cu this was 5 %. 

Too check the entire apparatus, we have measured the specific heat of two Cu (4N5 purity) 

sampless of 3 and 11 g, an Fe (5N purity) sample of 3 g, a Pt (4N purity) sample of 8 g and a 

1.33 g sample of the intermetallic compound UPt. The specific heat of the pure materials is 

welll known from literature [3.6, 3.7. 3.8]. The measurements reported here are not presented 

ass a new determination of the specific heat of Cu. Fe and Pt but just as a test of our apparatus. 
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Figuree 3.7. Relative deviations of the observed platinum specific heat from the literature values in 

00 T as a function of temperature after correction. 

High-purityy Cu is generally accepted as the best calorimetric standard in the temperature 

regionn of 3 to 300 K. since its heat capacity can be considered to be well established with an 

accuracyy better than 0.5 % [3.6J. At low temperatures, some oscillations are detectable. As an 

example,, we present in Fig 3.6 the difference between the raw data on the 11 g copper sample 

inn 0 T (two runs in two different ways) and the literature values. 

Becausee of the large nuclear specific-heat contribution of Cu. we did not use Cu to test 

thee high-field curves at low temperatures. For this purpose, we used pure Fe samples. Fe has a 

veryy small nuclear contribution [3.9], and the contribution from spin waves is also small at 

loww temperatures. 

Att all the test fields in the temperature range from 0.5 to 3 K we found oscillations in the 

observedd heat capacity of Fe, of the same order of magnitude as for Cu in 0 T. We found 

upturnss of unknown origin below 0.5 K, particularly in high magnetic fields. Hence, the range 

off reliable results is limited to above 0.5 K in the highest magnetic fields. 

Ourr conclusion from the Cu and Fe test measurements is that, after correction for the 

oscillatoryy behaviour, we have: 

1)) For large heat capacities, i.e.. more than twice the empty-holder contribution, an accuracy 

off 1 c/c above 3 K and 2 % below 3 K. 
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2)) For small heat capacities, i.e.. of the order of half the empty-holder contribution, these 

numberss are 1 ck above 25 K, 2 ck between 3 and 25 K and 3 % between 0.5 and 3 K. 

3)) For still smaller samples the error bars increase considerably. The smallest difference in 

heatt capacity that significantly can be detected with this new holder at the lowest 

temperaturee amounts to about 0.3 |a\J/molK. 

Ptt test sample 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 3.8. Relative deviations of the observed platinum specific heat from the literature values in 
magneticc fields of 5, 10 and 15 T as a function of temperature after correction. The nuclear 
contribution,, derived from the nuclear data [3.8], is included in the literature values. The errors are 
shownn to be smaller than 2 %. 

Beloww 0.5 K. we have to be very cautious about the results in high fields because of less 

reliablee data for the thermometer and the empty holder, in combination with the unknown 

nuclearr contributions and the temperature drifts. 

Afterr implementing the correction procedure in the computer routines that control the 

measurement,, we did some test measurements on a sample of 8 g Pt (4N purity) in 0 T and in 

fieldss of 5, 10 and 15 T (see Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. respectively). The chosen fields are different 

fromm the calibration fields. The upturn at lower temperatures observed in the 0 T results is 

ascribedd to impurities. It is well known that the low-temperature heat capacity of Pt is very 

sensitivee to impurities [3.8, 3.10]. 
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Anotherr important test forms the results on the intermetallic compound UPt (see 
Chapterr 5 for more details). The low-temperature specific-heat coefficient of UPt has a value 
off about 105 mJ/molLK~ (see Ref. 3.11 and references therein). The results in zero field and 
beloww 2 K clearly show that our calorimeter gives quite reliable values showing no significant 
systematicc deviations from the reported values [3.11J. 

Fromm the Pt measurements we conclude; 

1)) At 5 K, the contribution of the Pt sample amounts to not more than 1.5 times the sample-
holderr contribution. 

2)) In high fields, the impurity contribution is largely suppressed and independent of the 
appliedd field. 

3)) Our statements about the accuracy hold also in the case of interpolated field values. 

3.3.. The high-temperature set-up 

Specific-heatt measurements at higher temperatures are essential to detect phase 
transitionss and to determine the phonon contribution to the specific heat. The high-
temperaturee specific-heat set-up developed by KinvNgan [3.12] is designed to measure the 
heatt capacity in the temperature range from 1.4 to 300 K. The sample, with a flat surface, is 
mountedd on a sapphire plate and, for better thermal contact, fixed by N-type apiezon. The 
temperaturee of the sample is monitored by a RuO? resistor below 25 K and by a Pt resistor at 
higherr temperatures. Two shields are used to screen the sapphire plate with thermometer, 
heater,, sample, and addenda, from the surroundings. By means of a carbon-glass thermometer 
andd a temperature controller, the temperature of the inner shield is measured and kept at 
aa constant (the temperature at which the adiabatic measurement is started). Below 100 K, only 
thee inner shield is heated up. At higher temperatures, also the outer shield is heated: the 
temperaturee of the inner shield can then reach the setting value in a shorter time. The accuracy 
off the measurement is better than 1 % in the whole temperature range. The high resolution and 
thee low contribution of the sapphire plate allow one to measure sample{s) as small as 60 mg. 

3.4.. The Nijmegen 24.5 T set-up 

Ann insert has been designed for heat-capacity measurements in the temperature range 
fromm 1.4 to about 25 K [3.13J. that can be operated in magnetic fields up to 24.5 T, to be used 
inn the Nijmegen High Field Magnet Laboratory (NHFML). The sample to be measured is 
mountedd on a sapphire plate holder, which is suspended semi-adiabaticaily in a frame. The 
temperaturee of this frame can be stabilized. A RuO^ thick-film resistor measures the sample 
temperaturee and a strain gauge is used to supply heat to the sample. 

Thee design is such that different techniques to measure the heat capacity can be chosen. 
Thee choice depends on the value of the heat capacity. For the adiabatic method, applied to 
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largee samples, a mechanical heat switch is present for cooling. In the following, a description 

off the apparatus is given. 

Thee insert consists of a central stainless steel tube (A in Fig 3.9) to which a vacuum can (B) is 

connected.. On both sides of the main tube, two small tubes are connected to the can space, 

onee of them (C), is used for evacuation and the other can be used in the future e.g. for a 3He 

facility.. Inside the central tube, a mechanical heat switch can be mounted. The heat switch 

consistss of a small stainless-steel tube (D) which can be moved vertically over a distance of a 

feww mm. Springs attached at both sides of the knob pass the force on to the heat-switch tube, a 

belloww inside tube A transmits the replacement into the vacuum space. 

T T 

:; ; 

Figuree 3.9. Schematic diagram of the specific-heat insert at the Nijmegen High-Field-Magnet 
Laboratorv(NHFML). . 

AA Cu rod of 6 mm diameter, which makes contact to liquid helium, is going through the 

flangeflange at the top of the vacuum can and acts as a heat sink for the heat-switch tube D and the 

lowerr part of the insert. To this rod, a Cu plate (Plate A) is connected in which the electrical 

connectionss are thermally anchored. From the flange, these stainless-steel rods are going down 

andd end in a small Cu disk (F) to which two plates (Plates B.I and B.II) are fixed on which the 

electricall wiring is thermally anchored. Along the rods, a band of 20 Cu wires of 0.3 mm is 

mountedd to cool the lower part of the insert. The rod of the heat switch passes through the 
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centerr of the disk and can clamp a thin Cu wire (0.1 mm), which is directly connected to the 

samplee holder. One level lower, a Hysol disk (G) is mounted as a support for the frame (H). 

Thee objective of this set-up is that the temperature of the frame with the sample can be 

regulatedd and stabilized, so that a measurement can be performed relative to a chosen 

surroundingg temperature. To avoid heating by eddy currents, the frame is made of non

conductingg Hysol and the Cu tube around it has a vertical slit. Around this screen, a heater of 

manganinn wire is {bifilarly) wound. The tube acts as a radiation shield around the sample and 

thee sample holder. On the frame, the electrical wires are thermally anchored. 

Thee sample holder, a sapphire plate of dimensions 10x10x0.5 m m , is vertically 

suspendedd by thermally isolating linen threads. The only heat link from the sample holder to 

thee frame is due to the heat conduction of the eight, connecting the thermometer (a RuO^ 

thick-filmm resistor, ALPS 10 k£2 nominal resistance) and the heater (a strain gauge with a 

resistancee of 890 Q). Heat losses through radiation are avoided by stabilizing the temperature 

off the frame at a value close to temperature of the sample. 
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Chapterr 4 
Orthorhombicc CeCu2-type compounds 

Inn Chapter 3. the experimental specific-heat techniques have been discussed. In the 

presentt chapter, we focus our attention on the next step in the research on 4f and 5f 

intermetallicc systems. We will focus mainly on two unique features of actinide intermetallic 

materials,, namely the huge magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the anomalous electronic 

properties.. In order to receive more systematic information on the magnetocrystalline 

anisotropyy in U compounds, we will concentrate on the aspects of magnetism in equiatomic 

ternaryy intermetallic compounds UTGe of U with transition (T) metals. There are several 

characteristicc types of crystal structures in which the members of the large UTX (X = p-

electronn metal) family crystallize. The most frequently adopted structures are the hexagonal 

ZrNiAll (Fe2P) structure, the orthorhombic TiNiSi (CeCu:) structure and the hexagonal 

GaGeLii (Caln2) structure. Also RCu2 (R is a rare-earth element) intermetallic compounds, 

whichh crystallize in the CeCu2 structure, have found large scientific interest because of the 

orthorhombicc symmetry that leads to anisotropic magnetic behaviour with a large number of 

peculiarr details (several magnetic phases and transitions at low temperatures). For example, 

DyCu22 shows a conversion of the magnetic 'Ising axis' in high magnetic fields. In the present 

chapter,, we will mainly study the influence of this axis conversion on the crystal lattice. 

( 33 u O T. x 

Figuree 4.1. Schematic representation of the CeCu2-type of structure. 
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Inn the case of UTGe compounds, the crystal structure of the CeCui type (space group Imma) 

consistss of U zigzag chains along the b axis, so that each U atom has only two nearest U 

neighbourss at a distance of the order of 350 pm (see Fig. 4.1). The U atoms occupy the 4e Ce 

sites,, and the T-metal and Ge atoms randomly occupy the 8h Cu sites [4.1 ] or form an ordered 

ternaryy compound (TiNiSi-structure type, space group Puma) [4.2], The TiNiSi structure is 

thee ordered variant of the CeCu: structure, which can in turn be considered as a distortion of 

thee hexagonal A1B; structure. In RCui compounds, the R atoms and the Cu atoms occupy the 

4ee and 8h sites, respectively, and form a double-layer structure along the c axis (see Fig. 4.1). 

Too facilitate the comparison between these interesting groups of compounds, the 

electronicc properties of UTGe compounds crystallizing in TiNiSi (CeCu:)-type of crystal 

structuree are described in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2. the orthorhombic DyCu; compound 

crystallizingg in the same CeCu? type of structure is presented as a model system for the 

investigationn of antiferromagnetic order caused by bilinear exchange interactions of trivalent 

RR ions in a strongly-anisotropic magnetic system. 

UTX X 

Figuree 4.2. Schematic diagram illustrating the systematics of some electronic properties of UTX 

compoundss crystallizing in the CeCu:-type of structure. The type of the ground state is abbreviated as 

P:: Pauli paramagnetic. P/SF: Paramagnetic with Spin Fluctuations. F: Ferromagnetic and AF: 

Antiferromagnetic.. The magnetic moment measured at 35 T along the easy magnetization direction is 

u.35T,, the magnetization value extrapolated from high fields to 0 T is u„ and y represents the coefficient 

off the linear term of the specific heat (taken from 4.16). 
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4.1.. UTGe 

Mostt of the ternary intermetallics of composition UTGe crystallize in the orthorhombic 
structuree (CeCu2 type). The ground state and some basic properties are given in Fig. 4.2, 
illustratingg the systematics of some electronic properties. The basic magnetic properties of 
UTGee compounds have been studied first by Troc and Tran [4.3] on polycrystalline materials. 
Variouss electronic ground states are observed in these compounds, ranging from simple 
(Pauli)) paramagnetism to complex magnetic ordering. Apart from UCoGe and URuGe, in all 
thee remaining Ge compounds a magnetically-ordered ground state has been found. This 
groundd state is ferromagnetic in URhGe and antiferromagnetic in UNiGe, UlrGe and UPtGe. 
Alll these compounds are in the critical region between itinerant and localized 5f-electron 
behaviour.. They exhibit a variety of magnetic properties, which are primarily determined by 
thee strength of the 5f-ligand hybridization. 

4.1.1.. UNiGe 

Introduction n 

Att present. UNiGe is the most thoroughly studied 1:1:1 germanide and results have been 
obtainedd on very good quality single crystals. This compound is of special interest as it shows 
bothh a huge magnetocrystalline anisotropy and a rather complicated magnetic structure. 

Inn UNiGe, there was originally thought to be one magnetic transition from the 
paramagneticc (P) to the antiferromagnetic (AF) state at 41.5 K [4.41, and the low-temperature 
magneticc structure was thought to be collinear with moments either along the b axis [4.5] or 
thee c axis [4.4|. Bulk high-field-magnetization measurements [4.6] have shown that a is the 
hardd axis and therefore the moments should lie in the b-c plane. However, subsequent 
specific-heatt [4.7] and magnetization measurements [4.8] have shown the presence of two 
magnetic-orderingg temperatures at 41.5 and 50 K. Furthermore, neutron-diffraction (ND) 
studiess on a single crystal have shown that the moment in the low-temperature phase of 
UNiGee is commensurate with q = (0. 1/2, 1/2) and that an incommensurate (IC) phase with 
qq = (0, 5, 5) exists between 41.5 K and 50 K. A third magnetic phase was found which is only 
stablee in applied magnetic fields, the 1/3 phase which has a propagation vector 
qq = (0. 1/3. 1/3) [4.4-9]. In addition. Nakotte et al. [4.10] have established that both zero-field 
phasess are well described in terms of single-q non-collinear arrangement of the moments, 
whichh form in two domains. These authors have proposed a relationship between the three 
magneticc phases. The IC phase is believed to consist of ferromagnetic (F> sheets with 

aa < + + - ) stacking with a spin-Hip even 20'h layer or so. The (0. 1/3. 1/3) phase has the same 
(++ + —) stacking of F sheets, but there is no spin-flip. The commensurate (0. 1.2. 1/2) phase, 
onn the other hand, has F sheets stacked in a (+ —) sequence. 

Inn order to define the complex magnetic phase diagrams, magnetization curves were 
measuredd by Briick et al. [4.16) in magnetic fields up to 35 T applied along the b and the c 
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axess (see Fig. 4.3). also at elevated temperatures up to 60 K |4. I l j . At 4.2 K. two 

metamagneticc transitions are induced in fields applied along the b axis (at 17 and 2? T). and 

twoo metamagnetic transitions along the c axis (at 3 and 10 T) [4.6). Furthermore, at somewhat 

higherr temperatures, the b-axis transition at 17 T splits into two transitions [4.8]. 

Purwantoo et al. [4.12] have concluded, however, that only one of the 17 T transitions and one 

off the 25 T transitions are intrinsic to the b axis and that the other two transitions are due to 

minorityy phase in the main crystal. They have also argued that the intrinsic b-axis B-T phase 

diagramm exhibits only three different magnetic phases similar to the c-axis B-T phase diagram 

|4.12|. . 

Thee complex magnetization behaviour of UNiGe motivated us to perform a more 

elaboratee study of the specific heat and magnetization in magnetic fields up to 17.5 and 

19.55 T. respectively. In particular. specificTieat measurements offer an excellent opportunity 

too observe phase transitions which are not or only barely visible in standard magnetic 

measurements.. Use has been made also of results of detailed studies of ND in magnetic fields 

upp to 6 T [4.4-11]. 

00 10 20 30 40 

Figuree 4.3. Magnetization of a UNiGe single crystal at 4.2 K in magnetic fields up to 40 T along the 
threee principal axes [4.16]. 

Exper imenta l l 

Thee experimental results were obtained on a single crystal of UNiGe. grown from 

aa stoichiometric melt by a modified Czochralski tri-arc method at the FOM-AUMOS Centre at 

thee University of Amsterdam. Two pieces of UNiGe. with a total mass of 1.22 gram, were cut 

byy spark erosion along the three principal axes. The specific heat was measured by means of 

thee semi-adiabatic technique in the temperature range between 400 mK and 65 K in magnetic 

fieldss up to 17.5 T. applied along the three principal axes. Temperature scans of the magnetic 

responsee in static magnetic fields up to 19.5 T applied along the b and c axis has been 
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performedd by Dr. H. Nakotte in the 20 T superconducting magnet at the Los-Alamos Pulse 

Fieldd Facility of the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. 

Results s 

Inn zero field, the temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T, shows a sharp peak at 

41.55 K marking a first-order transition and a second less pronounced anomaly at 50 K 

(Fig.. 4.4), the temperatures where magnetic transitions occur. In order to obtain the magnetic 

entropy,, we have determined the magnetic part to the specific heat, CM. of UNiGe as the 

differencee between the measured specific heat and an estimated contribution of the lattice to 

thee specific heat which was estimated by fitting the specific-heat curve over the whole 

temperaturee range considered to a Debye temperature of 9D = 260 K. After subtraction of the 

latticee contribution, the magnetic entropy at 65 K, in zero magnetic field, can be estimated to 

bee somewhat smaller than R. Using Eq. 2.5, we obtain a J value of 0.81 which is much 

smallerr than the values for the free U3+ and U4+ configurations which are 9/2 and 4, 

respectively. . 
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Figuree 4.4. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT. versus T of a UNiGe single crystal in 

zeroo field. The dotted line corresponds to the fitted electronic contribution. The dashed curve 

correspondss to the fitted phonon contribution. The dash-dot line corresponds to the calculated 

Schottkyy contribution. The solid curve corresponds to the total fit. the sum of the electronic, the 

phononn and the Schottky contribution. 
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Inn order to study the magnetic phase transitions that are found in the c- and b-axis 

magnetization,, we have performed specific-heat measurements in various magnetic fields. In 

Fig.. 4.5c. we have plotted the field dependence of the specific heat in fields applied along the 

c-axis.. The AF peak at 41.5 K vanishes at around 2 T, while the peak at 50 K becomes more 

pronouncedd with increasing field. The magnetic entropy determined in the same way as in the 

zero-fieldd case decreases when a field of. for instance. 8 T is applied (Table 4.1). This 

suggestss that at least a part of the magnetic entropy at lower fields is due to the presence of 

magneticc fluctuations. 

Figuree 4.5. Specific heat of UNiGe in a plot of C/T versus T at various magnetic fields applied along 
(a)) the a axis, (b) the b axis and (c) the c axis 

Inn Fig. 4.5b, typical temperature dependencies of the specific heat for fields applied along 

thee b-axis are shown. The peak at 41.5 K disappears between 2 and 4 T while, similar to the c-

axis,, the peak at 50 K is still present at 16 T: its position has hardly changed. Also for this 

configuration,, the magnetic entropy decreases with increasing field (Table 4.1), although this 

reductionn is smaller than for the c-axis orientation. 

Tablee 4.1. Parameters derived from fitting the measured specific heat of a UNiGe single crystal in 
differentt magnetic fields applied along the three principal axes with expression 4.1. 

y y 
(mJ/moluK2) ) 

27.00  0.50 

26.55  1.00 

34.00  1.00 

26.88  0.50 

38.22 0 

A A 

(K) ) 

109(2) ) 

107(2) ) 

111(1) ) 
112(1) ) 

109(2) ) 

gi/go o 

2.0(1) ) 

2.0(1) ) 

2.0(1) ) 

2.0(1) ) 

2.0(1) ) 

SM M 

(J/mol,, K) 

8.01(2) ) 

7.81(2) ) 

7.32(2) ) 

7.43(2) ) 

7.68(2) ) 
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Finally,, in Fig. 4.5a. the temperature dependencies of the specific heat measured at 

constantt fields applied along the a-axis are shown. For B//a. no field dependence of the 

specificc heat is expected, as the a-axis is the hard magnetization axis. The intensity of the peak 

att 41.5 K is found to display a weak field dependence up to 12 T. above which it becomes 

broadened.. The anomaly at 50 K. becomes slightly more pronounced with increasing field. 

Thee magnetic entropy is found to decrease if a magnetic field is applied (Table 4.1). 

Furthermore,, we have studied the field dependence of the low-temperature contribution to 

thee specific heat of UNiGe. which provides information on the Fermi-surface. For this, we 

measuredd C/T versus B at 850 mK for the three principal axes (see Fig 4.6). Data were taken 

withh increasing field. For B//b. C/T shows an increase in fields between 4 and 8 T. saturates 

betweenn 8 and 12 T and increases again above 12 T though this increase is higher than for 

B//c.. There is no field dependence observed for the low-temperature specific heat when the 

magneticc field is applied along the a-axis. 

40 0 

O O 
E E 

E E 

O O 

30 0 

20 0 

UNiGe e 
BB // a-axis 
BB // b-axis 
BB // c-axis 

l l 
ïï 5 

10 0 

B ( T ) ) 
15 5 20 0 

Figuree 4.6. Field dependence of the low-temperature contribution to the specific heat for fields 
appliedd along the three principal axes at 850 mK. The arrows indicate the locations of the transition in 
thee c-axis magnetization (at about 4 and at about l l T at 850 mK). The error bars represent an 
estimatee of the absolute error (about l mJ/moli K ), while the relative error is much smaller (about 
0.11 mJ/moluK"). The solid line represents the fit of the data for fields applied along the c-axis. below 
100 T (excluding the 3 and 4 T data), to a quadratic field dependence. The data have been taken with 
increasingg field. 
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Fig.. 4.7 shows the temperature dependencies of the magnetization measured in the 20 T 

superconductingg magnet at the Los-Alamos Pulse Field Facility for various magnetic fields 

appliedd along the b and c axis. For B//b (Fig. 4.7a), the most prominent feature in the low 

fieldss is the anomaly in the magnetization at the ordering temperature of 41.5 K. The 

magnetic-orderingg temperature shifts smoothly and continuously towards lower temperatures 

withh increasing field until it disappears for fields above 18 T. For B//c (Fig. 4.7b), there is a 

secondd anomaly around 50 K in the magnetization curve. It is not visible at 2 T and becomes 

visiblee with increasing field. For fields above 9 T, the maximum has disappeared. 

T(K) ) 

Figuree 4.7. Temperature dependence of the magnetization for various fields applied along (a) the b-

axiss and (b) the c-axis. Note the presence of various anomalies (see text), which are associated with 

thee magnetic phase boundaries. 

Discussion n 

Thee specific heat of UNiGe in zero field and in applied fields was analyzed according to 

thee expression: 

c=yr+D(T,eD)+R R 
k„ T T 

go o 

11 + go. . 

(4.1) ) 
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Here,, yT is the electronic contribution to the specific heat and D is the Debye function (with 

thee Debye temperature 0D) describing the lattice contribution to the specific heat. The last 

termm represents a Schottky contribution to the specific heat due to the crystalline-electric-field 

(CEF)) splitting of the energy levels. A is the energy difference between the ground state and 

thee first excited state and g0/gi is the ratio of the degeneracies of these two states (see Section 

2.11 for more detail). Outside the temperature interval from 35 to 52 K (i.e. by leaving the two 

anomaliess out of consideration), the specific heat of UNiGe in zero field can be best fitted 

usingg y-27.0mJ/mol lK
: , Qa=  260 K, A = 109 K and gi/g„ - 2.0 (see Table 4.1 for the 

fittingg results in various magnetic fields). The relative importance of the three contributions 

cann be seen in Fig. 4.4. Furthermore, it can be seen that a small Schottky anomaly is found, 

leadingg to a shallow maximum in the specific-heat curve at about 30 K. It is well known that 

Schottkyy anomalies of this type are generally observed at temperatures roughly 1/3 in 

temperaturee between the ground state and the first-excited state. This result is in good 

agreementt with the level separation of 109 K mentioned above. There is no field dependence 

off the energy splitting A, in contrast with the magnetic entropy, which is found to decrease 

withh increasing field (see values for B//b in Table 4.1). 

Besidess the Schottky anomaly, one should also consider the presence of contribution of 

low-energyy magnetic excitations to the specific heat when a material is at a temperature higher 

thann zero kelvin. This has been considered by Prokes [4.13]. Keeping in mind the strong 

magnetocrystallinee anisotropy of this material, one may expect a gap in the energy spectrum 

off such excitations. The temperature dependence of the magnetic part of the specific heat can 

bee described in terms of magnons, namely due to the anisotropy-induced gap A in the magnon 

spectrum,, which yields a term that in its simplest form is expressed by: 

CMM = f T"-exp 
A A 

kTr r 
(4.2) ) 

wheree f depends on A and on the magnon dispersion relation for a particular material (see 

Sectionn 2.1 for details). The low-temperature part of the specific heat of UNiGe can be best 

fittedd using A = 48 K and f = 5.5 mJ/molyK V2. 

Thee latter model shows a gap in the dispersion relation of the magnons leading to a A 
valuee that is about half the value determined by the former model. In order to be more 
conclusive,, an inelastic-neutron-scattering experiment is highly desirable to provide more 
informationn about the value of the energy gap. 

Wee now discuss the low-temperature field dependence of the specific heat of UNiGe. For 
B//c.. as can be seen in Fig. 4.6, C/T is somewhat reduced at the fields of 3 and 4 T. In fact, by 
excludingg the data points at 3 and 4 T, one can fit all other values up to 1! T to a quadratic 
behaviourr (solid line in Fig. 4.6). Above the second transition (about 11 T), however, one 
findss almost linearly decreasing CAT values up to the highest field applied (17.5T). This 
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behaviourr (quadratic increase below the transition, linear decrease above the transition) is 

surprisinglyy similar to the findings for UNiAl [4.14]. The latter compound can be considered 

ass a moderately enhanced heavy-fermion system, whereas the 5f electrons in UNiGe are more 

localized. . 
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Figuree 4.8. Magnetic phase diagram for fields applied along (a) the c-axis and (b) the b-axis. The 

plotss comprise the data from previous magnetization measurements (•) [4.6]. and present specific-

heatt data (A) and magnetization data (a) on the same sample. 

Usingg the temperatures where the anomalies occur (Figs. 4.5a-c and Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b), 

wee can construct the B-T phase diagram of UNiGe for B//b and B//c. The results are shown in 

Figs.. 4.8a and 4.8b. where we have included results from previous ND and magnetoresistance 

studiess [4.4-12]. 

Now.. we return to the specific-heat data of UNiGe (Figs. 4.5b and 4.5c) and compare 

themm to the phase diagrams shown in Figs. 4.8a and 4.8b. It should be noted that we did not 

findd any other clear anomalies for the b-axis response and this seems to confirm the picture 

proposedd by Purwanto et al. [4.12] that the B-T b-axis phase diagram exhibits only three 
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differentt magnetic phases. For B//c, the magnetic field dependence of the magnetic-ordering 
temperaturee at 41.5 K is in good agreement with the B-T boundary between the (0, 6. 5) and 
thee (0, 1/2. 1/2) phases. It is clear that our specific-heat results do not show an anomaly 
correspondingg with the transition from the {0, 1/3, 1/3) phase to the (0, 1/2. 1/2) phase. The 
magneticc field dependence of the second anomaly at 50 K is considerable and persists up to 
166 T. These findings are inconsistent with the phase boundary deduced from other magnetic 
propertiess [4.4-12]. We may argue that a P to F phase transition exists for a magnetic field 
appliedd along the c axis, which is not visible in standard magnetic measurements. 

Comparingg the b- and c-axis magnetization (Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b, respectively) with the 
B-TT phase diagrams (Fig. 4.8a and 4.8b), the following picture emerges: 

1.. For sufficiently low fields (B < 10 T for B//b and B < 4 T for B//c), one enters from the 

commensuratee (0, 1/2, 1/2) phase into the IC (0, 8, 8) phase, which causes the magnetic 

responsee to increase. 
2.. For higher magnetic fields, but below the second transition (B = 25 T for B//b and B = 9.5 

TT for B//c), one enters from the F phase into the field-induced (0, 1/3, 1/3) phase, which is 
accompaniedd by a slight drop in the magnetic response (for instance the kink in the 3 and 5 
TT curves in Fig. 4.7b). The very similar behaviour in such intermediate fields for B//b and 
B//cc may indicate that the same (0, 1/3, 1/3) phase forms for both fields. 

3.. Entering from the (0, 1/3, 1/3) phase into the (0, 1/2, 1/2) phase gives rise to a pronounced 

dropp in the magnetic response (Fig. 4.7b). 

4.. Application of magnetic fields close to the "ferromagnetic" phase boundary (9 T for B//c) 
givess rise to relatively complex behaviour that can be attributed to domain effects. 

Altogether,, we find that our magnetization results confirm the phase diagrams, which have 

beenn proposed earlier [4.10J. 
Inn conclusion, we have studied the phase boundaries between the long-range magnetically 

orderedd and the P phases for B//b and B//c, and we also established the location of the phase 
boundariess for B//b and B//c. However, it seems that the occurrence of the P to F phase 
transition,, extracted from specific-heat measurements for B//c, is intimately related to the 
complexityy of this system. Comparing UNiGe with UNiAl (UNiAl crystallizes in the 
hexagonall ZrNiAl structure with very similar U-U interatomic distance but uniaxial 
anisotropy)) when a magnetic field is applied, one finds that the AF transition of UNiAl shifts 
too a lower temperature while that of UNiGe disappears. This means that the exact location of 
thee phase boundary between the magnetically-ordered phase and the P phase cannot be 
determinedd from bulk magnetic measurements only. More elaborate high-temperature studies 
inn magnetic fields with attention to magnetic and possible thermal history effects are desirable 
too clarify the behaviour along the c axis. 
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4.1.2.. URhGe 

Introduction n 

Thee intermetallic compound URhGe crystallizing in the CeCu2 structure is situated in 
Fig.. 4.2 at the borderline between compounds in which the transition (T) metal has a small 
numberr of d electrons (UCoGe. URuGe), which commonly are spin fluctuators or 
paramagnetss down to the lowest temperature, and compounds in which the T metal has filled 
dd states, which order antiferromagnetically (UlrGe. UNiGe and UPdGe) [4.15]. 

URhGee has been described [4.16] as an itinerant-electron ferromagnet due to the low 
valuee of its magnetic moment and the lack of magnetic saturation. At the Curie temperature 
Tcc of 9.5 K, all bulk properties of URhGe reflect a magnetic phase transition to the 
ferromagneticc (F) state. Evidence for this comes from the diverging susceptibility, the 
appearancee of spontaneous magnetization [4.17, 4.18, 4.19J. a peak in the CfT versus T curve 
[4.19]] and a drop of the electrical resistivity below Tc |4.18]. A spontaneous moment of about 
0.33 u.B was derived from free-powder high-field magnetization data measured at 4.2 K [4.15]. 
AA strong magnetic anisotropy in URhGe is documented by the clear difference between the 
free-powderr and the fixed-powder magnetization curves. Neutron-powder-diffraction (ND) 
resultss at low temperatures have been interpreted in terms of a canted AF structure with an F 
componentt of 0.43 U.B along the c axis and an anti ferromagnetic (AF) component of 0.26 |ie 
alongg the a axis [4.20]. However, up to now, because of the lack of single crystals, the only 
evidencee for strong magnetic anisotropy was obtained from the mentioned magnetization data 
onn free-powder and fixed-powder samples. 

Recently,, a single crystal of URhGe has been grown by Dr. M. Mihalik at the FOM-
ALMOSS Centre at the University of Amsterdam, which offers the possibility to gain valuable 
informationn on the magnetic anisotropy and other physical properties of this compound. In 
thiss section, we will present specific-heat and magnetization measurements on single-
crystallinee URhGe in magnetic fields up to 15 and 40 T respectively. 

Experimental l 

AA URhGe single crystal was grown from a stoichiometric melt by a modified Czochralski 
techniquee in a continuously gettered Ar atmosphere. At least 99.95% pure materials were used 
inn the preparation. No subsequent heat treatment was given to the crystal. The quality of the 
crystall was checked with the Laue X-ray technique and by means of electron microprobe 
analysiss (EPMA). 

Thee magnetization and the magnetic susceptibility have been measured by means of a 
SQUIDD magnetometer (Quantum Design) in fields up to 5.5 T in the temperature range 
22 - 20 K on a semi-cube shaped sample, oriented along the principal axes with the X-ray Laue 
technique.. The high-field-magnetization data was measured by Dr. M.I. Bartashevich at the 
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MegaGausss Laboratory. Institute of Solid State Physics. University of Tokyo. The temperature 

dependencee of the specific heat was measured by means of the semi-adiabatic method 

betweenn 0.4 and 50 K in fields up to 15 T applied along the principal axes. 

Results s 

Thee temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility is shown in Fig. 4.9. measured 

inn a field of 1 T applied along the principal axes. Above 30 K, the magnetic susceptibility is 

fieldd independent for all three orientations, whereas at lower temperatures there is some field 

dependence. . 

[000 150 2CX) 

T(K) ) 

Figuree 4.9. Temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility % (x = M/H) measured in a field of 

11 T applied along the principal axes of a URhGe single crystal. Solid and broken lines through 

symbolss denote the best fits to MCW and CW behaviour, respectively. 
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Figuree 4.10. Low-temperature part of M(T) measured in field of 0.01 T along the b axis of a L'RhGe 

singlee crystal. The dashed line is the temperature derivative of M(T). The arrow marks the magnetic 

phasee transition defined as the minimum of dM(T)/dT. 
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Att low temperatures, an upturn of % (T) is found for all three principal axes. Above 30 K. x(T) 

curvee along all three principal directions can be fit by a modified Curie-Weiss (MCW) law, 

whichh includes a temperature independent term j£o- The best fits to MCW behavior (in 

Fig.. 4.9, shown by solid lines) yield effective moments of u."tt = 1.60  0.01 p:B/U. 

u\L
b
tïï = 1.95  0.01 u.B/U and u^. = 1.91  0.01 uB/U for the a. b and c axis, respectively. For 

paramagneticc Curie temperatures, values of 0j' = - 110  2 K. 6^ = - 7.1  0.5 K and 

0pp = 1.5  0.5 K are obtained. The temperature independent term ^o is also anisotropic and 

amountss to 0.6 x 10"x nrVmoi, 1.0 x 10"8 m3/molL and 1.2 x 10~8 mVmolL for the three 

principall orientations respectively. The magnetization values along the b and the c axis are 

considerablyy higher than for the a axis, which qualifies the latter axis as the hard-

magnetizationn axis. At higher temperatures, above 220 K. it is possible to approximate % (T) 

byy a Curie-Weiss (CW) law. The corresponding fits are shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.9, 

yieldd effective moments of |i°fT - 2.56  0.01 [iB/U, |it
b
tT = 2.83+ 0.01 pB/U and ^ t ï - 2.94

0.011 p.B/U. In Fig 4.10, the low-temperature behaviour of the magnetization is shown, 
measuredd in a field of 0.01 T applied along the b axis. A sharp minimum in dM/dT at 9.6 K is 
present,, which can be associated with the magnetic phase transition between the paramagnetic 
(P)) phase and the F phase. We have not observed any sizeable difference between field-cooled 
andd zero-field-cooled measurements. 

Thee magnetization curves measured along the principal axes in fields up to 5.5 T at 
severall temperatures are shown in Fig. 4.11. Apart from the different magnetization values for 
thee different orientations, the magnetization processes are also qualitatively different. At low 
temperatures,, the magnetization along the easy (b and c axes) directions increases sharply with 
increasingg field up to about 0.05 T and then increases more slowly. For the hard (a axis) 
direction,, the crossover between fast and much slower increase in magnetization is around 
0.55 T. For all temperatures and orientations, the magnetization varies non-linearly with the 
fieldd and exhibits a still significant increase at higher fields. 

Inn Fig. 4.12, the magnetization curves taken along the principal axes in magnetic fields up 
too 40 T at 4.2 K are shown. As can be seen, below 10 T the a-axis can be classified as a hard 
magnetizationn axis and the easy-magnetization direction is found in the b-c plane. Above 
10T,, a metamagnetic transition occurs along the a-axis. Spontaneous moments are found 
alongg the b and c axes. To check the possibility of changes in moments and/or magnetization 
process,, the exact position of the metamagnetic transition for magnetic field applied along the 
aa axis is determined by using field sweeps with continuously changing fields. In Fig. 4.13, 
dM/dBB is plotted versus B at 1.7 and 4.2 K for increasing and decreasing magnetic field 
appliedd along the a axis. The metamagnetic transition field has a value of 11.80 and 11.48 T at 
1.77 and 4.2 K. respectively. However, no basic difference in the curves is observed. 
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Figuree 4.11. Field dependence of the magnetization curves taken along (a) the a-axis. (b) the b-axis 

andd (c) the c-axis of URhGe up to 5.5 F at various temperatures: 2 K (z). 8 K (o), 9 K (A). 10 K (V), 

111 K(0)and 15 K. (+). 

Magneticc Field (F) 

Figuree 4.12. Magnetization of a URhGe single crystal at 4.2 K in magnetic fields up to 40 F along the 

threee principal axes (after 4.23). 
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Thee temperature dependence of the specific heat divided by temperature. CAT. is shown in 

Fig.. 4.14a. As can be seen, a pronounced peak at 9.6 K dominates the zero-field curve. This 

temperaturee agrees well with the temperature of the magnetic ordering as suggested by the 

magneticc measurements. The usual relation as expressed in Eq. 2.1 does not describe the low-

temperaturee part of C/T. because at low temperatures magnetic excitations strongly contribute 
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Figuree 4.13. Field dependence of the differential magnetization for field applied along the a-axis at 

1.77 and 4.2 K (after 4.23). The arrows indicate the positions of the metamagnetic transition. 
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Figuree 4.14a. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of URhGe in the representation CfT 

versuss T. The full line represents an estimate of the lattice contribution together with an electronic 

termm of 95.5 mJ/mof -K". 
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too the specific heat of URhGe. In order to extract the magnetic contribution to the specific 

heatt and to derive the magnetic entropy associated with the magnetic ordering, one needs to 

estimatee the lattice and electronic contributions to the specific heat. To obtain the magnetic 

entropy,, we have determined the magnetic part of the specific heat CM as the difference 

betweenn the measured specific heat and an estimated contribution of the lattice to the specific 

heat. . 
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Figuree 4.14b. Temperature dependence of the magnetic part of the specific heat CM of URhGe in zero 

fieldd divided by temperature is shown together with the best fit to a power law CMAT = YM + aT " with 

yMM = 80 mJ/moluK2, are shown. In the same figure, the magnetic entropy, obtained by integration of 

Cu/T.. is depicted. 

Thee huge magnetocrystalline anisotropy characteristic for U compounds is well reflected 

inn the field dependence of the specific heat of URhGe. In Fig. 4.15. it can be seen that the 

anomalyy at T c smears out and shifts for all three axes to higher temperatures when a magnetic 

fieldd is applied. 

Thee temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of URhGe at various magnetic 

fieldss up to 15 T applied along the a axis is shown in Fig. 4.15a. As the applied magnetic field 

iss increased, the anomaly smears out. shifts to higher temperatures and vanishes at a field of 

122 T. which is quite in agreement with the metamagnetic transition observed in the high-field 

magnetizationn measurements (Fig. 4.12). For the a-axis. the specific heat divided by 

temperature.. C/T. of URhGe at 500 mK is slightly reduced by the applied magnetic field. 

Inn Fig. 4.15b. we show the temperature dependence of the specific heat of URhGe. 

measuredd in magnetic fields up to 15 T applied along the b axis. Already in a field of 1 T. the 

peakk is significantly smeared out and shifted to higher temperatures. Also the value of the 
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specificc heat divided by temperature. CfT. of URhGe at 500 mK is more sensitive to the 

appliedd magnetic field and with increasing field it decreases exponentially, at 15 T amounting 

too 72% of its zero-field value (Fig. 4.16a). 
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Figuree 4.15. Specific heat of URhGe plotted as CfT vs T in various magnetic fields applied along 

(a)) the a-axis. (b) the b-axis and (c) the c-axis. 

Inn Fig. 4.15c, we show the specific heat over temperature. CfT, versus T curves of URhGe 

measuredd in fields up to 15 T applied along the c axis. Also for the c axis, the anomaly shifts 
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too higher temperatures and it is smeared out already in rather low fields. Comparison with the 

dataa for the b axis (Fig. 4.15b) shows that, also for the c-axis orientation, the zero-field 

anomalyy is sensitive to the applied magnetic fields. Also the value of the specific heat divided 

byy temperature. CAT. of URhGe at 500 mK decreases exponentially with applied field and at 

155 T it attains 76% of its zero-field value (Fig. 4.16b). It is clear that data taken in fields along 

thee b and c axes are quite similar to each other. This is in agreement with the magnetic 

measurements,, which showed that the b and c axes form an easy-maenetization plane. 
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Figuree 4.16. Specific heat divided by temperature. CAT. of URhGe at 500 mK versus magnetic field 

appliedd along (a) the b-axis and (b) the c-axis. The drawn line represents an exponential fit. 

Discuss ion n 

Onn the basis of the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility shown in Fig. 4.9. 

onee may conclude that the magnetic anisotropy in URhGe is of easy-plane type. The value of 

T cc = 9.6 K. as derived from M versus T measurements (Fig. 4.10) is about 0.6 K higher than 

thee value reported by Tran and Troc [4.18] for a polycrystalline sample. In general, our 

magneticc results are in aood agreement with literature values obtained on polycrystalline 
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material.. This concerns the magnetic phase transition temperature, the magnitude of U 

magneticc moments and the type of magnetic anisotropy. However, the latter result was 

obtainedd previous!) on the basis of high-field magnetization on free to rotate and fixed 

powderss and was only qualitative |4.15-17]. Our results on a single crystal provide 

unambiguouss proof for strong magnetic anisotropy in URhGe and yield also a quantitative 

parameterizationn of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in terms of differences between the 

paramagneticc Curie temperatures as deduced from the high-temperature CW fits with fields 

directedd along the principal axes. While the anisotropy in the b-c plane is small, the anisotropy 

energyy within the a-b and a-c planes reaches about 200 K. Such a high anisotropy which 

comparess well with the value of 2 mRy obtained from theoretical calculations [4.21] is 

commonn in UTGe compounds [4.15] (UlrGe |4.30|. UNiGe [4.22], UPdGe [4.4) and UPtGe 

[4.24]] which were studied on single crystals) having an orthorhombic crystal structure. The 

factt that the effective magnetic moments determined experimentally are smaller than those for 

thee 5f or 5f" free-ion configurations, even if deduced from high-temperature parts (by CW 

fits)) of x(T). can be taken as an indication that 51" states in URhGe are not fully localized. This 

againn is clearly supported by electronic-structure calculations [4.21 ] revealing a substantial 5Ï-

eiectronn bandwidth. 

Ass shown in Fig. 4.12, the magnetic moment at 40 T along the a-axis is about 0.8 (uB and 

iss still far from saturation. Recently, ND experiments in zero field [4.23] have been carried 

outt on a URhGe single crystal and a value 0.5 u.B has been obtained. We do not believe that 

thee difference of the moment can be attributed only to the itinerant nature of the 5( magnetic 

moment.. However, further magnetization studies under pressure are necessary to clarify the 

differencee of the moment. To get the projection of the moment on the b axis and zero moment 

onn the a-axis. the U moment may form a chain w ith moments alternating along the [ 1 1 11 and 

[-11 I 1| directions. In this case, we still have the AF arrangement and the metamagnetic 

transitionn along the a-axis that can be explained as AF transition. On the basis of the above-

describedd magnetic measurements, a complex form of magnetic ordering cannot be excluded. 

Byy fitting the specific heat of URhGe in zero field above T<-. in the interval from 15 to 

222 K. to the usual expression of Eq. 2.1. which contains an electronic and a phonon 

contributionn to the specific heat, we obtain y = 95  5 mJ/molL K2 and (3 = 0.6 mJ/molL K4 (see 

Fig.. 4.14a). This fit yields, through Eq. 2.1. an estimate for the Debye temperature 

off Bj, = 210 K. The magnetic contribution in zero field is shown in Fig. 4.14b in the CM/T 

versuss T representation. At low temperatures, for F spin waves, one expects the magnetic 

specificc heat to be proportional to YM + a T , : . By adding to the magnetic specific heat an 

electronicc contribution yT and a low-temperature phonon contribution proportional to T . we 

cann describe the total specific heat by means of the expression 

C/TC/T =v + bT' : + d T : . (4.3) 
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Wee have fitted C/T between 0.4 and 4 K to the above expression (Eq. 4.3) and obtained for 

thee fitting parameters the values y = 152  1 mJ/molLK2. b = 22  1 mJ/moluK2' and 

dd = 0.7  0.1 mJ/molL:K
4. As may be expected, this y value differs appreciably from the less 

reliablee value 95  5 mJ/molLK
2 obtained above in the analysis of the specific heat in the 

temperaturee region from 15 to 22 K. If the T2 term is considered to represent only the phonon 

contribution,, then the coefficient d yields a Debye temperature of 200 K, which is close to the 

valuee of 210 K obtained above. This may suggest that the higher-order T ? term in the 

magneticc specific heat is relatively unimportant below 4 K. The magnetic entropy SM, which 

hass been derived up to 15 K by integrating CM/T. yields a value of 1.15 mJ/moli/K2, which is 

aboutt 0.2R ln2, at 15 K. Such a low value is indicative for itinerant magnetism. 

Itt is clear that for a more elaborate analysis of the temperature dependence of C/T in the 

variouss magnetic fields applied along the different crystallographic axes, a complex spin 

configurationn of URhGe should be taken into consideration. 
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4.1.3.. UIrG e 

Introductio n n 

Despitee considerable efforts of several groups, UlrGe remains one of the most puzzling 
casess among the UTGe compounds crystallizing in the orthorhombic CeCu2-type of structure. 
Itt exhibits quite remarkable properties. All bulk properties that have been studied so far. in 
polycrystallinee form, point to antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering below 16-18 K. This concerns 
thee anomaly in the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility [4.24J. a sharp peak on 
thee C/T versus T curve [4.19] accompanied by a dramatic reduction of the y value from 145 to 
188 mJ/molLK~ across the transition from the high- to the low-temperature phase and a 
dramaticc resistivity drop below 17 K [4.3, 4.19. 4.25]. The specific-heat anomaly shifts by 0.5 
KK towards lower temperatures when a field of 5 T is applied [4.19]. The conclusion about the 
AFF ground state is supported by the magnetization at 4.2 K, which exhibits two clear 
metamagneticc transitions at 13 and 19 T [4.19]. However, down to 1.5 K no indication of AF 
orderr has been provided by neutron-powder-diffraction (ND) experiments [4.26. 4.27, 4.28]. 

Recently,, a UlrGe single crystal of sufficient quality has been prepared. This opens the 
possibilityy to investigate the magnetic anisotropy. In this section, we will focus on the specific-
heatt of the UlrGe single crystal in high magnetic fields. 

Experimental l 

AA single crystal of UlrGe has been grown by Dr. M. Mihalik at the FOM-ALMOS Centre 
att the University of Amsterdam from a stoichiometric melt by a modified Czochralski 
techniquee in a continuously gettered purified Ar atmosphere. Materials used in preparation 
weree at least 99.95% pure. No subsequent heat treatment was given to the crystal. The quality 
off the resulting product was checked with the Laue X-ray technique and by means of Electron 
Microscopee Analysis (EPMA). The structural parameters of UlrGe were verified with X-ray 
powderr diffraction. For this purpose, part of the single crystal was ground under an inert 
atmosphere.. Top and bottom parts of the crystal, which had a length of 7 cm and a diameter of 
4-55 mm, were inspected by means of EPMA. The top part has been found to be single phase 
andd homogeneous with the proper composition. The bottom part of the crystal was found to 
consistt of two phases. The matrix (95 vol. %) was found to be homogeneous with 
compositionn deviating from the ideal stoichiometry of UlrGe by no more than 1 at. % (the 
resolutionn limit of EPMA). The second phase (5 vol. %) was identified as Ulr [4.29]. It has 
beenn found that the amount of Ulr phase increases towards the bottom of the crystal. 
Therefore,, about 2 cm in length of the crystal was cut from the bottom side and not used in the 
study.. On the basis of magnetic measurements, a content of Ulr of less than 0.6 ck was 
concludedd to be present in the part of the crystal used. Moreover, from the X-ray Laue 
measurementss it follows that the crystal possesses a slight mosaicity in the a-c plane (about 2 -
33 ) between the main crystallites. 
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Figuree 4.17a. Temperature dependenee of the specific heat of UIrGe in zero field divided by 

temperature.. The solid line represents the sum of the electronic contribution (given by the low-

temperaturee specific-heat coefficient 7 = 25.69 mJ/moluK2) and the phonon contribution 

approximatedd by a Debye function with Q„  = 190 K. 

Results s 

Thee temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of UlrGe measured in zero field on 

aa single crystal of about 0.4 g is shown in Fig. 4.17. A sharp maximum occurs at 14.4 K and a 

smallerr feature at 16.2 K. As can be seen, UlrGe exhibits a very small specific-heat coefficient 

off about 25 mJ/moluK" at the lowest temperature of this measurement. The anomaly at 14.4 K 

iss about 20 times larger than the one at 16.2 K. The specific heat of UlrGe has been analyzed 

ass the sum of three contributions: the electronic, the phonon and the magnetic contributions 

(seee Chapter 2). By fitting the C/T curve toy + (3T2 between 1.4 and 6 K. values of 

y== 25.69 +0.15 mJ/moluK2 and [3 =0.125  0.008 mJ/molLK4 have been obtained. Our 

PP value yields, through Eq. 2.1. an estimate for the Debye temperature of 8D= 173 K. 

However,, a much better agreement in both the low- and the high-temperature limit, is 

obtainedd with a Debye temperature 0D = 190 K. The Debye function with the latter 6D was 

takenn as an estimate for the phonon background. The magnetic contribution, which is shown 

inn Fig. 4.17b. has been calculated by subtracting the electronic and the phonon contribution 

fromm the total specific heat. 
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Tablee 4.2. Experimental values of the antiferromagnetic-ordering temperatures TN1 and TN2 in 

magneticc fields applied along the c axis. 

B B 

(T) ) 

0 0 

8 8 
12 2 

15 5 

17.5 5 

Ts s 

(( K) 

14.4 4 

13.2 2 

11.5 5 

9.5 5 

6.5 5 

Ts: : 

(( K ) 

16.2 2 

15.1 1 

13.3 3 
11.6 6 

9 9 

TN,(B)/TN1(0) ) 

1 1 

0.901(1) ) 

0.786(( 1) 

0.647(( 1) 

0.474(( 1) 

TN2(B)/TN2(0) ) 

1 1 

0.927(1) ) 
0.818(1) ) 

0.709(1) ) 

0.570(( 1) 

Ü Ü 
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Figuree 4.17b. Temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat, CM/T, of a UlrGe single crystal 

(leftt scale). Temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy to the specific heat. SM. of a UlrGe 

(rightt scale). 

Too study the magnetic-ordering temperatures in different applied fields, the single crystal 

off about 0.4 g was measured in the temperature range between 5 and 30 K. in magnetic fields 

upp to 17.5 T along the principal axes. Unfortunately, with such a small single crystal, the 
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precisionn of our measurements at these high fields for the field applied along the b-axis is not 

sufficientt to make a good estimate of the magnetic ordering. Nevertheless, some important 

conclusionss can be drawn. The specific heat of UlrGe for magnetic fields applied along the c 

axiss is plotted in Fig. 4.18 as C/T versus T. The two pronounced peaks observed in zero field 

att 14.4 and 16.2 K. shift progressively to lower temperatures, which is expected for AF 

ordering.. In the highest field applied, the two anomalies reflect that the magnetic-ordering 

temperaturess are located at 6.5 K and 9 K. The temperatures of the two anomalies in different 

magneticc fields applied along the c axis are shown in Table 4.2. 

33 0.3 -
o o 
E E 

—3 —3 

Ö Ö 

0.00 7 / 

Figuree 4.18. Specific heat. CAT. versus T of UlrGe in zero field and in magnetic fields of 8, 12, 15 

andd 17.5 T applied along the c-axis. 

Thee temperature dependencies of the specific heat. C/T, measured at constant fields 

appliedd along the b axis are shown in Fig. 4.19. The zero-field anomalies, at 14.4 and 16.2 K. 

forr the b axis are much more sensitive to the magnetic field and the two anomalies become 

invisiblee above a field of 12 T. 

Finally,, in Fig. 4.20, the temperature dependencies of the specific heat measured at 

constantt fields applied along the a-axis are displayed. The peak positions are not affected 

whenn the field is applied along the a-axis and also no field dependence of the peak intensity is 

foundd for this direction. 
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Figuree 4.19. Specific heat of UlrGe. C/T. versus T around the AF transitions in zero field and in 

magneticc fields of 8. 12, 15 and 17.5 T applied along the b axis. 
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Figuree 4.20. Specific heat of UlrGe. CAT. versus T in zero field and in magnetic fields of 8. 12 and 

155 T applied along the a-axis (the hard-magnetization axis). 
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Too study the magnetic properties of UlrGe. the same single-crystalline piece was recently 

measuredd by Prokes et al. [4.30] in magnetic fields up to 5.5 T applied along the principal 

axes.. In Fig. 4.21. the temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility measured along 

thee principal axes is shown. Above 70 K. the magnetic susceptibility is field independent for 

alll three orientations whereas at low temperatures some deviations occur. These deviations are 

assignedd to a certain amount of ferromagnetic LJIr. which orders at 46 K [4.29]. Prokes et al. 

[4.30]] found that the magnetic anisotropy is multi-axial, nearly of easy-plane type. The hard-

magnetizationn direction is found along the a-axis. whereas the easy-magnetization axis is 

foundd along the b axis, except for a small temperature region around 16 K. where it is parallel 

too the c axis (Fig. 4.22). In Fig. 4.22, the low-temperature details of %(T) measured in a field 

off 5 T are shown. Two anomalies (changes in the slope d%/dT) are present for the b- and c-

axiss orientations. For the a-axis. only one anomaly (at the maximum) is clearly present. For 

thee field directed along the c axis, the relevant temperatures at 5 T are 15.8 and 14.1 K and are 

denotedd by arrows. Prokes et al [4.30] found that these anomalies shift towards lower 

temperaturess with increasing applied magnetic field. In a field of 1 T. they appear at 16.1 and 

14.55 K in the magnetic susceptibility with field along the c axis. Anomalies for the b-axis 

orientationn exhibit a very similar field dependence, whereas the anomaly for the a-axis 

directionn is field invariant. 

00 50 100 150 200 250 300 

T(( K ) 

Figuree 4.21. Temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility measured in a field of 5 T applied 

alongg the principal axes of a UlrGe single crystal. The solid and broken lines through the symbols 

denotee the best fits to MCW and CW behaviour, respectively [4.30]. 
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Figuree 4.22. Low-temperature part of x (T) measured in a field of 5 T along the principal axes of 

aa UlrGe single crystal. The dashed line denotes TN defined by the maximum in c)(T^(T))/ST. The 

arrowss denote two anomalies in x(T) connected with a change of the slope <5x/r)T (after Prokes et al 

[4.30]). . 

Discussion n 

Thee magnetic measurements (Figs. 4.21 and 4.22) reported by Prokes et al. [4.30] suggest 

thatt at low temperatures AF order appears in UlrGe in agreement with suggestions in 

literaturee [4.2. 4.3. 4.20. 4.21. 4.25. 4.26]. It is well accepted [5.15] that in the majority of 

antiferromagnets.. the magnetic-ordering temperature TN should not be identified by the 

susceptibilityy maximum but by the maximum of r)(Tx(T))/3T. The latter appears for the c-axis 

orientationn in a field of 1 T at 14.0 K and which is denoted by the vertical broken line in 

Fig.. 4.22. Additionally, a much smaller maximum in 3(T)((T))/rJT along the c axis is found at 

15.88 K. The positions of the two anomalies in the magnetic susceptibility agree well with 

thosee following from the present specific-heat study. The strong anisotropy in the magnetic 

susceptibilityy of UlrGe is common in U compounds [4.15] and its type is very similar to that 

foundd in UNiGe (see subsection 4.1.1). 

Abovee 100 K. Prokes et al. [4.30] have found that all three %(T) curves (Fig. 4.21) can be 

fittedd by a modified Curie-Weiss (MCW) law that includes a temperature-independent 

susceptibilityy Xo- The best fits to MCW behaviour (in Fig. 4.21. shown by solid lines) yield 
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effectivee moments p.;'., = 1.26  0.02 |iH. |a':„ = 2.00  0.01 |iB and p.;,, = 1.83  0.01 p.B for 

thee a-, b- and c-axis. respectively. For the paramagnetic Curie temperatures, values of 

O;1,, = - 7 7  2 K. 0^ = -16  1 K and 9;, = - 8  1 K are obtained. The temperature-

independentt term j£() amounts to about 1.0 1 x 10"* m7molL for all three orientations. 

However,, it should be kept in mind that in the present case, due to the strong magnetic 

anisotropy.. already a very small tilt (or mosaicity) from the desired orientation leads to the 

necessityy to employ a MCW fit due to a mixing of different CW branches. This affects most 

seriouslyy the hard axis, although it leads to artificially enhanced x<> for all principal directions. 

Lett us turn back to the specific-heat data shown in Figs. 4.18-20. The observations that all 

anomaliess shift towards lower temperatures with increasing magnetic field suggest that an AF 

groundd state exist in UlrGe at low temperatures. One can state that the difference in the 

magneticc and thermal properties between the present single-crystal data and the 

polycrystallinee data from literature is due to the presence of small amounts of the ferromagnet 

Ulr.. However, from magnetization measurements [4.30] it follows that the amount of Ulr in 

ourr sample is relatively small (about 0.5 wt. vk). Our single crystal possesses slight mosaicity, 

i.e.. a certain part of our single crystal belongs to the interface between the regions. A possible 

explanationn for the double transition in the case of the single crystal is that the physical 

propertiess of surface and bulk region are different. Therefore, we may speculate that of the 

twoo transitions present in the C/T versus T curves, the larger at lower temperature belongs to 

thee bulk and the smaller at higher temperature belongs to the surface or interface region. In 

orderr to be more conclusive on the magnetism of this compound, more elaborate studies 

involvingg detailed electronic structure calculations are highly desirable. 

Thee magnetic entropy, which is obtained by integration of the magnetic part to the 

specificc heat Cy/7 up to 35 K. yields SM = 0.21Rln2 suggesting that the magnetism in UlrGe 

iss governed by strongly delocalized 5f electrons. By extrapolation of the specific-heat data 

(Fig.. 4.17a) above TN, values of y = 1 4 l . 4  3.3 mJ/mol rK
2and (3 =0.678  0.008 

mJ/molL'K.. are obtained from the experimental data between 17 and 22 K (Fig. 4.19). 

Ramirezz et al. [4.9] obtained y = 145 mj/moli K\ above T v The much higher value for y 

abovee T\ (y extrapolated to 25.69  0.15 mJ/moli-K", below T\) suggests that a large portion 

off the density of states at the Fermi surface is removed due to Fermi-surface gapping. 

However,, these results have only a limited meaning because in this high-temperature region 

thee phonon background already deviates from T dependence. If the naive picture of the 

abovee y values is employed, a reduction of 829r is found to take place. Indeed, such a 

reductionn is sometimes observed in AF-ordered materials at the magnetic-ordering 

temperaturee due to Fermi-surface gapping. The magnetic-ordering temperature of the UlrGe 

singlee crystal is found at lower temperatures, namely at 14.4 K. than for polycrystalline UlrGe. 

att 16 K [4.2, 4.3, 4.19, 4.20. 4.25, 4.26]. Moreover, the additional small anomaly at 16.2 K is 

onlyy found for the single crystal. The position of the former peak correlates well with a very 

sharpp A, anomaly published by Buschow et al. [4.19] for the polycrystalline sample. 
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Thee field dependence of the magnetic-ordering temperatures for the magnetic field 

appliedd along the c axis closely follows a simple scaling relation: 

TN i : (B) ) 

T \ , : (0 ) ) 
(4.4) ) 

wheree TM<( ) )= 14.4 K, TN2(0) = 16.2 K, and B0 = 24.5 and 27.1 T (Fig. 4.18 and Table 4.2). 

Followingg the same procedure as applied in the data for the c axis, the scaling fields for the 

magneticc field applied along the b axis are estimated to be 19.4 and 23.0 T. Comparing the 

physicall properties of UlrGe and UNiGe. we may speculate that UlrGe largely resembles 

UNiGee (see subsection 4.1.1). 
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4.2.. DyCu2 

Introduction n 

DyCii22 is an intermetallic rare-earth compound with the orthorhombic CeCu:-type of 

crystall structure [4.31]. The magnetic properties of this compound have been extensively 

studiedd because of the complicated magnetic structure arising from the long-range Ruderman-

Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshidaa (RKKY) interaction combined with the crystalline-electric-field (CEF) 

anisotropy.. Magnetization measurements at 4.2 K [4.32] and measurements of the temperature 

dependencee of isothermal magnetization [4.33] have been performed on a single crystal of 

DyCu2.. Neutron diffraction (ND) [4.34], specific heat and thermal expansion [4.35] have been 

measuredd on polycrystalline samples. All results indicate that DyCu; is an antiferromagnet 

withh a Néel temperature TN equal to 26.5 K [4.32] in which the Dy moments are aligned along 

thee a-axis [4.34|. From the magnetization measurements of Hashimoto et al. [4.32J. the 

followingg picture emerges. At low temperatures, the magnetization curve along the a-axis has 

aa two-step metamagnetic process with critical fields Bcl and Bc:. At high temperatures, the 

two-stepp process is smeared out. The value of the a-axis magnetization at 5 T and at 4.2 K is 

9.77 liu/f-u. [4.32|. The magnetization increases to about 1/3 of the saturation value at B,i and 

nearlyy to saturation at BC2. On the other hand, the magnetization along the b and c axes, Mb 

andd Mc. increases monotonically. The value of Mb is larger than that of Mt up to 6 T at all 

temperaturess below T\. but the difference Mb - Mc becomes small with increasing 

temperature.. At low temperatures, the experimental value of the magnetic susceptibility, &.., is 

2.55 x K)-xnrVmol. 

Thee B-T phase diagram of DyCu: for the magnetic field parallel to the crystallographic a 

axis,, has been reported by Loewenhaupt et al. [4.36] and is shown in Fig. 4.23. Several 

magneticc phases appear below the transition from the paramagnetic (P) to the 

antiferromagneticc (AF) state. The phase AF1 is an AF commensurate structure with the wave 

vectorss T = (2/3 1 0) which corresponds to a magnetic unit cell. The phase AF2 is an AF 

incommensuratee phase, sinusoidally oscillating with x*-(^ 10) {e decreases with 

decreasingg temperature from 0.016 at T = 24 K and B = 0 T to 0 at T = 5.6 K and B = 1.7 T) 

[4.36,, 4. 37]. By ND at 2 K and 1.7 T, a commensurate ferrimagnetic phase FI was found that 

iss comparable with AF1 but with a larger fraction of ferromagnetically coupled moments, i.e. 

twoo up, one down [4.37]. Above 2 T. the magnetic moment is saturated (about 10 [la/f.u.) and 

thee compound is in the induced F state F2. In addition to these well-understood boundaries, 

thee phase diagram shows a nearly vertical phase-transition line in F2. However, this transition 

wass found, very recently, only in thermal-expansion measurements by Dörr et al. [4.38] on a 

DyCu:: single crystal. Neither very carefully done magnetization measurements nor 

susceptibilityy experiments show any evidence for a transition at this line. 
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Figuree 4.23. Phase diagram of DyCu; for magnetic fields parallel to the a direction. The full symbols 
representt results of susceptibility and magnetization; the open symbols are from thermal expansion 
andd magnetostriction measurements. Stars show results of specific-heat measurements. 

Inn order to further investigate the magnetic phase transitions of DyCu:. we have studied 

thee specific heat as a function of temperature for different magnetic fields applied along the a 

andd c axes. Moreover, from caloric measurements the type and the order of the transitions and 

ann improved knowledge of the CEF-level structure can be attained. Several DyCu: single 

crystalss of high quality were grown by means of the Czochralski method, on which further 

informationn can be found in ref. 4.38. For the specific-heat measurements we used two 

rectangularr pieces with masses of 288.5 mg and 279.2 mg. We measured in the temperature 

rangee from 0.3 K up to approximately 50 K. using the semi-adiabatic method described in 

Chapterr 3. 

Ann extraordinary effect in DyCu^. found by Hashimoto et al. [4.39] and described in detail 

elsewheree [4.36. 4.40], is the conversion of the magnetic Ising axis if a high magnetic field is 

appliedd parallel to the c axis. Details of the conversion and especially the microscopic origin 

off the effect are topics of current research. 

Is s 

Thee first clear example of conversion of the Ising axis has been found in a DyCu; single 

crystall at liquid-helium temperatures when a magnetic field is applied along the c axis. This 

conversionn is retained when the field is removed. The virgin state has the Ising axis along the 
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Figuree 4.24a. Schematic picture of the first-order martensitic transition with thermal hysteresis. The 

liness denoted by A and M correspond with the free energy of the austenite and the martensitic phase, 

respectivelyy (after ref. 4.39). 

B(T)//a a B(T)//c c 

Figuree 4.24b. A cycle of the conversion in DyCu2 at 4.2 K (alter ref. 4.39). 
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a-axiss with a two-step magnetization process but the Ising axis is switched to the c-axis upon 

applicationn of fields higher than 13 T along the c axis. Recovery of the virgin state is obtained 

eitherr by raising the temperature above 100 K. or by applying fields larger than 5 T along the 

a-axiss [4.39]. The observed phenomenon is called conversion of the Ising axis or more 

generallyy conversion of the magnetic axis. The results have been explained [4.39] by using the 

first-orderr phase-transition model similar to the martensitic transition. The martensite (bcc>-

austenitee (fee) transition in Fe and Ni alloys has been discussed by Patel and Cohen [4.41] 

withh the free-energy diagram shown in Fig. 4.24a. Let us start at the temperature TA on the A 

linee which gives the free energy of the austenite state. Thermodynamical equilibrium with the 

martensitee state given by the M line is achieved at T(), but no transition occurs here because a 

drivingg energy A is necessary to induce the transition so that the transition is eventually found 

att TM. The same energy is needed at TA. Field-induced martensitic transitions of various alloys 

havee systematically been investigated by Kateshita et al. [4.42] and the Patel-Cohen model has 

beenn satisfactorily confirmed. 

AA similar phase-transition model has been applied by Hashimoto et al. [4.39] to the 

presentt system, DyCu2, as shown in Fig. 4.24b. Here, we reproduce the model as presented by 

Hashimotoo et al. [4.39]. Two electronic states ya and v|/t are considered. \|/a is the virgin state, 

thatt is the electronic state with the Ising axis along the a axis and \|/c represents an excited 

statee with the Ising axis along the c axis. The corresponding energies Ea and Ec in an applied 

magneticc field Bt along the c axis are 

EE = - ^ - K 
2u0 0 

EE - E„ -gJuBBL 

wheree E0 is the energy at Bc = 0 and Xc is the magnetic susceptibility along the c axis. The 

two-stepp metamagnetism is not necessary to be considered here because the conversion field is 

muchh higher than the metamagnetic critical fields Bc] and Bc:. If the value of the driving 

energyy is reached at the field B,|. then the relation 

AA = -E0 + t i J u B B , , - ^ - ^ (4.7) 
2u-„ „ 

iss obtained. The first stage of the conversion cycle starting from i|/a is illustrated by the path. 

1—>> 2 —> 3 in Fig. 4.24b and the \|/L- state is obtained at zero magnetic field. Then the field Ba 

alongg the a axis is applied. The energies Ea and EL are given by 

E ^ - g J u ^ B , ,, (4.8) 

77 B : 

EE = E „ - A ^ - L . (4.9) 

(4.5) ) 

(4.6) ) 
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Thee recovery transition to the \j/a state is assumed to occur at Bl2 with the same energy gap A. 

Thenn the relation 

A ^ + g J u ^ B , , - ^ - 6 ^^ (4.10) 

iss obtained. E() and A are obtained from Eqs. 4.7 and 4.10 as 

22 4u ( l 

Byy using the values gJ = 10, X, = 2.5 x 10s nrVmol = 0.35 U(,|iB tir/Dy-atom, B,, = 13 T and 
Bt22 = 5 T. the numerical values of these parameters are estimated to be En = 36.3 K and 
AA = 98.1 K. The result of A equal to about 100 K is in good agreement with the observation 
thatt the recovery process occurs as the temperature is increased above 100 K. 

Recently,, dilatometric measurements by Dörr et al. [4.38] have indicated that the axis 
conversionn is connected with a giant magnetostriction (GMS). At 30 K the crystal expands 1.5 
cc/c/c in the c-axis and. at 4 K. the magnetostriction is nearly 4 c/c. These authors showed that in 
thee a-axis direction the crystal shrinks simultaneously, whereas the lattice parameter b stays 
unchangedd in the conversion cycle. Very recently, Svoboda et al. [4.431 have performed ND 
experimentss on a DyCu2 single crystal in order to demonstrate that the drastic change of the 
latticee parameters a and c is connected with a structural change. These authors indicate that 
thee conversion of the easy axis in DyCu2 increases the symmetry of the lattice by changing it 
fromm the orthorhombic CeCu2-type of structure to the hexagonal AlB2-type of structure. It 
shouldd be noted that the former structure can be viewed as a distorted structure of the latter 
one.. i.e. in the orthorhombic description a and c form the hexagonal plane. Finally. Dörr et ai. 
[4.38]] have indicated that a simple geometric consideration for the change from orthorhombic 
intoo hexagonal symmetry at constant volume yields Ac/c = + 1.5 % and Aa/a = - 1.5 % is 
consistentt with the thermal-expansion results of a DyCu2 single crystal. 

Results s 

Onee of the goals of the present specific-heat measurements was to study the nearly 
verticall transition lines at approximately 5 K in the Fl phase and at 7 K in the F2 phase, as 
shownn in Fig. 4.23. Because the transition temperatures are nearly independent of the applied 
field,, the specific heat of DyCu2 was measured in zero field and in magnetic fields of 1.7 and 
4.00 T in a wide temperature range in order to cross the transition lines. 
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Figuree 4.25a. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT, of DyCu2 in zero-field. The full 

symbolss represent the experimental data, the open symbols are the magnetic part of the specific heat, 

CM/T. . 
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Figuree 4.25b. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of DyCu2, CfT- for magnetic fields 

parallell to the a-axis for B = 1.7 T. The full symbols represent the experimental data, the open 

symbolss are the magnetic part of the specific heat. CM/T. 
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Figs.. 4.25a-c show the temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT. curves of DyCu2 

inn the various magnetic fields applied along the a axis. The full symbols denote the 

experimentall data points and the open symbols correspond to the magnetic specific-heat, 

obtainedd after subtraction of the lattice and electronic contributions to the specific heat as 

discussedd below. The zero-field data (Fig. 4.25a) show several characteristic features. The 

increasee of the specific heat below 1 K arises from the hyperfine contribution caused by the 

interactionn of the nuclear magnetic moments of Dy with the 4f electronic moments. Also, we 

observee two sharp peaks: a weak one at 19.0 K. corresponding to the transition between the 

AF11 and the AF2 phase, and a strong one at TN = 26.5 K. which is of >t-type. The 

measurementt at 1.7 T (Fig. 4.25b) reflects clearly the transitions between the Fl . the AF2 and 

thee P phase. Starting at the lowest temperature, we observe the tail of the hyperfine 

contributionn that decreases with increasing temperature. After passing a minimum, there is a 

strongg increase in CfT followed by a sharp peak at 5.7 K (AF1 H> AF2) and a broad maximum 

aroundd 7 K. At TN = 18.0 K. we observe a strong but slightly rounded anomaly superimposed 

onn a broad background. The specific-heat data at 4 T are shown in Fig. 4.25c. At the lowest 

temperature,, the system is in the ferromagnetically aligned state as inferred from 

magnetizationn measurements [4.37]. Besides the nearly unchanged hyperfine contribution, we 

observee a >i-type peak at TN = 6.8 K superimposed on a slightly broadened background with 

itss maximum around 6 K. At higher temperatures, CM/T exhibits another broad maximum 

aroundd 20 K. 
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Figuree 4.25c. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of DyCu:. C/T, for magnetic fields 

parallell to the a direction for B = 4 T. The full symbols represent the experimental data, the open 

symbolss are the magnetic part of the specific heat (CMfT). 
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Inn order to study the conversion behaviour of the Ising axis in more detail, we performed 

specific-heatt measurements in a magnetic field of 4.0 T parallel to the c axis of DyCu2. The 

dataa before (full symbols) and after (open symbols) the Ising-axis conversion are shown in 

Fig.. 4.26 and compared with the results along the a-axis as presented above (full line). 

Startingg at 5 K, C/T for the c axis in the virgin, unconverted, state increases with increasing 

temperaturee as was also found in the a-axis measurement. However, the peak at 6.8 K (Fig. 

4.25c)) that is related to the vertical phase transition line in the a-axis phase diagram does not 

occur.. Above 8 K. the C/T values for the field parallel to the c axis are larger than those with 

thee field along the a axis. This behaviour corresponds to a larger energy content of the 

compound.. Then, at 17 K. a sudden drop of the specific heat is observed. This temperature 

mustt be identified with the conversion temperature Tc()ln. The conversion takes place without 

anyy visible fluctuations. The specific heat after the conversion (open triangles) drops exactly 

too the values of the a-axis measurements. Cooling the sample to 2 K and performing a second 

runn on the. now converted, sample from 5 K to 27 K. yields specific-heat values (open circles) 

thatt agree completely with the specific-heat data for the field along the a axis. The conversion 

temperaturee found by specific heat is slightly lower than the conversion temperature found by 

magnetizationn [4.36] and magnetostriction [4.38] measurements (see Fig. 4.27). 
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Figuree 4.26. Magnetic specific heat. CM/T. of DyCu2 versus T in a magnetic field of 4.0 T parallel to 

thee c direction. The results before (full symbols) and after (open symbols) the Ising-axis conversion 

aree compared with the a-axis specific heat (full line). The triangles are from the first run and the 

circless represent results of the second run. The conversion temperature is indicated by the dashed line. 
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Figuree 4.27. Ising-axis conversion fields for DyCu2. The open symbols are from magnetic 

measurementss [4.37], the full symbols are from thermal-expansion and magnetostriction data [4.38]. 

thee specific-heat conversion fields are indicated by stars (The arrows show the direction of the 

measurement). . 

Finally,, we did a continuous-heating magneto-caloric measurement beginning at 4.2 K. 

Thee field ramping rate was set to 0.17 T/min and the sample was thus heated up continuously 

withh 1.3 x 10" K/min. The temperature increase became faster when a field value of 9 T was 

reached.. A large temperature jump was observed at Bconv= 10.3 T followed by a breaking of 

thee sample into two pieces. 

Discuss ion n 

Thee major features of the zero-field data shown in Fig. 4.25a are the occurrence of two 

peakss at 19.0 and 26.5 K and two broad shoulders with their midpoints around 6 K and 15 K. 

respectively.. The two peaks at 19.0 and 26.5 K correspond to the commensurate-

incommensuratee transition (AF1^>AF2) and the incommensurate-paramagnetic transition 

(AF2^>P).. respectively. The broad anomalies probably originate from low-lying CEF levels. 

Thee sharp peak at 5.7 K shown in Fig. 4.25b in magnetic field of 1.7 T applied along the a 

axiss corresponds well with the transition found in the thermal expansion [4.38] and is due to 

thee AF1—>AF2 transition. The anomaly at 18 K can be associated with the AF2—>P transition. 

Thee broad maxima around 7 K and 18 K must be related to the transitions between low-lying 
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CEFF levels as already observed in the zero-field data around 6 and 15 K. At 4 T. the A.-type 

peakk at 6.8 K shown in Fig. 4.25c corresponds to the transition seen in the thermal expansion 

[4.38]] and is related to the vertical phase line as shown in Fig. 4.23. The two broad features 

aroundd 6 K and 20 K must again be due to thermal occupation of CEF states. 

Thee specific-heat measurements of DyCui single crystal completely confirm the phase 

transitionss found by other experimental methods. In the a-axis, magnetic moment 

reorientationn processes lead to different magnetic phases called AF1. AF2. Fl and F2. The 

newlyy found additional transitions in the Fl and F2 phases are detectable by specific-heat 

measurementss and, therefore, the origin of these transitions is not only a lattice one. Our 

explanationn of this exotic effect involves an interaction between magnetic and lattice 

properties.. This explanation indicates that the conversion of the easy axis in DyCu? may-

changee the symmetry of the lattice which has been observed both by dilatometric 

measurementss of the sample length [4.38] and, microscopically, by ND experiments [4.40] as 

aa change of the lattice parameters. Hence, it is possible to assume a magnetic order involving 

smalll transverse spin components without affecting the a-axis magnetization. This finding is 

comparablee with the field-induced transverse spin ordering in FeBr? reported by Petracic et al. 

[4.44].. These authors associated this observation with a weak first-order transition and a sharp 

peakk of the specific heat and explained it in terms of a simple Ising model. 
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Figuree 4.28. Magnetic entropy of DyCui as deduced from specific-heat measurements in different 

magneticc fields. 
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Now.. we will infer the CEF levels in DyCu: from the magnetic contribution to the 

specificc heat. A description of the magnetic properties can be done after separating the 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat. The magnetic part, containing the contribution of 

thee 4f- electrons and the hyperfine specific heat, can be obtained by subtracting the electron 

andd phonon parts from the total specific heat according to C = yT + [3T\ In this procedure, 

y== 6.7 x 10"'1 J/molf.u.K.2 as assumed in ref. 4.38 for the whole RCu? series. We can safely use 

thiss value because the electronic specific heat is negligible compared to the hyperfine 

contributionn at low temperatures and to the lattice and magnetic contributions at higher 

temperatures.. We use the lattice specific heat of LuCu ,̂ which is the non-magnetic analogue 

off all isostructural RCu2. The LuCu2 data published in Ref. 4.45 fit our experimental results 

betterr than the specific heat of YCu:. The data points for CM as derived by this procedure are 

shownn in Figs. 4.25a-c together with the experimental data points. For further analysis and 

interpretationn of CM it is helpful to calculate the magnetic entropy, SM, by using Eq. 2.4. For 

thee given low point symmetry (Civ) at the Dy site in DyCu ,̂ we expect a splitting of the 

J== 15/2 ground-state multiplet of Dy3+ into eight doublets by the CEF interaction. Any 

externall magnetic field or internal molecular field induces a Zeeman splitting of the doublets. 

Thee evolution of the magnetic entropy SM with temperature for the measurements in the three 

differentt fields is shown in Fig. 4.28. For the total entropy we expect a 

SMM = Rlnl6 J/mol, UK2 -23.0 J/mol, UK2 at high temperatures. As shown in Fig. 4.28, 

thee entropy at TN is approximately Rln6 J/mol, uK
2 =14.9 J/mol, UK2. This indicates that 

att least three doublets are involved in the formation of the magnetically ordered state. Above 
TN,, the entropy is steadily increasing. The tendency towards saturation of the entropy around 
TT = 45 K is in good agreement with the mean-field calculation of Dörr et al. |4,46], These 
authorss reported that the two highest doublets are well separated from the other six doublets 
withh a splitting of about 100 K. The weak influence of the applied magnetic field on the CEF 
contributionn to the specific heat in the magnetically ordered state indicates that the molecular 
fieldss are stronger than the applied fields. The steep exponential increase of CM (T) above the 
minimumm at 1 K shows that there must be a gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum. The first 
broadd shoulder around 6 K is then a measure of the splitting of the ground state doublet due to 
thee molecular field. The second, much broader shoulder around 15 K may originates from the 
thermall population of the other four levels. 

Inn conclusion, we can give a complete description of the magnetic phases of DyCu2. and 
inn connection with ND and dilatometric experiments we may assume a hexagonal symmetry 
off the magnetic exchange interaction that supports the structural change found in this 
substance.. By specific-heat measurements, we have obtained a perfect conversion cycle in 
DyCu:. . 
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Chapterr  5 
Heavy-fermionn and related compounds 

Generall  introduction 

Untill now we have demonstrated how to apply a well-known experimental technique, 

measurementt of the specific heat, within more or less standard research on the observed 

featuress of the magnetic anisotropy in UTX single-crystalline compounds. As shown in the 

previouss chapter, bulk magnetic properties obtained on single-crystalline samples provide 

moree satisfactory information than measurements on polycrystalline samples. In the course of 

ourr studies of ternary U compounds of the UTX type, we have found ferromagnetic (F) 

orderingg in compounds with relatively weak 5f-ligand hybridization (e.g.. URhGe, which is 

itinerantt F with complex magnetic structure, displays y = 153 mJ/moluK") and itinerant 

antiferromagnett (AF) order with a low value of the ordered moment and high C/T value even 

inn the ordered state (e.g.. UNiAl with y = 167 mJ/molLK"). Usually, the enhancement of 7 is 

duee to the formation of a heavy-fermion (HF) state, which we will discuss in this chapter. At 

thiss stage, the formation of the HF ground state is prevented in the concentrated UTX 

compounds,, whenever the localization of 5f states leads to the F ground state, whereas for AF 

compoundss a relatively high C/T (e.g.. UNiAl) is preserved even below T\. We can speculate 

thatt this effect may be connected with generally weaker magnetic interactions in AF 

compoundss (low magnetic-ordering temperature) due to the complete filling of the d band. In 

FF compounds with higher T(-, the Coulomb interactions are stronger and magnetic ordering, 

accompaniedd by a removal of part of the 5f states from the vicinity of Ep. can take place 

alreadyy for a relatively broad 5f band. The formation of the narrow band with anomalously-

highh 7 value is thus prevented. 

Thee HF state is one of the major issues in condensed-matter physics and much work has 

beenn done in this field [5.1. 5.2. 5.3. 5.4]. The HF state was first recognized by the presence of 

aa large specific-heat coefficient. 7. at low temperatures. The theoretical understanding is not 

yett complete, but it is generally accepted that the HF state arises from a mixed electronic band 

nearr the Fermi surface composed of conduction-electron states and f-electron states (c-f 

mixing)) giving quasiparticles with large effective mass. This means that the localized 

f-electronn moments on the magnetic atoms such as U and Ce are strongly reduced. The 

Kondo-- and coherent Kondo-effects are believed to play important roles in the formation of 
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thee HF state. Application of a high magnetic field is considered to be effective to investigate 
thee HF state because the magnetic field may destroy the c-f mixing. 

Sectionn 5.1 concerns a variety of high-field specific-heat measurements on the hexagonal 
compoundd UPdjAlj. In Section 5.2, the role of magnetic excitations and the nature of the 
orderedd moment in the tetragonal compound URu^Si: will be explored. To illustrate the 
complexityy of some U phase diagrams, we will discuss the UPt system in Section 5.3. Finally, 
inn Section 5.4. we will present detailed bulk studies of the magnetic properties of the solid 
solutionss UNii ,RhxAl and discuss whether existing theoretical models can account for the 
observedd low-temperature anomalies in U-based compounds. 
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5.1.. UPd2AI., 

Introduction n 

Thee interplay between superconductivity and magnetism is one of the important issues in 

strongly-correlated-electronn systems. In some heavy-fermion (HF) superconductors such as 

UPh,, UPdiAh. UNiiAK and URuiSii, the antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering shows coexistence 

withh superconductivity (Tc < TN) (for a review, see ref. 5.4). In these compounds. HF 

behaviourr arises from the derealization of the U 5f electrons due to the hybridization of the 

5ff states with the s. p or d states of the ligand atoms (Pt. Pd. Ru etc.). The nature of the 

superconductivityy is of special interest, as these compounds are local-moment systems at 

higherr temperatures and. therefore, appear to be unlikely candidates for superconductivity. 

UPdiAhh is a typical material that exhibits this interplay between the superconductivity 

andd AF ordering. It crystallizes in a hexagonal structure related to the CaCus-type of structure 

(seee Fig. 5.1) with lattice parameters a = 538.2 pm, c = 418.9 pm [5.5], and it was found to be 

aa superconductor below TL = 2 K with coexisting AF order (T\ = 14.5 K) [5.6. 5.7]. The 

electronic-specific-heatt coefficient in the normal magnetically ordered state was estimated to 

bee 150 mJ/mol, K2 and 210 mJ/mol[:K" in the paramagnetic state [5.5]. On the other hand, not 

manyy specific-heat experiments have been done in high magnetic fields, the studies being 

restrictedd to a maximum field of 8 T [5.5, 5.6]. In addition, these studies have been mostly 

carriedd out on polycrystalline samples. Neutron-diffraction studies by Krimmeletal. [5.8] 

havee revealed long-range AF order with an ordered U moment of 0.85  0.03 UB. which is 

largee compared to the small ordered moments in other HF superconductors, for instance 

0.022 uB in UPt, [5.9] and 0.03 uB in URu :Si2 [5.10]. 

OO U © T  Al 

Figuree 5.1. Hexagonal CaCu, crystal structure observed for UT;AK (T = Ni. Pd). 
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T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 5.2a. Specific heal over temperature. C/T. of UPd:Al-, and of the non-magnetic compound 

ThPd:AI;,, in zero field (the data of ThPd:AI, taken from Geibel et al [5.6)). The anomaly at 14.2 K 

signalss the antiferromagnetic transition while superconductivity sets in at Tc = 1.6 K. 

Severall experiments using different probes (see refs. 5.1 1. 5.12. 5.13. 5.14 and 5.15) have 

independentlyy suggested that the superconductivity and the AF ordering concern two different 

kindss of 5f-electrons of the U atom. One 5f-eiectron at the Fermi-surface is an itinerant one. It 

stronglyy hybridizes with the conduction-electron states, forming a heavy quasiparticle 

responsiblee for the superconductivity [5.16], Another 5f-electron far below the Fermi surface 

iss a more localized one. It causes the AF ordering under the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion 

UU and its hybridization V with the conduction-electron states is small (see Eq. 2.9). These two 

5ff subsystems appear to be only weakly coupled to each other. 

Thee other attractive property of UPdiAh is the occurrence of metamagnetism. At liquid-

heliumm temperatures, the high-field magnetization [5.17| and the magnetoresistance [5.18] 

exhibitt a metamagnetic transition at B„, = 18 T for the field along the a-axis. and some 

indicationss for the presence of in-plane anisotropy. However, the lack of an electronic-

structuree study such as specific-heat measurements leaves the nature of the metamagnetic 

transitionn in UPdiAh an open question. To get more insight into this transition and to obtain a 

unifiedd picture of the underlying physics, which we expect to exist, we have performed 

specific-heatt measurements on UPdiAh in magnetic fields up to 20 T. UPd:Al3 perfectly fits 
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thiss purpose: it is one of the most intensively studied U-based HF compounds and its 

metamagneticc transition is relatively easy to access. 

Samplee preparation 

Thee single crystal used in this study was grown in a mirror-image furnace by the floating-

zonee method under Ti-gettered argon atmosphere. Taking into account some loss of Al and Pd 

duringg the crystal growth, the nominal composition of the starting material was adopted to be 

U1.ooPd2.02Al3.03.. The directions of the crystal axes were determined by the Laue method. Two 

piecess of UPd;Ah. with a total mass of about 1.3 gram, were cut by spark erosion along the 

threee principal axes. The specific heat was measured, on both pieces, by means of the semi-

adiabaticc technique in the temperature range of 0.3 K < T < 90 K and in magnetic fields up to 

200 T (see Chapter 3). 
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Figuree 5.2b. Specific heat over temperature. CAT, of UPdiAF around the superconducting peak in 
zeroo field and in magnetic fields of I. 2 and 3 T (B//a). The transition temperature Tv decreases with 
increasingg field; the superconductivity is totally suppressed in 3 T. 

Results s 

Thee specific heat has been measured in zero field and in various magnetic fields, to 

investigatee both the superconductivity and the magnetism in UPdjAF. At first, we present in 

Fig.. 5.2a the zero-field specific heat over temperature. CfT. of UPd;AF and ThPd;AF. The 

dataa of ThPd;AF has been taken from Geibel et al. [5.6]. At T s = 14.2 K. a sharp peak signals 
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thee AF transition, while at low temperatures a superconducting transition is found at 

TC=1.6K.. Fig. 5.2b shows the temperature dependence of the specific heat divided by 

temperature.. C/T. in magnetic fields applied along the a axis. At 3 T. the superconducting 

peakk is completely suppressed, which indicates that 3 T exceeds the critical field B, of the 

superconductivityy in UPcFAl.^. In order to see whether heat effects accompany the low-field 

transitions,, we have measured the specific heat of UPdiAF along the a-axis. as well as along 

thee b-axis. in 3 T, see Fig. 5.2b. No difference was observed in comparison with the zero-field 

curve;; only below Tc the suppression of superconductivity is clear in the 3 T curve. 

Thee effect of applied magnetic fields, up to 17.5 T. on the AF transition along the a-axis is 

shownn in Fig. 5.3a. Very similar behaviour is found when the magnetic field is applied along 

thee b-axis (Fig. 5.3b). In 17.5 T. only a small shift is observed, up to about 1.63 K and 1.66 K 

forr fields applied along the a- and b-axis. respectively. 

_jj i i i i  rf > 

122 13 14 15 " W / ' ^~ — 

T ( K )) T ( K ) 

Figuree 5.3. (a) C/T of UPd2AU around the antiferromagnetic ordering temperature in zero field and in 

zeroo field and in magnetic fields of 8, 12. 14. 16 and 17.5 T (B//a). (b) Temperature dependence of the 

specificc heat of UPd^AU measured in various magnetic fields applied parallel to the b-axis. 

Thee field dependence of the specific heat above 17.5 T was measured at the Nijmegen 

Highh Field Laboratory (see Section 3.4) and is shown in Fig. 5.4 for the field applied parallel 

too the a-axis. Application of a magnetic field above the metamagnetic transition. Bm. strongly 

changess the temperature dependence of C/T. A broad peak appears shifting to higher 

temperaturess with increasing magnetic field. We attribute these broad peaks to Schottky-type 

off anomalies. 
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Figuree 5.4. CAT versus T of UPd2Al., in magnetic fields up to 20 T (B//a). 

Applicationn of a magnetic field along the hexagonal c-axis hardly affects the magnetic 

ordering.. In an applied magnetic field of 15 T. we find a reduction of TN by no more than 

0.155 K as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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Figuree 5.5. CAT versus T of L'Pd^Ah in zero field and in 15 T applied parallel to the c-axis (hard 

axis). . 
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Inn figure 5.6. we have plotted the magnetic entropy, SM, versus temperature for different 

fieldss applied along the a-axis. At zero magnetic field, a substantial fraction of the magnetic 

entropyy 0.702Rln2 is recovered at the ordering temperature suggesting rather well localized 5f 

electrons.. This value decreases slightly to a value of 0.690Rln2 at the highest field. At about 

255 K, all curves coincide, indicating that the magnetic field merely influences the entropy in 

thee temperature region below 25 K, see Table 5.1 for more details. 

Tablee 5.1. Experimental values of the antiferromagnetic transition temperature T\ and the magnetic 

entropyy SM(TN)/Rln2 of the magnetic order for different magnetic fields B applied along the a-axis. 

B B 

(T) ) 

0.0 0 

12.0 0 

15.0 0 

17.5 5 

TN(B) ) 
(K) ) 

14.21(2) ) 
13.78(2) ) 

12.98(2) ) 

12.57(2) ) 

TN(B)ATN(0) ) 

1 1 

0.970(( 1) 
0.913(1) ) 

0.883(1) ) 

SM(TN)/Rln2 2 

0.702(( 1) 
0.701(1) ) 

0.696(( 1) 

0.690(( 1) 

Thee data points associated with AF transition, as derived from specific-heat 

measurements,, are shown in Fig. 5.7. For comparison, magnetization data are also shown. The 

criticall field for AF ordering, i.e., the boundary between the paramagnetic (PM) and the AF 

states,, is obtained from the Néel temperatures, TN(B), taken as the maximum of the peak. 

Discuss ion n 

Thee zero-field data are in good agreement with earlier specific-heat measurements [5.5, 

5.6J.. For Tc < T < TN/2, the specific heat is well represented by C = yT + (3T\ yielding a y 

valuee of 146(l)mJ/mol, K : . The coefficient [3 of the cubic term equals 1.97(l)mJ/molrK
4. 

Fromm this value, we derive a Debye temperature 9D = 94 K. This value agrees well with the 

valuee deduced from the temperature dependence of the resistivity by Caspary et al. [5.19], 

whichh can be represented by 

PP = P(, + AT-+p i 
TT ^ 

(5.1) ) 
VV u » ) 
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Figuree 5.6. Magnetic entropy of UPd2Al3 (see text) versus temperature in zero field and in magnetic 

fieldss of 12, 16 and 17.5 T. applied along the a-axis. 
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Figuree 5.7. Phase diagram deduced from specific-heat (z) and magnetization (•) experiments. The 

dataa of the maenetoresistance have been taken from de Visser et al. [5.1 l ]. 
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wheree p(l = 9.2 (iQ-cm and A = 0.26 u.Q-cm/K:. The Grüneisen function p, implies s 

9 D = 9 0 K .. which is close to the value derived from the specific-heat results. From the 

specific-heatt and the resistivity data, we may estimate the ratio A / y : . Given 

YY = 146(l)mJ/mol[.K :. we obtain A / y : = 1.219x10 s u.Q-cm (mol rK/mJ) : which is 20% 

largerr than predicted by Kadowaki and Woods (Section 2.3). An obvious source of error in 

determiningg this ratio is the geometric factor needed to convert resistance to resistivity. 

Satoo et al. [5.20J reported that the critical temperature of superconductivity, T,.. is strongly 

samplee dependent, varying between 1.5 K and 2.0 K with a slight off-stoichiometry and/or 

heatt treatment of single-crystalline samples. Therefore, our T,. value of 1.6 K is consistent 

withh the reported values. Terashima et al. [5.21| have estimated a B, value of 3.3 T from 

magnetizationn data. Gloos et al. [5.22] observed a value between 3.0 and 3.2 T from thermal-

expansionn and magnetostriction measurements and suggested that the HF superconductor 

UPd :Ahh has a transition from the normal state to an inhomogeneous superconducting state. 

Fuldee and Ferrel and Lark in and Ovchinnikov [5.23] have predicted the existence of a non

uniformm superconducting state (the so-called FFLO state) in the presence of a magnetic field 

actingg on the electron spins, followed at lower fields by a first-order phase transition to the 

usuall flux-lattice state. We argue that our present upper critical value ranks relatively low 

amongg the above-mentioned values, which indicates good sample quality. 

Wee have determined the AF phase diagram of UPd2Ah for B//a. The present specific-heat 

dataa are consistent with the AF phase boundary up to 17.5 T. as the low-field data points are 

smoothlyy connected. The corresponding boundaries, which are absent for B//c. manifest 

themselvess in the results of the specific-heat, magnetization [5.11], magnetoresistance [5.12] 

andd magnetostriction [5.24] measurements. 

Forr high fields applied (up to 17.5 T) in the a- and the b-direction. we find that the value 

off the electronic-specific-heat coefficient y increases quadratically with field: y = y(())+j;B: 

withh c = 0.04 mJ/molj K T . This quadratic behaviour follows in a straightforward manner 

fromm thermodynamics (Section 2.3). In the c-direction this effect is. if present, so small that it 

remainss within the experimental error. 

Analysiss of the field dependence of the Néel temperature reveals the dependence: 

B B 

B, , 
(5.2) ) 

withh T\-(0) = 14.2 K and B(1 = 30.5 T is the critical field for suppression oi AF order. 

Remarkably,, this relation holds very well up to a field of 17.5 T. which is rather close to the 

observedd metamagnetic-transition field. This fourth power law may indicate that biquadratic-

exchangee plays an important role in this compound as linear exchange would give rise to 
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aa quadratic field dependence. The high magnetic entropy 0.702Rln2 released at Ts of UPdiAh 

iss in remarkable contrast to 0.12Rln2 at T\ for UN12AI3 [5.25]. suggesting that 5f electrons in 

UNi2Ahh are more delocalized compared to the ones in UPd^Ah. 

Inn a simple molecular-field picture, we may estimate the anisotropy field (Ban,J which 

keepss the magnetic moments in the basal plane, from the small reduction of T\ found for the 

fieldd applied along the c-axis. Knowing that T \ scales with the exchange field, we assume that 

thee relative change of the TN is proportional to the ratio B/B;lms. The field where the 

magnetizationn vector rotates from the easy axis to the hard axis may be estimated by means of 

expressionn [5.26]: 

B-H H 
kBATN N 

(5.3) ) 

Here.. B is the applied field, (i = 0.85 (IB is the ordered U moment in UPd^Ah and ATN is the 

reductionn of T\ upon application of a field of 15 T. From this, we find a value for the 

anisotropyy field of about 830 T. This high value agrees well with the very high values in other 

UU intermetallic compounds. 
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Figuree 5.8. The field dependence of the temperatures of the maxima Tm„ observed in the C/T curves 

ofUPd,Ak k 
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Thee most remarkable result that can be deduced from the specific-heat experiments is the 
presencee of the broad peak in magnetic fields above the metamagnetic-transition field. Bm. for 
thee magnetic field applied along the a-axis. This finding, apparently, is a key to draw a 
definitee conclusion about the nature of the metamagnetic transition in UPd2Ah. At first 
glance,, this behaviour seems consistent with the phase diagram proposed by 
Sugiyamaa et al. [5.27] that was derived from high-field magnetization measurements. These 
authorss claim the existence of nearly temperature independent phase (up to about 30 K) at a 
fieldd of about 18 T. However, a tentative interpretation would be that for temperatures just 
beloww TN and thereabove, the transition fields obtained by Sugiyama et al. [5.27] are 
connectedd to a gradual suppression of the magnetic fluctuations persisting above T\ and above 
Bm,, as inferred from the steady decrease of p (B) at high fields and high temperatures [5.12]. 
Inn Fig. 5.8. we have plotted the field dependence of the temperature of the maximum (Tmax) 
versuss the magnetic field. A clear linear dependence is observed with a slope of 
2.2711 5 K7T as a best fit. This linear dependence suggests that the lowest crystalline-
electric-fieldd (CEF)-split state is an isolated level. The application of an external magnetic 
fieldd will lift the degeneracy of the CEF-split states, and for an isolated doublet ground state, 
onee expects a Schottky type anomaly at a temperature Tmax that increases proportionally to the 
magneticc splitting of this ground-state doublet. The latter splitting is given by Eq. 2.22 where 
forr simplicity one can assume a two-level system. To adopt this splitting, one would assume 
thee type of ground state that fits this linear dependence. One further problem is the valence 
statee of U. In the case of localized 5f electrons, U can adopt the U,+, U4+ or U5+ states 
correspondingg to the configurations 5f (J = 9/2), 5f2 (J = 4) or a 5f' (J = 5/2), respectively. 
Thee discrimination between configurations 5f and a 5f' is difficult and the difficulties being 
withh the unknown occupation number of the 5f shell. If one assumes that the Schottky peak in 
thiss two-level system occurs at a temperature of about one third of the level splitting and given 
thee gj values (8/11, 4/5 or 6/7) for the U3+, U4+ or U5+ state, one finds (dTmax /dB) = 2.11,1.43 
orr 0.96, respectively. This finding shows a remarkable correlation with the 5f configuration 
off U'1+ (J = 9/2) and makes the tetravalent 5f~ (J - 4) state suggested by inelastic-neutron-
scatteringg (INS) experiments [5.28] unlikely. We state that this finding is a good indication for 
thee existence of a U + state in UPd2Al3, but fit to the specific heat alone is not sufficient for a 
definitee assignment. The lack of INS studies higher than the metamagnetic transition in 
UPdiAhh (Bm = 18 T) makes it difficult to draw such a conclusion. 

Thee preliminary explanations for the metamagnetic transition in UPd2Ah are as follows: 

1.. At the metamagnetic transition in UPd^Ah. the 5f-electrons remain itinerant and the 
metamagneticc transition is a AF to F transition within the framework of band magnetism. 
Thiss interpretation has previously been suggested by Sandratski et al. [5.29] on the basis 
off band-structure calculations. These authors suggest that the difference in energy between 
thee AF and F moment configurations may be very small if the spins lie in the basal plane. 
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2.. Another scenario to interpret the metamagnetic transition in UPd:Ah is proposed by 

Odaetal.. [5.30] and is based on high-field magnetization measurements. These authors 

suggestt that the high-field state above Bm is a localized 5f state with a moment of about 

1.55 (is and that the metamagnetic transition is a transition from the itinerant to the 

localizedd state. 

3.. Very recently. Sakon et al. [5.31] have performed detailed magnetization measurements 

onn UPd2Ah in static fields up to 27 T for B//a. These authors observe a broad feature 

peakedd in UPd2Ah with increasing field, above the metamagnetic transition, and 

constructedd a new B-T phase diagram. They suggest a "'cross-over" region, which 

separatess a state with a large magnetic moment (characterized by moment of 1.3 (in) and a 

statee with a small magnetic moment (with a staggered moment of 0.85 (iB). They also 

suggestt that a "critical point" exists around 12 K. The sharp step in the magnetization 

beloww 11 K corresponds to a first-order transition, while the smooth curvature higher 

temperaturess suggests that above 13 K the transition is second order. 

Too summarize, we may conclude that our specific-heat data clearly indicate a fingerprint 
off 5f localized states, on the basis of CEF effects pointing at a 5f? configuration of U +. For a 
fulll understanding of the nature of the metamagnetic transition in UPd:Al3, it is necessary to 
performm magnetic-field-dependent band-structure calculations. 
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5.2.. URu2Si2 

Introduct ion n 

Inn UPcbAh, we have seen the unusual coexistence of superconductivity and 

antiferromagnetism.. The discovery of superconductivity in URu2Si; [5.32J constituted the 

firstt example of long-range AF coexisting with superconductivity in an heavy-fermion (HF) 

material.. At the magnetic-ordering temperature TN = 17.5 K, the system undergoes an 

antiferromagneticc (AF) phase transition which is accompanied by a shaip peak in the specific 

heatt |5.33] and in the thermal expansion [5.34]. The pronounced anomalies in the specific 

heatt and electrical resistivity at TN [5.33. 5.34] indicate that the AF order is of spin-density-

wavee type with a gap (A = I 15 K) opening up over a part of the Fermi surface. The formation 

off an energy gap in the magnetic-excitation spectrum is reflected by an exponential 

temperaturee dependence of the specific heat [5.33]. the thermal expansion [5.35] and the 

NMRR and nuclear quadrupole-resonance (NQR) relaxation rates [5.35] in the ordered state. 

Electrical-resistivityy [5.36] and point-contact-spectroscopy [5.37] measurements show a 

similarr energy gap, indicating a strong scattering of the conduction electrons by the magnetic 

excitations. . 

*%^\*%^\ i^t-j^ 

O uu Q R U OO Si 

Figuree 5.9. Diagram on the left shows the crystal structures of URu2Si;. The one in the right shows the 
antiferromagneticc structure of the U atoms below TN = 17.5 K. 

Beloww T%, pronounced electronic interactions persist, which give rise to an enhanced 

valuee of the coefficient of the linear electronic term in the specific heat: y = 65 mJ/moluK". 

Thiss value is certainly much larger than in a normal metal, but nearly an order of magnitude 

smallerr than in other HF systems. In addition, just above T\ URuiSi: has a large electronic 
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specificc heat, which is approximately linear in temperature and which corresponds to: 
y== 180 mJ/moU K~ [5.33]. A second transition in URu:Si: occurs at T,= 1.2K and 
correspondss to the onset of superconductivity which coexists with the AF order. In the present 
investigation,, we have concentrated mainly on aspects of magnetism studied on a single-
crystallinee sample. We will not go into the superconductivity and the HF behaviour, which are 
treatedd in detail in several specialized reviews (See refs. 5.2, 5.38 and 5.39). 

Att 4.2 K, URu:Si: has the body-centred tetragonal ThCnSi^ crystal structure with lattice 
parameterss a = 412.4 pm. c = 958.2 pm at 4.2 K (see Fig. 5.9). Neutron-diffraction (ND) 
measurementss [5.40, 5.41] have revealed a simple AF structure with a tiny ordered moment of 
0.033 1 (iB. oriented along the c-axis of the tetragonal crystal structure. Magnetization 
measurementss in high magnetic fields [5.42, 5.43 j show a suppression of the HF state in three 
subsequentt steps at 35.8. 37.3 and 39.4 T for fields along the easy axis (B//c). Though 
measurementss of the high-field resistance and Hall coefficient [5.44] and the thermal 
expansionn [5.45] indicate that the order parameter is destroyed by a field of 40 T, the ND 
resultss suggest that the magnetic order may disappear at a much lower field strength [5.46], 
Furthermore,, although the magnetic-excitation spectrum is known, the nature of the magnetic 
orderr is still unclear. The large anomalies in the specific heat and the thermal expansion at TN 

aree hard to reconcile with the small ordered moment. The energy gap in the magnetic-
excitationn spectrum can qualitatively be described with a singlet-singlet model [5.39, 540, 
5.47]] for the 5f2 configuration (U4+), but the estimated ordered moment is considerably larger 
thann the observed value. A comparison of the scaling behaviour of the excitation gap [5.37] 
andd the ordered moment [5.45] as a function of magnetic field indicates that the ordered 
momentt shows a stronger suppression than the excitation gap in magnetic fields up to 8 T. 
Thiss suggests the existence of two distinctly different critical fields for the disappearance of 
thee magnetic-excitation gap and the ordered moment. However, recent inelastic-neutron-
scatteringg (INS) experiments [5.48] in a magnetic field of 12 T do not indicate a substantial 
differencee between the critical temperatures of the magnetic-excitation gap and of the ordered 
moment. . 

Wee have performed specific-heat measurements on a single crystal of URu2Si2 in 
magneticc fields up to 17.5 T in order to study the field dependence of the energy gap in the 
magnetic-excitationn spectrum. Previous specific-heat measurements in magnetic field were 
performedd in magnetic fields up to 5 T on single-crystalline samples [5.35] and up to 7 T on 
polycrystallinee samples [5.49]. We will use the characteristic features of the magnetic-
excitationn spectrum to describe the specific heat in the AF ordered state. 

Samplee preparation 

Specific-heatt measurements were performed on a single crystal of URu:Si;. grown in a 
tri-arcc furnace with the Czochralski method and annealed for 8 days at a temperature of 
9500 flC. Dr. H. Amitsuka has grown the ThRu^Si: single crystal at the Division of Physics. 
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Hokkaidoo University. The sample, with a mass of 1.34 g, was mounted with the c-axis of the 

tetragonall crystal structure along the field direction of a 17.5-T superconducting magnet. We 

havee measured the specific heat of URU2S12 with the semi-adiabatic technique (see Chapter 3) 

inn zero field and in constant magnetic fields of 8. 12. 15, and 17.5 T in the temperature range 

fromm 0.5 to 50 K. 
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Figuree 5.10. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C[T. of URu2Si2 and ThRibSi: in zero 
field.. The anomaly at TN = 17.5 K signals the antiferromagnetic ordering, while superconductivity 
setss in at Tc = 1.2 K. The specific-heat data of ThRu2Sii has been measured by Dr H. Amitsuka at the 
Divisionn of Physics. Hokkaido University. 

Resul t s s 

Inn Fig. 5.10, the zero-field specific heat of URuiSi: and ThRu2Si2 single crystals is shown. 

Att the magnetic-ordering temperature TN= 17.5 K. a sharp /v-type of anomaly signals the AF 

transition,, while at low temperatures the electronic specific heat shows a continuous increase 

untill superconductivity sets in at Tc = 1.2 K. Extrapolation of the low-temperature regime 

yieldss a value for y = 63 mJ/mol, K :. For comparison, the specific heat of the non-magnetic 

referencee system ThRu^Si: is shown. The phonon contribution to the specific heat of URuiSii 

iss determined from the specific heat of the non-magnetic reference system ThRu^Si:. At low 

temperatures,, the specific heat of ThR^Si : is well described by an electronic term with 

coefficientt y = 5.53 mJ/mol, K : and with a Debye temperature of 9D= 184 K. The magnetic 
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specificc heat CM/T of URi^Sb was obtained after subtraction of the phonon and electronic 

contributionss of the non-maenetic ThRuiSi^. 
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Figuree 5.11. Specific heat over temperature. C/T. of URu2Si2 around the antiferromagnetic ordering 
temperaturee in zero field and in magnetic fields of 8. 12, 15, and 17.5 T (B//c). The transition 
temperaturee TN decreases, while the jump in the specific heat is approximately constant in magnetic-
fields. . 

Att increasing magnetic field applied along the c-axis (Fig. 5.11), the transition 

temperaturee TN is gradually suppressed, while the jump in the specific heat at the transition is 

nearlyy independent of the magnetic field. In Fig. 5.12, the low-temperature specific heat is 

shownn in zero field and in a magnetic field of 17.5 T after subtraction of the phonon 

contribution.. Below TN, the specific-heat coefficient y is not significantly changed by the 

appliedd field of 17.5 T. 

Tablee 5.2. Experimental values of the AF-ordering temperature TN, and the magnetic entropy 
S.vi(TN)/Rln22 of the magnetic order at different values of the magnetic field B, applied along the c-
axis. . 

B B 

(Ti i 

0.0 0 

8.0 0 

12.0 0 

15.0 0 
17.5 5 

TN(B) ) 

(K) ) 

17.54(1) ) 

17.06(1) ) 
16.46(1) ) 

15.85(1) ) 
15.26(1) ) 

TN(B)/TN(0) ) 

1 1 

0.973(1) ) 

0.938(( 1) 
0.904(( 1) 

0.870(( 1) 

SM(TN)/Rln2 2 

0.219(2) ) 

0.214(2) ) 

0.219(2) ) 

0.214(2) ) 

0.212(3) ) 
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Figuree 5.12. Low-temperature specific heat of URihSii in zero field and in a magnetic field of 17.5 T 

afterr subtraction of the phonon contribution. 
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Figuree 5.13. Magnetic specific heat. CM/T. of URuiSi2 in zero field and in a magnetic field of 17.5 T 

(leftt scale). The solid curves correspond to a fit of magnetic excitations in the antiferromagnetically 

orderedd state (see text). The open symbols represent the temperature dependence of the magnetic 

entropyy S\,/R (right scale). 
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Afterr integration of CM/T, we obtain the magnetic entropy SM. The total magnetic entropy, 
inn zero field, at 17.5 K equal 0.22Rln2, see Table 5.2. In Fig. 5.13. the field dependence of the 
magneticc entropy is shown. In an applied magnetic field, the entropy related to the magnetic 
orderr SM(TN) is found to be field independent. Above TN, a strong field dependence is 
observedd with a crossing of the SM/R curves in zero field and in a magnetic field of 17.5 T 
aroundd 25 K. 

Discussion n 

Thee zero-field specific-heat measurements are in good agreement with earlier results 
[5.50).. If one assumes that the specific heat, besides the anomaly at TN, has a linear 
(electronic)) contribution yT and a phonon contribution fiT \ then the linear term can be 
estimatedd to be about 160 mJ/moluK2 above TN and 63 mJ/moli K2 below Js 

(Maplee et al. [5.51] obtained 180 and 65 mJ/moluK2, respectively). However, above 20 K the 
T11 approximation for the phonon contribution is not realistic and, furthermore, it is much 
strongerr than in the non-magnetic reference compound ThRu2Si2. The electronic specific heat 
off URu2Si2 shows a moderate mass enhancement, which increases with decreasing 
temperaturess and is insensitive to the applied magnetic field up to 17.5 T (above TN). This is 
consistentt with the situation in other HF systems as UPh [5.52] and CeRu2Si2 [5.53], in which 
farr below the metamagnetic transition the electronic specific heat is independent of the 
appliedd magnetic field. 

Inn Fig. 5.14, we present a more complete phase diagram derived from magnetization data 
takenn at 1.3, 4.2, 12 and 16 K by Sugiyama et al. [5.44], magnetoresistance data at 1.5 K from 
dee Visser et al. [5.43] and Mentink et al. [5.37] and our present specific-heat data. The 
metamagneticc transition in URu2Si2 occurs in three subsequent steps near 40 T [5.43-46], 
whichh is far above the field range of our experiment. The relative field dependence of T\ is 
foundd to follow the simple relationship 

TN (B)= 11 ( B 
TN(0) ) 

(5.4) ) 

wheree TN(0) = 17.54( 1) K and B0 = 48.5( 1) T. This value for the scaling field is comparable to 
thee value B(1 = 400 T obtained from magnetoresistance measurements [5.45] in magnetic fields 
upp to 25 T. Recent measurements of the thermal expansion in magnetic fields up to 25 T 
[5.54]] and the magnetization up to 20 T [5.55] confirm the existence of this simple scaling 
relationn for T\ with scaling fields of B0 = 37 T and B0 = 44 T, respectively. 

Measurementt of the specific heat in the normal state (2 < T < T\) can be well fitted by an 
empiricall fitting function supported by Maple et al. [5.51] 

CM(T)) = A e x p [ - - |. (5.5) 
} } 
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Figuree 5.14. Magnetic phase diagram of URu^Sii with field parallel to the a-axis (open symbols) and 

thee c-axis (closed symbols), composed of magnetization data ( A , ) taken at 1.3. 4.2. 12 and 16 

KK by Sugiyama et al. [5.43], magnetoresistance data at 1.5 K (»,o) from de Visser et al. [5.42] and 

Mentinkk et al. [5.36J. respectively. Our present specific-heat data (*) and the results (+) from 

Sugiyamaa et al. [5.43]of the AF and superconducting transitions measured along the c-axis are shown 

inn the lower left corner. 

Thee values of A and the energy gap A, obtained by fitting this function are 246 J/moluK and 

95(1)) K in zero field and 236 J/moli K and 97(1) K in a magnetic field of 17.5 T (Fig. 5.13). 

Thee energy gap A may be attributed to opening of an energy gap over at least part of the Fermi 

surface.. It is interesting to note that the value of the energy gap is comparable to the energy 

gapp that was derived from INS measurements of Walter et al. [5.56). Evidence of a 

comparablee energy gap in the AF state has also been provided by NMR and relaxation studies 

onn 2ySi nuclei by Kohara et al. [5.57] and Benakki et al. [5.58]. and by the far-infrared 

reflectancee measurements of Bonn et al. [5.59], The electrical resistivity of URu:Si2 15.33, 

5.34]] has been analyzed with a simple model [5.60] applicable to an energy-gap 

antiferromagnett with an additional T term appropriate for Fermi-liquid behaviour. In the low-

temperaturee limit (T <s A), the electrical resistivity is described by a considerably smaller 

valuee and by a strongly anisotropic energy gap of A = 73 K for I//a and A = 5 1 K for I//c [5.33. 

5.34].. Thus, the empirical fitting function of Eq. 5.5 is adequate since it reproduces the 

temperaturee dependence of the specific heat in the magnetically ordered state and gives a 

realisticc value for the gap in the magnetic-excitation spectrum. The electrical-resistivity 
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measurementss have been analyzed in terms of a physical model, but the assumption 

concerningg the low-temperature limit is not fulfilled in the temperature range of the fitted 

data.. INS measurements by van Dijk et al. [5.48) indicate even smaller gap. The observed 

magneticc excitations of URu^Si: are polarized along the tetragonal c-axis and show two 

minimaa in the dispersion curve, that are both located at the zone boundary. The first minimum 

correspondss to an excitation gap of 2.5 meV (29 K) and is found at Q = (1 0 0). which 

correspondss to the magnetic Bragg reflection of the AF structure. Around this minimum, 

aa linear dispersion is observed along all principal directions for the relevant energy range of 

thee thermal excitations (A < Ts). The second minimum is located at Q = (1.40 0) and 

correspondss to an excitation gap of 4.5 meV (52 K). 

Thee discrepancy in the description of the magnetic-excitation gap and the observed 

orderedd moment has led to the suggestion that the dipolar-ordered moment may not be the 

(main)) order parameter that drives the magnetic phase transition [5.61 ]. The order parameter 

mayy be of non-dipolar nature (e.g., quadrupolar). as suggested by a strong signal in the non

linearr susceptibility at the magnetic phase diagram [5.62]. Alternatively. Barzykin and 

Gor'kovv [5.63] have proposed an order parameter which involves triple-spin correlators. 

Additionall polarized-neutron-scattering experiments [5.64] have shown that the AF Bragg 

peaks,, observed at low fields, are of purely dipolar order. It has been suggested that there may 

bee two successive phase transitions [5.52, 5.65], the first being quadrupolar and the second, at 

aa slightly lower temperature, dipolar. 

Thee magnetic entropy in the paramagnetic state corresponds to a simple Schottky curve 

centredd around 25 K (Fig. 5.13). Our findings are consistent with results for the specific heat 

reportedd by Renker et al. [5.66] who could excellently fit the data below !()() K by two CEF 

doubletss split by A = 73 K. These results are also consistent with results of INS on URu:Si : by 

Holland-Moritzz et al. [5.67] who found an inelastic transition at low temperatures with A = 75 

K.. We think that the most likely interpretation is the presence of a localized 5f ground state 

forr URu:Si:. most probably a IT* state with J = 9/2. as in UBep, [5.68], Therefore, we argue 

thatt a singlet-singlet model explains the low entropy change of 0.22Rln2 corresponding with 

thee 17.5 K transition. Remarkably, this may also explain the apparent jump in y. or in other 

words,, the jump might be an artifact of the restricted temperature range and the Schottky 

contributionn of the single-ion singlet-singlet system. 

Thee presence of a large jump in the specific heat at the AF transition seems hard to 

reconcilee with the small, dipolar-ordered, moment. This suggests that the magnetic-order 

parameterr in UR^Si : may involve both dipolar and quadrupolar components, where the well-

definedd magnetic excitations are related to the quadrupolar component. From the existence of 

thee Schottky-type of anomaly in the 5f-derived specific heat of URu:Si:. we infer that 

URu:Si:: is likely to possess strongly localized 5f electrons. Our assumption is further 

corroboratedd by the fact that URu :Si: shows a Curie-like magnetic susceptibility at 

sufficientlyy high temperatures with jictT = 3.5 |in |5.33]. 
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5.3.. UPt 

Introduction n 

Inn most of the U-Pt compounds (UPt. UPt;. UPt? and UPts). the values of the coefficient 
off the linear term in specific-heat y are large which points to a strong hybridization of f and d 
electronn states. These materials can roughly be divided into three categories: one group shows 
itinerantt magnetism, a second group clearly exhibits localized behaviour and a third group has 
propertiess in between the two above extremes. Magnetic order in this series of compounds has 
beenn reported for UPt. UPt;. UPt; and UPts (see ref. 5.69 for more details). A closer 
inspectionn of the magnetic data reveals that UPt: and UPu are both paramagnetic. 
Ferromagnetism.. possibly of itinerant nature, is observed for UPt and superconductivity for 
UPt,.. Although the itinerant-ferromagnet UPt has been a subject of intensive studies for three 
decadess [5.70. 5.71. 5.72. 5.73. 5.74|, a large uncertainty about the size of the U magnetic 
moments,, the type of magnetic anisotropy and other physical properties still persists. The 
compoundd has attracted considerable attention due to the strong pressure dependence of the 
magnetization,, whereas the magnetic-ordering temperature of about 27 K was reported to 
remainn unchanged [5.71, 5.73, 5.74]. Several studies have shown that the saturation 
magnetizationn at ambient pressure is strongly sample dependent, scattering significantly 
aroundd 0.45 uB [5.72, 5.73]. The neutron-diffraction (ND) work of Frings et al. [5.74] has 
revealedd a much higher moment of 1.1  0.4 uB. 

Thee main obstacle in attempts to determine the intrinsic physical properties of UPt more 
preciselyy are the serious metallurgical problems because this system is formed by a solid-state 
reactionn between U and UPt; [5.751. UPt was first reported to adopt the orthorhombic CrB-
typee of structure [5.70-73, 5.76. 5.77]. Later on, Dommann et al. [5.78, 5.79] have suggested 
thatt UPt forms, like Ulr, in the monoclinic PdBi-type of structure. ND studies of 
Fringss et al. [5.74] have shown that, at room temperature, two sets of Bragg peaks are present. 
Onee of them is consistent with the PdBi-type of structure and the second one can be 
interpretedd in terms of superstructure reflections of the CrB type. Recently, it has been 
reportedd that high-resolution ND experiments are not fully in agreement with both the PdBi 
andd the CrB structure [5.80]. The fact that, in most of the cases, the samples prepared by 
meltingg of the constituent elements consist of two phases, depending on the heat treatment and 
pressuree history, is the reason for rather controversial reports on the magnetic properties of 
thiss appealing material. Due to the presence of two structural phases, two magnetic-ordering 
temperaturess to ferromagnetic (F) order at 19 K and 27 K were reported [5.71, 5.73]. It has 
beenn suggested by Dommann et al. [5.78] and later shown by Franse et al. [5.75 j by means of 
NDD that the "27 K" magnetic phase transition is connected with F ordering of the PdBi-type 
UPt.. The "19 K" transition was shown to be most probably connected with ordering in some 
otherr structure (probably FeB type). It has been suggested that this other structure transforms 
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underr pressure to PdBi type, resulting in a decrease of the magnetic moment which is 

consistentt with magnetization measurement [5.74]. 

Thee strong magnetic anisotropy and the complex magnetic structure of UPt point to a 

localizedd type of magnetism. The ratio of the effective and the spontaneous magnetic moment, 

thee large electronic contribution to the specific heat and the small value of the magnetic 

entropyy suggest an itinerant nature of the magnetic-moment carriers. We have performed 

specific-heatt measurements in order to characterize the type of magnetism in a UPt single 

crystal,, which was prepared by a novel method. 

Figuree 5.15. The temperature dependence of the specific heat of UPt in zero field and in magnetic 

fieldss of 5 and 15 T in the CfY versus T representation. The solid line through symbols is the best fit 

too expression given in text (the same type of fit was used to lit data in Fig. 5.16). The broken line-

denotess the sum of the Debye function, which was used to approximate the phonon contribution, and 

off the electronic term yas described in the text. 

Samplee preparation 

Ass has been mentioned above, all samples prepared by arc-melting of appropriate 

amountss of constituting elements consist of two phases depending on the heat treatment and 

onn whether the sample has been exposed to external pressure. The reason for this can be found 

inn the fact that UPt forms in a peritectoid solid-state reaction between U and L ' P K We have 
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triedd to prepare UPt by a novel method, namely by evaporating In from a melt which contains 

ann appropriate amount of this element. An electrical arc in a continuously gettered Ar 

atmospheree and water-cooled Cu crucible were used. After evaporation of the In. we 

continuedd to arc the ingot for about five hours keeping only a small part of it liquid. No 

additionall heat treatment was given to the obtained ingot. 

Thee quality of the resulting material has been inspected by electron microprobe analysis 

(EPMA).. The material was found to consist of two phases. The matrix (97.4 vol.%) was found 

too be homogeneous with composition deviating from the ideal stoichiometry of UPt by no 

moree than 1 at. c/c (the resolution limit of EPMA). The second phase (2.6 vol.%) was found to 

bee U-rich, most probably U02 . U or U(Pt) with 4 at. % of Pt (UPt forms, if prepared by an 

ordinaryy way, by a solid-state reaction from U(Pt) and UPt^). Due to the distribution of the 

secondd phase within the matrix, we were unable to determine unambiguously its composition. 

Wee note that no traces of In were found. 
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Figuree 5.16. The low-temperature part of the temperature dependence of CAT of bulk UPt, measured 

inn fields up to 15 T. The solid lines through symbols are the fit to the expression given in text 

involvingg a gap in the dispersion relation of ferromagnetic magnons. 

Results s 

Thee specific heat was measured by a standard semi-adiabatic method by means of two 

experimentall set-ups. The first one was used to measure the specific heat in zero field between 

22 and 90 K while the second one has been used for measurements between 0.4 K and 40 K in 
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zeroo field and in magnetic fields up to 15 T. The zero-field results agree well in the region of 
overlap.. It should be noted that in the former equipment, at low temperatures, the signal due to 
thee sample was about ten times larger than the signal due to the addenda. However, at 30 K, 
thee signal of the sample amounts to only 10 % of the total measured specific heat which 
accountss for the appreciable scatter of data at higher temperatures (and in magnetic fields) 
obtainedd in this equipment (see Chapter 3). 

Inn Fig. 5.15, we show the temperature dependence of the specific heat in zero field in the 
C/TC/T versus T representation in zero field and in magnetic fields of 5 and 15 T. As can be seen, 
thee zero-field data are dominated by a very well defined peak at 28 K suggesting a magnetic 
phasee transition. Nothing is seen around 19 K, which suggests that the amount of the "19 K" 
phasee is small. The peak which appears at zero field at 28 K is very sensitive to an applied 
magneticc field. It is smeared out already at 5 T and the magnetic entropy is shifted to higher 
temperatures. . 

Inn Fig. 5.16, the low-temperature part of the temperature dependence of C/T is shown, 
measuredd in zero field and in magnetic fields of 5, 10 and 15 T. 

Discussion n 

Thee specific heat, C/T, shown in Fig. 5.15 cannot be satisfactorily described by a 

yy + aT2 dependence, which contains only the electronic part y and the phonon contribution and 

neglectss the contribution due to magnetic order. For a good description, a term that involves 

magneticc excitations with a gap in the dispersion relation has to be introduced. Such a term 

hass been used in the literature [5.81, 5.82] to describe the contribution of magnetic excitations 

withh an energy gap to the low-temperature specific heat of rare-earth elements. In Fig. 5.15, 

thee best fits are shown by solid lines of C/T against T in the temperature range 0.4 to 9 K at 

variouss magnetic fields to the expression: 

:yy +aT" +f T1- exp -— |, (5.6) 
T T 

wheree A denotes a gap in the dispersion relation of F magnons. It is clear that the experimental 

dataa and the fits agree rather well. The low-temperature specific-heat coefficient y at zero field 

off about 105 mJ/moIuK2 is either comparable with values published in literature [5.72, 5.73, 

5.83],, slightly smaller than the published value by 10mJ/molLK2 [5.75] or higher by 

255 mJ/molL K2 [5.84]. From the numerical results given in Table 5.3, it follows that while the 

numericall factors a and f and the value of the gap of about 22 K are practically unaffected by 

thee applied magnetic field, the low-temperature specific-heat coefficient decreases with 

increasingg field. At 15 T, the decrease amounts to 12.5 % of the zero-field value. Such a 
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decreasee of C/T with increasing field suggests that at least a part of the low-temperature 

specificc heat is of magnetic origin. 

Inn order to determine the magnetic entropy we need to estimate the phonon and electronic 

contributionss to the specific heat. Several attempts have been proposed in the literature [5.72-

75.. 5.83. 5.841. The non-magnetic isostructural compounds ThPt. NiPt or Debye functions 

havee been used to estimate the lattice contribution. To account for the phonon contribution, 

whichh is shown in Fig. 5.15 by broken line, we have used the Debye function with 9D = 195 K 

whichh provides good agreement with the experimental data in the high-temperature limit. 

Debyee temperatures between 197 K and 203 K have been obtained according to Eq. 2.1 at 

differentt magnetic fields (see Table 5.3). all close to 9D = 195 K used in the analysis and in 

thee literature. The temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy SM, which is shown in 

Fig.. 5.17. has been then calculated up to 85 K by integrating C/T and amounts to 

33 mJ/mol^ K2 at 85 K. This value which can be expressed as 0.91Rln2 agrees well 

withh the value derived by Luengo et al. [5.72] but it is significantly higher than values 

reportedd by other authors [5.73-75, 5.83, 5.84]. In applied magnetic field, the magnetic 

entropyy is shifted towards higher temperatures. At 15 T. 91% of magnetic entropy is attained 

att 40 K, the highest temperature measured in high magnetic fields. A similar result has been 

obtainedd by Podesta et al. [5.84]. The value of 0.91 RIn2 in 15 T. is too small for a localized 

systemm but too large for a system with magnetic order purely of itinerant origin [5.85]. 
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Figuree 5.17. The temperature dependence of the magnetic part C\/T (left scale) of UPt and the 
resultingg magnetic entropy SM (right scale). 
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Tablee 5.3. Fit parameters of the low-temperature specific heat of UPt at various magnetic fields 
togetherr with the calculated Debye temperature. 

B B 

(T) ) 

0'' ' 

0 0 

5 5 

10 0 

15 5 

Y Y 
(mJ/moKK2) ) 

104.77(21) ) 

104.99(15) ) 

98.54(14) ) 

94.10(10) ) 

91.93(11) ) 

a a 

(104mJ/molL) ) 

4.66(18) ) 

5.07(18) ) 
4.60(18) ) 

5.08(27) ) 

4.85(13) ) 

f f 

(mJ/molLKV2) ) 

0.159(4) ) 

0.165(4) ) 

0.143(4) ) 
b b 

0.148(3) ) 

A A 

(K) ) 

22.11 (2) 

23.44 (4) 

21.9(2) ) 
b b 

22.0(2) ) 

eD D 
(K) ) 

203(2) ) 

197(2) ) 

203(2) ) 
197(2) ) 

200(2) ) 

•** Fit of data between 2 and 20 K obtained in different experimental set-ups 

Noo reliable data obtained due to lack of data above 5 K; at low temperatures the exponential term 
doess not contribute substantially to the specific heat. 

Too obtain the Kadowaki-Woods ratio (A /y 2 ) and the Wilson ratio (Rw) (see Section 2.3) 

whichh account for the relation between (y and A) and (y and x<))> respectively, 

Prokess et al. [5.86] have recently measured the resistivity and the magnetization on the same 

UPtt crystal. They describe the low-temperature part of the resistivity by 

pp = p 0 + A T 2 + EAT ll + ^ ] e x p [ - | | , (5.7) 

wheree E depends on the spin-disorder resistivity and the electron-magnon coupling constant 

andd A denotes the gap in the dispersion relation of magnons. This expression has been derived 

forr describing the electron-magnon interaction in rare-earth elements [5.81, 5.82] and above 

wee have used a similar expression derived by Anderson and Smith [5.81] for the description 

off the specific heat (Eq. 5.6). The best fit to the data below 12 K yields p 0= 34.663  0.003 

uQ-cm,, A = 0.1827  0.0004 uQ-cm K 2, E = 0.226  0.005 pQ-cm K~2 and A = 34.2  0.4 K. 

Thee temperature independent part of the magnetic susceptibility. j£o, yields a value of 

1.722 x 10"* nr mol"1 [5.86]. It is expected that the Kadowaki-Woods ratio will be close to a 

universall value of 1.0x10 "5pQ-cm (molLK/mJ)2 if the same quasiparticles participate in both 

thee electrical conduction and the low-temperature specific heat. The Wilson ratio (Rw) is of 

thee order of unity for a free-electron gas and can be enhanced due to electron-electron 

correlationss if the enhancement of y and x<> n a s the same origin. From the values 

(A/yy 2 ) = 1.65 x 10° pQ-cm (molLK/mJ)2 and Rw = 1.0, we can conclude that the magnetism 

inn UPt is governed mainly by itinerant-electron states which participate in both transport and 

magneticc properties. 
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5.4.. UNii . x RhxA I 

In t roduct ion n 

Ternaryy intermetallic compounds with the general formula UTX (T is a late transition 

metall of the 3d. 4d or 5d series and X is a p-metal of the 3rd, 4lh or 5lh group of the Periodic 

Table),, crystallizing in the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type of structure (see Fig. 5.18). exhibit a large 

varietyy of magnetic properties. 

(55 U ©T » X 

Figuree 5.18 Schematic representation of the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type of structure. 

Thee magnetic properties of all UTX compounds are governed by the behaviour of the U 5f 

magneticc moments. The T-metal atoms do not carry substantial moments in these materials 

exceptt for the contribution of partially polarized d-band states induced by the 5f-d 

hybridizationn [5.87. 5.88]. The fact that the T-metal d-electron states strongly hybridize with 

thee U 5f-electron states makes the T atoms considerably involved in the UTX magnetism. In 

fact,, the 5f-d hybridization plays a dual role in the magnetism of U compounds with T metals 

[5.891.. On one side, it causes derealization of the U 5f-electron states and consequent 

washoutt of the U magnetic moments. On the other side, the 5f-d hybridization mediates 

magneticc coupling between moments on U atoms between which a T-metal atom is located in 

thee lattice. Also the role of the 5f-p hybridization, involving the p-electron states of the X 

atoms,, should be considered. In particular the 5f-p hybridization seems to be effective by 

mediatingg antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling along directions of U-X-U chains (the c-axis in 

casee of the ZrNiAl-type of compounds). 

Thee effects of the 5f-ligand hybridization are particularly well manifest in the variety of 

magneticc ground states within the UTX family [5.90. 5.91], see Fig. 5.19. They are ranging 

fromm Pauli paramagnetic in the strong-hybridization limit (UFeAl) across spin-fluctuation 
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featuress (UCoAl. URuAl) to various types of magnetic ordering of nearly localized U 

moments.. An important parameter controlling this evolution seems to be the occupation of the 

dd band of the T metal. The UTX compounds with the latest T metals. Ni. Pd and Pt are 

frequentlyy AF, which may be due to predominantly AF coupling along the c-axis mediated by 

thee 5f-p hybridization whereas the 5f-d hybridization, which usually mediates ferromagnetic 

(F)) coupling, is considerably reduced in this limit. 

UNiAll and URhAl belong to this large isostructural group of UTX compounds. UNiAl is 

ann itinerant antiferromagnet with Néel temperature TN = 19.3 K. At a critical field of about 11 

TT (at 1.7 K) applied along the c axis, the AF coupling is destroyed in a metamagnetic 

transitionn [5.92], Just above this metamagnetic transition, the U magnetic moment amounts to 

uLL = 0.9 (iB (at 1.7 K) [5.93]. URhAl is a ferromagnet with Curie temperature T c = 27 K and 

(J.u== 1.0 uB at low temperatures [5.94]. UNiAl and URhAl as well as the other UTX 

compoundss with the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type of structure exhibit a huge uniaxial magnetic 

anisotropyy with the easy-magnetization direction along the c-axis. 

Figuree 5.19. Schematic diagram illustrating the systematics of some electronic properties of UTX 

compoundss crystallizing in the ZrNiAl type of structure. The type of the ground state is abbreviated as 

P:: Pauli paramagnetic, P/SF: Paramagnetic with Spin Fluctuations, F: Ferromagnetic and AF: 

Antiferromagnetic.. The magnetic moment measured at 35 T along the easy magnetization direction is 

U.35T,, the magnetization value extrapolated from high fields to 0 T is p„ and y represents the coefficient 

off the linear term to the specific heat (taken from 5.90). 

Thee evolution of magnetism within a series of solid solutions UTKxTxAl [5.95. 5.96. 

5.97]] can largely be explained within simple model considerations involving the above 

discussedd effects of the 5f-ligand hybridization. This holds for the class of materials with 

TT = Ni and T = Co. Fe. Ru. Pd [5.98. 5.99. 5.100. 5.101], In order to test the model 
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considerations,, we performed a further study of alloying effects, in particular on a series of 

solidd solutions L'NiixRhxAl between the antiferromagnet UNiAl and the ferromagnet URhAl. 

Here,, we present results of magnetic and specific-heat measurements on UNi|.xRhxAl 

compounds,, and discuss them in the context of a varying strength of the f-d hybridization. 

Samplee preparation 

Thee quasiternary UNii_xRhxAl compounds were prepared by melting the corresponding 

amountss of the elementary metals (99.9% purity of U and higher purity for other metals) in an 

arcc furnace under protective Ar atmosphere. The ingots (of about 2 g mass) were turned 

severall times and remelted to assure good homogeneity. Two compounds with x = 0.33 and 

0.677 were prepared independently in a similar way from appropriate amounts of the terminal 

ternaryy compounds UNiAl and URhAl. All samples were annealed for one week at 700°C in 

vacuum.. Phase purity, crystal structure and lattice constants were checked by standard X-ray 

powder-diffractionn methods. 

Thee temperature dependence of the d.c. susceptibility was measured in a SQUID 

magnetometerr (Quantum Design) between 1.7 and 320 K in fields up to 5 T on a sample 

consistingg of powder that was fixed in random orientation. Electrical-resistivity measurements 

weree performed in the temperature range 0.05 - 300 K on a bar-shaped sample by means of 

thee standard four-probe method. The temperature dependence of the specific heat was 

measuredd between 0.4 and 40 K by means of a semi-adiabatic heat-pulse method in magnetic 

fieldss up to 15 T. The magnetization was measured on powder fixed in random orientation in 

pulsedd magnetic fields up to 30 T with a 25 ms pulse duration. 
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Figuree 5.20. Concentration dependence of the lattice parameters a and c of quasiternary UNiMRh,AI 

solidd solutions. The squares correspond to two compounds prepared independently of the terminal 

ternaryy compounds. 
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Resul ts s 

Thee X-ray powder diagrams showed that the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type of structure is 

preservedd in all the quasiternary UNii_A-RhvAl solid solutions. The concentration dependence 

off the lattice parameters a and c is presented in Fig. 5.20. 

Thee high-field magnetization at 4.2 K of the UNii_vRhvAl compounds (Fig. 5.21) was 

recentlyy measured by Andreev et al. [5.1021. The metamagnetic transition in UNiAl at 

Bnll = 11.4 T is somewhat smeared out and pushed to lower fields with increasing Rh doping. 

Inn order to derive Bm behaviour from the experimental curves measured on UNii_xRhxAl 

compounds,, we define the critical field Bm as the crossing point of the extrapolated straight 

liness visualized in Fig. 5.21 for the UNiAl curve. The thus defined value of Bm for 

polycrystallinee UNiAl corresponds well to the Bm value determined for a single crystal [5.92]. 

Thee metamagnetic transition is less pronounced at lower and higher Rh contents. In 

Fig.. 5.21, one can see that Bm decreases particularly fast upon the initial Rh doping (x < 0.15) 

andd also with increasing Rh concentration beyond x = 0.4, whereas a much smaller change is 

observedd for 0.2 < x < 0.4. For higher x (Fig. 5.21), a spontaneous magnetization is observed 

att low temperatures which is rapidly growing with increasing Rh content (see the 

concentrationn dependence of the spontaneous moment in Fig. 5.22), which suggests a F 

groundd state in Rh-rich compounds. It should be noted that by spontaneous magnetization we 

meann non-zero magnetization extrapolated from moderate fields (0.5 - 3 T, depending on 

sample)) to zero field. The critical Rh concentration for the disappearance of the metamagnetic 

transitionn (Bm —> 0) can be estimated as xc = 0.6 (Fig. 5.22). 

(Random-orientedd fixed powders) 

TT ' 1 > r 

B ( T ) ) 
Figuree 5.21. Magnetization at 4.2 K of UNi,.,Rh,Al compounds with 0 > x > 1 [5.102]. 
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UNi,.NRhv\l l 

0.44 0.6 

Rhh content x 

Figuree 5.22. Concentration dependence of the spontaneous magnetic moment ps and the magnetic 

momentt in the maximum field of 30 T u (30 T) at 4.2 K (top) and the critical field of metamagnetic 

transitionn Bm (bottom) of UNiMRh,Al compounds at 4.2 K. Note, that the results were obtained on 

powderr samples with randomly oriented fixed fine particles which represents an ideal polycrystal. In 

thee case of our materials showing easy-axis anisotropy. the measured ps values represent 50% of the 

value,, which would have been measured on a single crystal along the easy-magnetization direction (c-

axiss in case of UTX compounds with the ZrNiAl-type of structure). 

Thee temperature dependence of the susceptibility of UNio.33Rho.67Al compound is shown 

inn Fig. 5.23. It exhibits a local maximum at Tmax on the ^(T) curve followed by a steep 

increasee at lower temperatures. 

Thee temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity of several UNiUlRhAAl 

compoundss is displayed in Fig. 5.24. Whereas the F compounds UNio.25Rho.75Al and URhAl 

exhibitt a typical sharp decrease of resistivity below Tc , UNio.40Rho.60AI shows an upturn with 

decreasingg temperature around 16 K. which is reminiscent of antiferromagnetism below T\. In 

UNio.30Rho.70Al,, a similar upturn with decreasing temperature, observed around 17 K. is 

followedd by a sharp drop below 10 K that corresponds well to the T c value of this compound. 

Thiss means that the resistivity behaviour supports descriptions based on antiferromagnetism at 

higherr temperatures followed by F ordering at lower temperatures. Ferromagnetic ordering is 

accompaniedd by a pronounced anomaly in the specific heat, as seen in Fig. 5.25 where the 

resultss for UNio.25Rho.75Al are presented. 

http://UNio.33Rho.67Al
http://UNio.25Rho.75Al
http://UNio.40Rho.60AI
http://UNio.30Rho.70Al
http://UNio.25Rho.75Al
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Figuree 5.23. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility %(T) and the magnetic moment 

u(T)) in 0.1 T (inset) of UNio.33Rho.67Al. 
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Figuree 5.24. Temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity p of UNio.40Rho.60Al, 

UNio.30Rho.70Al,, UNio.25Rho.75Al and LRhAl. The inset shows low temperature details. 
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figur ee 5.25. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of UNio.25Rho.75Al in comparison with 

p(T). . 
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Figuree 5.26. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility x(T) of UNi^Rh^Al compounds 

withh x < 0.5. 

http://UNio.25Rho.75Al
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300 | . , , , , , , 
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Figuree 5.27. A tentative x-T magnetic phase diagram of the UNiMRh,Al system. The empty circles 
representt the temperatures of the susceptibility maximum TI1IIX. the full circles correspond to the Néel 
temperaturee TN, the full squares to the Curie temperature T (. The compound UNi(i.67Rh„„Al does not 
seemm to be magnetically ordered. 

Ass can be seen in Fig. 5.26. the temperature dependence of the susceptibility of 

UNii-xRh^All compounds with x < 0.5 is characterized by a clear maximum in the %(T) curve. 

Att first, the temperature of the maximum Tmax gradually shifts to lower temperatures for Rh 

dopingg up to x = 0.3. where Tmax reaches a minimum value (see Fig. 5.27) and then Tmax 

increasess with further Rh doping. The values of the Neél temperature TN, which are displayed 

inn the x-T phase diagram (Fig. 5.27). have been determined by a standard procedure, i.e. as the 

temperaturee of the maximum of 3(%T)/3T. Fig. 5.27 includes also the T c values, taken as the 

temperaturess of the onset of a spontaneous magnetization in the compounds with x > 0.63. In 

thee region with 0.33 > x > 0.63. indicated by "?" in the phase diagram (Fig. 5.27). the ground 

statee is generally AF because of absence of spontaneous moment. However, the particular 

momentt configurations are unknown and are acting different from the antiferromagnetism in 

UNiAl. . 

Fromm Fig. 5.27. the compound UNio.67Rho.33A] does not seem to order magnetically. 

However,, the magnetic and specific-heat properties of this compound show rather anomalous 

low-temperaturee behaviour. In Fig. 5.28. we present the temperature dependence of (a) the 

magneticc susceptibility measured in 0.1 T both in zero-field cooled (ZFC) and in field-cooled 

(FC)) mode, (b) the specific heat in the absence of a magnetic field and (c) the electrical 

resistivity.. At low temperatures, the FC susceptibility diverges and the ZFC curve exhibits a 

http://UNio.67Rho.33A
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clearr maximum at 10 K above which the FC and ZFC curves coincide. C/T has a minimum at 

100 K and shows increasing behaviour at higher temperatures. At high temperatures, as in 

normall metals, the electrical resistivity of UNio.67Rho.33A] decreases with decreasing 

temperature.. The resistivity has a minimum near 10 K and shows a pronounced increase 

beloww this temperature. At a much lower temperature of 330 111K. a distinct step-like decrease 

off the resistivity is found (see Fig. 5.29). 

Thee specific heat of UNio.67Rho.33A] is shown in the form C/T vs log T for different 

magneticc fields in Fig. 5.30. In an applied magnetic field of 4 T. C/T has changed very slightly 

withh respect to the zero-field result. In a field of 8 T, an enhanced C/T is observed below 4 K. 

Thiss enhancement is also seen in a field of 15 T at temperatures below 2.5 K. 

0.90 0 

0.4 4 

oo experimental 

a(T/Tn)
n n 

10 0 
Temperaturee (K) 

Figuree 5.28. (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility, (b) specific heat and (c) the 

electricall resistivity of UNio.67Rho.33Al. The lines through the symbols denote the best fits to 

expressionss given in the text. 

http://UNio.67Rho.33A
http://UNio.67Rho.33A
http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
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Figuree 5.29. The low-temperature detail of the electrical resistivity of UNio.67Rho.33Al. 

Discussion n 

Thee slight deviation from linearity of the a(x) curve (Fig. 5.20) resembles the variation of 

thee lattice parameter a in UNi]_xRuxAl compounds [5.100]. although the deviation is much 

largerr in the latter system. The linear decrease of c(x) in UNii-xRhxAl (Fig. 5.20) differs 

considerablyy from the well-pronounced minimum of the c(x) curve for UNi].xRuxAl [5.100]. 

Thesee non-linearities (the positive deviation of the parameter a and the negative one for c) that 

arcc observed in several UT|.XTXX systems (UCo,-xFexAl and UNi,.xFexAl [5.95]. 

UCo,.xNixA]] [5.103]. UCoi_xRuxAl [5.96]. UCo,.xRuxSn [5.104]) are usually attributed to 

preferentiall occupation by the T-metal atoms of the two crystallographic positions T| and TT. 

Thee atoms of larger size prefer to occupy the Ti positions. This idea has been confirmed for 

UCo].xFexAll and UNi|_xFexAl by a Mossbauer-effect study |5.95|. The nearly linear a(x) and 

linearr c(x) dependencies in UNii_xRhxAl (Fig. 5.20) can be considered as indication of a more 

statisticall distribution of the Ni and Rh atoms over the T| and T2 crystallographic positions 

thann in the above mentioned systems. Indeed, recent X-ray and neutron-diffraction studies 

suggestt a random occupation of the Ni and Rh atoms of the sites in the crystallographic plane 

thatt does not contain U atoms [5.105]. 

Thee concentration dependence of the spontaneous moment shown in Fig. 5.22 suggests a 

FF state in Rh-rich compounds. This means that the ground state may be characterized by an 

uncompensatedd AF structure with resulting spontaneous magnetization rather than by pure F 

orderingg (URhAl. however, exhibits a magnetization curve typical for a ferromagnet). An 

analogyy should be considered with the mixed state characterized by a partial spontaneous 

http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
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magnetizationn and a metamagnetic transition in low fields as observed in UCoo.99Feo.01A] 

[5.96].. UCoAli.xGa, with 0 < x < 0.3 (5.97] and off-stoichiometric Co-rich UCoAl 

compoundss [5.106]. In this case, the metamagnetic transition occurs in the paramagnetic (PM) 

statee not in the AF state. The latter picture seems to be corroborated by the temperature 

evolutionn of the magnetization in the UNio.33Rho.67Al system shown in Fig. 5.31. Spontaneous 

magnetizationn is found below 8 K. whereas a metamagnetic transition appears at higher 

temperatures.. The characteristic S-shape of the magnetization curve, which appears when the 

spontaneouss moment has vanished is smeared out and pushed to higher fields with increasing 

temperaturee of measurement, similar to what has been found for UCoAl-type compounds. 

0.30 0 

^_ _ 

] ff 0.24 
—3 —3 

I --
Ü Ü 

0.18 8 

11 10 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 5.30. Specific heat divided by temperature. C/T. versus logT in 0. 4. 6. 8 and 15 T for 

UNin.67Rho.3jAl.. The absolute error of C (mainly instrumental error) is about the same for all 

measurementss (5%). 

Forr higher Rh concentrations up to x = 0.9. the magnetization data do not allow an 

unambiguouss interpretation although it is clear that the system transforms from AF to F. 

whichh is observed clearly for the terminal compound URhAl. Although the details of magnetic 

phasess for the intermediate concentrations are not known, this transformation may be 

understoodd in terms of a description involving the evolution of the 5f-ligand hybridization, 

whichh mediates the exchange interactions [5.93]. 

Thee tentative x-T magnetic phase diagram of UNi|_vRh\Al which is shown in Fig. 5.27 is 

ratherr unusual even for a system of solid solutions between an AF and a F terminal 

compound.. To determine the individual magnetic phases in this system, neutron-diffraction 

experimentss are highly desirable. 

jt_ jt_ 

http://UCoo.99Feo.01A
http://UNio.33Rho.67Al
http://UNin.67Rho.3jAl
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Figuree 5.31. Magnetization of UNio.33Rho.67Al at different temperatures. 

Forr the compound with x = 0.33, it is clearly seen in Fig. 5.28 that all three investigated 

physicall properties deviate from the temperature dependencies expected for Fermi-liquid (FL) 

systems.. The clear maximum in the ZFC susceptibility at 10 K (Fig. 5.28a) suggests the 

presencee of AF correlations and the difference between the FC and ZFC curves reminds of a 

spin-glasss (SG) system. For a SG. some type of disorder in the compound is required. In 

Fig.. 5.28b. both logarithmic (dashed lines. Eq. 2.11) and power law (solid lines. Eq. 2.12) 

temperaturee dependencies have been fitted to the data between 0.3 and 6 K. These data exhibit 

aa logarithmic divergence of C/T that can be described by a ln (T /T 0 ) dependence with 

T()== 10 K, signalling non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behaviour. In an analysis following the two-

channell Kondo model (Section 2.2). the low-temperature specific-heat data can be described 

by y 

CC = -0 .25 
T T 

T, , 
In n 

T T 

0.41.. T. 
(5.9) ) 

Applyingg a least-square fit. we obtain TK = 22.6 K and a background coefficient 

dd = 208 mJ/molL-K". However, the specific-heat data are equally well described by the 

expressionn C/T = T with X = 0.94. Therefore, the low-temperature behaviour of 

UNio.67Rho.33All may also be explained in term of the concept of the Griffiths phase (see 

http://UNio.33Rho.67Al
http://UNio.67Rho.33Al
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Sectionn 2.2). In order to confirm the Griffiths phase in the UNio.fjRho.̂ Al system, 
measurementss should be extended to lower temperatures. 

Thee electrical-resistivity curve shown in Fig. 5.28c can be fitted to the relationship: 

PP = P„+a 
(( T Ï 

(5.10) ) 

whichh leads to po = 2.54 p.Q cm. a = - 0.07 |iQ cm and n = 0.96. The best fit is shown in 
Fig.. 5.28c by the full line. Such an almost linear temperature-dependence substantiates further 
evidencee for a NFL ground state. We attribute the clear step-like decrease (6 c/c) of the 
resistivityy at 330 mK to a small amount of UNi2Ah that becomes superconducting around this 
temperaturee [5.7]. 
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Chapterr 6 
Tetragonall RT4A18 compounds 

Thiss chapter is organised as follows. After a short description of the ThMnn-type of 

structure,, the magnetic and related properties of the rare-earth (R) aluminides crystallizing in 

thiss structure are discussed. These properties are determined by specific-heat and 

magnetizationn measurements. Some attention will be devoted to the crystalline-electric-field 

(CEF)) interactions in the investigated materials for which CEF parameters reported from 

inelastic-neutron-scatteringg (INS) experiments. 

OO (2a) R (8f)T T (8i)) Al (8j)) Al 

Figuree 6.1. The tetragonal crystal structure of RT4A18 compounds (space group. 141 mmm) and the co
ordinationn polyhedron around the R sites. 

6.1.. Introduction 

Thee R intermetallic compounds have a very rich phenomenology for the study of the 3d 

andd 4f magnetism and the interplay between these two types of magnetism. Moreover, their 

potentiall applications as permanent magnets explain the considerable attention paid to these 

materials.. The ThMnn-type compounds, especially the ones containing the rare earths, exhibit 

fascinatingg magnetic properties. Therefore an extensive study of these materials is worth to be 

done.. The ThMnn-type compounds crystallize in a body-centred tetragonal structure 

(I4/mmm)) and these compounds have been already reviewed by many authors [6.1. 6.2. 6.3]. 

Inn the ternary R compounds of the type RT4Als (see Fig. 6.1). the R atoms occupy the 2a 

position,, the transition metal (T) atoms the 8f position and the Al atoms the 8i and 8j positions 
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[6.4.. 6.5. 6.6]. This distribution strongly depends on stoichiometry but also on the elements 

constitutingg the system. It is noteworthy that with regard to the ability to form compounds of 

thee type RT4A1S. a gap exists in the series T = Cr. Mn. Fe. Co, Ni and Cu. since neither 

RC04AFF nor RNi4Als have been found to exist [6.1]. 

Thee magnetic properties of the RT4AI8 compounds depend strongly on the T component. 

Thesee compounds form a kind of superstructure because the transition element enters 

exclusivelyy the 8f position as has been shown in several neutron-diffraction (ND) and 

Mossbauer-effectt (ME) experiments [6.1-7], The magnetic-ordering temperatures of the 

RTaAlss compounds as reported in literature are given Fig. 6.2. 

40 0 
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CD D 
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10 0 

M
6 nn  # (b) RT4Al f 

 Cu 
 Cr 

(a)) RT4AI 
44 8 

Laa Ce Pr Nd Sm Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb 

R R 

Figuree 6.2. Magnetic-ordering temperatures, Torder, of RT4Als compounds, versus lanthanide element, 

RR (after refs. 6.6 and 6.7). 
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1.. Compounds with T = Cr. In RCr4Alx. the Cr ions do not carry a magnetic moment but they 

havee an induced moment due to ordered neighbouring R moments [6.2. 6.7]. When the 

neighbourss are non-magnetic or when they are in a perfect AF ordering no moment is 

presentt at the Cr site [6.5]. In most of the compounds, a sharp increase of the 

magnetizationn is found at low temperatures [6.7], 

2.. Compounds with T = Mn. From the results of magnetic measurements and ND, it can be 

concludedd that the magnetic properties are dominated by antiferromagnetic R-R 

interactionss leading to rather low magnetic-ordering temperatures [6.5. 6.8. 6.9], but 

sufficientt experimental information on the magnetic ordering of the R moments is still 

lacking.. The Mn atoms probably possess a localized moment. 

3.. Compounds with T = Fe. From the results of magnetic measurements.s Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopyy and ND measurements, it can be derived that the magnetic properties are 

dominatedd by antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe interactions leading to magnetic ordering 

temperaturess in the range 135-200 K [6.3. 6.1()|. The R moments order at much lower 

temperatures. . 

4.. Compounds with T = Cu. Only the R moments contribute to the magnetic properties of 

thiss system. The bulk magnetic data for these compounds indicate that they order 

antiferromagneticallyy [6.7]. 

Summarizing,, the magnetic properties of these ThMn^-type of compounds depend 

stronglyy on the T component and vary between absence of magnetic ordering above 1.6 K for 

TT = Mn and magnetic-ordering temperatures well above 100 K for T = Fe. Much higher 

orderingg temperatures can be realized for compounds with the same structure type if the 

compositionn is taken around RFemM: where M = Si, Ti, V. W and Mo act as elements to 

stabilizee the ThMnii structure [6.3]. Several of the latter compounds can be considered as 

promisingg candidates for permanent-magnet materials. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy of 

thesee compounds is mainly due to the CEF-induced R-sublattice anisotropy. This CEF 

anisotropyy is fairly complicated because it seems to be dominated by the contribution of 

higher-orderr CEF parameters. The high ordering temperatures of RFemM: compounds prevent 

aa thorough study of the CEF interaction in ThMni: compounds. For this reason, CEF studies 

havee mainly concentrated on RT4A1X representatives in which magnetic ordering is absent 

altogether.. The analysis of the INS and specific-heat data has led us thus to conclusions 

concerningg the CEF-level scheme in RT4A1S compounds. In the present investigation, we 

discusss specific-heat data in terms of the CEF-level scheme presently available from INS 

[6.12]. . 

6.2.. Experimental 

RT4A1«« compounds with T = Cr. Mn. Fe or Cu were prepared in polycrystalline form by 

meltingg stoichiometric amounts of the elements (of at least 99.9 c/<  purity) in an arc furnace 

underr reduced argon pressure. The ingots were subsequently vacuum annealed at 800 °C for 
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severall weeks. All samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction and shown to be 
approximatelyy single phase with Bragg peaks consistent with the ThMn,: structure. 

Wee have measured the specific heat in zero field in the temperature range from 1.5 to 
2000 K. About 200-400 mg of each compound were mounted on a sapphire plate in a thermal 
framee by using apiezone. This set-up comprises the possibilities for measurements using the 
standardd adiabatic method (Chapter 3). The specific heat in applied magnetic fields was 
measuredd in a 'He-cryostat with a superconducting magnet with a maximum available field of 
17.55 T, in a temperature range between 0.3 and 50 K using a semi-adiabatic heat-pulse method 
(Chapterr 3). Magnetic measurements were made in a SQUID magnetometer. 
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6.3.. RCr4Al 8 compounds 

Resultss of magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction (ND) have shown that the Cr 
atomss do not carry a magnetic moment and that the magnetic properties are controlled by 
antiferromagneticc (AF) R-R interactions [6.2, 6.4J. The latter lead to fairly low 
magnetic-orderingg temperatures, but sufficient experimental information on the magnetic 
orderingg of the R moments is still lacking. It has been suggested that for compounds of the 
typee RCr4Als, a small Cr moment may be induced when the R ion is magnetic [6.7J. The angle 
betweenn hyperfine field and c-axis observed in the 5:iGd Mössbauer experiment in GdCr4Al* 
byy Felner and Nowik [6.7] suggests the possibility that the AF structures in these materials are 
nott necessarily collinear. Also the temperature dependence of magnetization reported by 
Felnerr and Nowik [6.7] is not typical for antiferromagnet. In most of the RCr4Als-type of 
compounds,, a sharp rise of the magnetization is clearly seen at low temperatures. On the other 
hand,, the paramagnetic Curie temperatures 9p is negative for all magnetic RCr4AlK-type of 
compoundss (with exception of La, Ce, Yb, Lu, Y. Th and U). Hence Felner and Nowik [6.7] 
concludedd that all these compounds order antiferromagnetically. The lack of magnetic order in 
thee compounds of La, Ce. Lu, Y, Th and U is clear evidence that the Cr ions do not carry any 
localizedd moment. In order to obtain a better understanding of the magnetic interactions in this 
seriess of compounds, we have performed specific-heat measurements on several of the 
RCr4AlHH compounds (R = La, Ce, Pr, Er and Gd) in the temperature range 0.5-200 K. 

Dependingg on the type of crystalline-electric-field (CEF) splitting, it is possible that the 
CEF-splitt ground state has a strongly reduced magnetic moment, which may affect the 
magnetic-orderingg temperature. Because Gd has only a spin moment, such effects are absent 
inn GdCr4Alx. For this reason, we have chosen the latter compound for a detailed specific-heat 
studyy in order to obtain more experimental information on the magnetic-ordering temperatures 
off the R moments in this interesting class of magnetic materials. 

Results s 

Thee specific heats of the compounds LaCr4Al8, CeCr4Alx, PrCr4AL, GdCr4Alx and 

ErCr4Alss have been measured in zero magnetic field as a function of temperature. Plots of the 

temperaturee dependence of the specific heat of the first two compounds are displayed in 

Fig.. 6.3. La is non-magnetic and from the lattice constants it can be inferred that also Ce is 

non-magneticc in CeCr4Als. Therefore, the data of LaCr4Alx and CeCr4Al* can be taken to be 

representativee of the phonon contribution to the specific heat. The data shown in Fig. 6.3 have 

beenn fitted with curves calculated by using Eq. 2.1. The low-intensity X-type of anomaly seen 

inn CfY plot of CeCr4Alx (Fig. 6.3b) at temperature about 2.3 K was also found by Ido et al. 

[6.111 ] in the specific heat of CeCu4Alx and CeMn4Als. This anomaly is most likely due to tiny 

amountss of an impurity phase that escaped detection by X-ray diffraction. Extrapolation of the 

low-temperaturee data, leaving the contribution of this /.-type anomaly out of consideration, is 

shownn in the inset of Fig. 6.3b. From this fit we have determined y for CeCr4AlK to be equal to 
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622 mJ/molf.u.K . From a plot of CfT versus T of the low-temperature data, we have 

determinedd y for LaCr4Als to be equal to 58 mJ/molf.u.K . By fitting the specific-heat curves 

overr the whole temperature range considered, we derived 6D= 408 K and 0D = 413 K for 

LaCr4Al«« and CeCr4Al«. respectively. The corresponding fits are indicated by the full curves 

inn the upper and lower parts of Fig. 6.3. 
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Figuree 6.3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C. of LaCr4Al8 and CeCr4Als. The solid 

curvee represents a fit to the data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.1. 

Thee specific-heat data obtained for LaCr4Al* can be taken as representing the lattice 

contributionn for the RCr4Als compounds with R = Pr. Gd and Er. However, it is questionable 

whetherr the large electronic contribution to the specific heat found for LaCr4Als is present 
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alsoo in the other compounds. Because no CEF effects are present in GdCr4Al8, we have first 

comparedd the GdCr4Als data with the LaCr4Als after correcting the latter for the mass 

differencee between Gd and La. It then turned out that the CU curve of LaCr4Alj< data lies 

abovee the corresponding curve of GdCr4Al8 in almost the whole temperature range considered 

(abovee 25 K). This would mean that in this temperature range the magnetic entropy of 

GdCr4Alss would be negative, a most unphysical result. On the other hand, we obtained a good 

matchh when correcting for the electronic and the phonon contribution of LaCr4Als. This is 

shownn in Fig. 6.4a, and the corresponding magnetic contribution CM/T of GdCr4Al8 is shown 

inn the Fig. 6.4b. Included in Fig. 6.4b is also the temperature dependence of the magnetic 

entropyy to the specific heat of GdCr4Al8. The entropy is seen to be practically temperature-

independentt over the whole temperature range, excluding the magnetically ordered region and 

thee region above it in which some short-range magnetic order can be found. Such a 

temperaturee independent behaviour of the magnetic entropy above the magnetically-ordered 

regimee is expected in the absence of CEF effects. This result can be taken as a further 

confirmationn that our procedure to obtain the magnetic contribution is justified. The same 

methodd will therefore also be used for the RCr4Als compound with R = Pr and Er. 

a) ) 

GdCrAI I 
' C s « i S l l 

2 X X 

Figuree 6.4. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T, of GdCr4Als compound. 

(b)) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat. CM/T, of GdCr4Alg (left 

scale).. The solid curve represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat of PrCr4Al8 

obtainedd in this way has been used for the CM/T plot shown in Fig. 6.5b. The magnetic 

contributionn to C/T shows a broad peak at 4.1 K (see also the inset of Fig. 6.5a) followed by a 

broadd shoulder at about 25 K. We attribute these two thermal events to Schottky anomalies 

associatedd with the CEF splitting of the Pr3+ ground-state multiplet. Our data do not show a X-

typee of anomaly associated with magnetic ordering in the investigated temperature range, 

whichh disagrees with the magnetic-ordering temperature of 6 K reported in Ref. 4. From the 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat, we have calculated the temperature dependence of 

thee magnetic entropy of PrCr4Al8, which has also been plotted in Fig. 6.5b. Even at 250 K. the 
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magneticc entropy is seen to be still temperature dependent, suggesting that the overall CEF 

splittingg is larger than 250 K. Also the value of SM/R = 1 -35 reached at 250 K is much smaller 

thann SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.19 expected for Pr ,+ with J = 4. Because no magnetic ordering was 

detectedd in our specific-heat data of PrCr4Al«, a substantial amount might have to be added to 

thee value of SM/R = 1.35 in order to account for entropy missed in the low-temperature range 

thatt falls outside the temperature range considered by us. 
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Figuree 6.4c. The low-temperature part of GdCr4Al8. 

Returningg to the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy of GdCr4Alx shown in 

Fig.. 6.4b, also here the value of the entropy at high temperatures is a bit lower (5% lower) 

thann the value SM/R = In (2J+1) = 2.07 expected for Gd~1+ with J = 7/2. As can be seen in more 

detaill in Fig. 6.4c. magnetic ordering occurs below about 6 K. It is not accompanied by a 

sharpp specific-heat anomaly. The data shown in Fig. 6.4c rather suggest that magnetic 

orderingg occurs in at least three different steps and that it is not yet completed at the lowest 

temperaturee considered here. However, when adding a few tenth to the value SM/R = 1.75 at 

2000 K for the entropy missed in the lowest-temperature range, it agrees well with the value 

SM/RR = In (2J+l) = 2.07. 

Thee temperature dependence of CM/T for ErC^Alg is shown in Fig. 6.6b. The magnetic 

contributionn to C/T is characterized by a sharp A.-type of anomaly at about 0.5 K followed by a 

broadd Schottky-type maximum at about 17 K. The sharp ^-type of anomaly is shown in more 

detaill in the inset of Fig. 6.6a. The temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy of 

ErC^Als,, has also been plotted in Fig. 6.6b. It can be seen in Fig. 6.6b that the magnetic 

entropyy reaches a value of SM/R = 2.6 at 250 K. When adding a few tenth for the entropy 

missedd in the lowest part of the magnetic-ordering peak, it agrees well with the value 

nn ' i ' i ' r 

GdCr4AI£ £ 
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SSMM/R/R = In (2J+1) = 2.77 expected for Er'* with J = 15/2. This result suggests that the overall 

CEFF splitting in ErCr4Alx is of the order of 25(1 K. 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.5. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of PrCr4Alx. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat. CMAT. of PrCr4Als (left scale). The solid 
curvee represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee low-temperature peak in the temperature dependencies of C\iAT in ErCr4Alx has been 

interpretedd as being due to magnetic ordering. In order to be able to rule out the sharp low-

temperaturee anomalies as being due to nuclear contributions to the specific heat, we have 

madee measurements of the temperature dependence of C\ifT for ErCr4Alx in the presence of 

externall magnetic fields of 1. 2. 4 and 12 T. These results are presented in Fig. 6.7. where it 

cann be seen that the low-temperature anomaly has practically vanished in a field of 12 T. This 

showss that the anomaly at about 0.5 K shown in the lower part of Fig. 6.6a is not of nuclear 

origin.. Applications of external magnetic fields shift the maximum to higher temperature. 

CM/TT is suppressed to a lower value when we apply a field of 12 T and the maximum is also 

shiftedd to lower temperatures. 
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Figuree 6.6. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT. of ErCr4Als. In the inset, the low-

temperaturee part of ErCr4Als is shown, (b) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to 

thee specific heat. CM/T. of ErCr4Als (left scale). The solid curve represents the temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Discuss ion n 

Wee have shown that magnetic ordering in the RCr4Als compounds occurs at fairly low 

temperatures.. The compounds GdCr4Alx and ErCr4Als order magnetically around 6 K and at 

0.55 K. respectively. No magnetic ordering was observed in the compound PrCr4Alx. The 

compoundd CeCr4Alx may be classified as a modest heavy-fermion system, with y equal to 

622 mJ/molf.u.K2. However, in view of the fact that we found almost the same y-value for 

LaCr4Al>;.. it seems unlikely that any ambivalent character of Ce plays a dominant role in the 

electronicc specific heat. 
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Figuree 6.7. Temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat of ErCr4Al8 in zero field and in 

magneticc fields of 1. 2. 4 and 12 T. 

Magneticc ordering in ErCr4Alx has been previously reported in a ND study [6.9]. In the 

NDD pattern at 1.6 K, the occurrence of magnetic diffraction peaks has been observed, which 

suggestss that magnetic ordering sets in already above this temperature. However, these results 

aree difficult to reconcile with our specific-heat data. As seen in the inset of Fig. 6.6a. there is 

hardlyy any anomaly above 1.6 K. The small anomaly at 3.2 K has too low an intensity to be 

attributablee to a magnetic-ordering transition. Most likely it is due to tiny an amount of an 

impurityy phase that has escaped detection by X-ray diffraction. It is possible that this impurity 

iss also responsible for the additional peaks seen in the ND data at 1.6 K. Our specific-heat 

dataa do not support the occurrence of a Néel-type of transition at 14 K. as reported in ref. 6.7. 
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Wee mentioned already that the magnetic entropy reached at 200 K for PrC^Al*. is far 
muchh below the value of Rln(2J+l). The associated incomplete thermal population of the CEF 
levelss would require an overall CEF splitting much in excess of 200 K. Although this 
possibilityy cannot be excluded, it is in sharp contrast with the results obtained on ErCr4Alx in 
thee present investigation and results obtained in a specific-heat study made on the 
correspondingg isotypic compounds RMn4Al* where the magnetic entropy did reach the 
expectedd values of Rln(2J+l) in the same temperature region (see Section 6.4). The absence 
off magnetic ordering in PrCr4Al* is very likely associated with a non-magnetic singlet ground 
state,, as is frequently observed for Pr compounds. In this case, magnetic ordering would 
requiree the presence of close-by-magnetic excited states in conjunction with a sufficiently 
strongg exchange interaction. Our data obtained for GdCr4Als have shown, however, that the 
magneticc exchange interaction in the RCr4Als compounds is extremely weak. Because of the 
uncertaintiess regarding the entropy at temperatures below our measuring range, the 
temperaturee dependence of the entropy derived by us for PrCr4Alx should be regarded with 
muchh reservation. 
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6.4.. RMn4Al 8 compounds 

Resultss concerning magnetic and related properties of the RMn4Als-type of compounds 
havee shown that in the majority of these compounds, the R sublattices seem to order 
magneticallyy at temperatures below about 30 K [6.7, 6.12]. Baio et al [6.9] have investigated 
thee type of the magnetic order in RMn4Als intermetallics (R = Nd, Dy, Ho and Er) with the 
NDD technique. They find no long-range order above 1.6 K. This is in apparent contradiction 
withh bulk measurements [6.7] that were performed in applied magnetic fields whereas the ND 
dataa were obtained in zero field. For GdMn4Als and YMn4AlH, no order is observed above 4.2 
KK [6.13]. Coldeaet al. [6.14, 6.15] claim that the occurrence of a magnetic moment, at least in 
YMn4Alss and GdMn4Al8 is strongly correlated with the critical value of the Mn-Mn distance 
(dd = 0.26 nm). below which the Mn moment is not stable. They claim that an increase in Mn 
concentrationn results in the appearance of a localized moment in the Mn sublattice. In this 
scenario,, only a small fraction of Mn atoms carries a moment, magnetism being intimately 
associatedd with the local environment of Mn atoms. Evidently, for the RMn4Als systems 
investigatedd by Baio et al. [6.9] (i.e. for R = Nd. Dy, Ho and Er) as well as for TbMn4Al* 
[6.8|.. the atomic-site disorder is too low to give rise to a sufficient number of localized Mn 
momentss required for magnetic order. The additional statement by Coldea et al. [6.14] that the 
degreee of localization changes with temperature is based on rather speculative argument. 
However,, depending on the type of CEF splitting, it is possible that the CEF-split ground state 
hass a strongly reduced magnetic moment, which may affect the magnetic-ordering 
temperature.. The lack of magnetic ordering in the compounds of RMn4AlN with R = La, Ce, 
Yb.. Lu and Y gives strong evidence that magnetic order is restricted to the R sublattice [6.16]. 
Thee compounds of Th and U are also non-magnetic. In order to reach a better understanding 
off the magnetic interactions in this interesting class with magnetic materials, we have 
performedd specific-heat measurements on several of these RMn4Als compounds (for R = Y. 
La.. Pr. Nd. Dy and Er). However, one should notice that the Er ion frequently has a peculiar 
CEF-levell scheme [6.12]. Many authors have reported different results for the magnetic 
orderingg of the Er sublattice [6.7, 6.91. In order to understand the magnetic interactions and/or 
thee CEF splitting in ErMn4Alx, we have also investigated the temperature dependence of the 
specificc heat in various magnetic fields. 

Results s 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of the specific heat of YMn4AL is displayed in Fig. 

6.8a.. These data and also the data obtained for LaMn4Al* are compared in Fig. 6.8b. Both data 

havee been fitted with a curve calculated by using the Debye function in Eq. 2.1. By fitting the 

experimentall data over the whole temperature range, we derived the 9D values for LaMn4Al* 

andd YMn4Al*, to be equal to 375 K and 402 K, respectively. From plots of C/T versus T : of 

thee low-temperature data (see inset of Fig. 6.8b), we have determined y for LaMn4Al* and 

YMn4AlKK to be equal to 265 mJ/molt U.K
2 and 83 mJ/molt.u.K

2. respectively. Because Y and 
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Mnn are non-magnetic, the data of YMn4Alx can be taken to represent the lattice contribution 

too the specific heat. In order to obtain the magnetic contribution CM to the specific heat for the 

RMn4Alxx compounds with R = Pr. Nd. Dy. and Er. we have first corrected the YMn4Afs data 

forr the R-mass difference and subsequently subtracted them from the data of the RMn4Alx 

compounds. . 
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Figuree 6.8. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT", of YMn4A18. The solid curve 

representss a fit to the data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.2 and (b) Temperature dependence ol'C/T 

off LaMruAlg and YMr^Alg. The inset shows plots of C/T versus T : for both compounds. 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of CM/T of PrMn4Als is shown in Fig. 6.9a. The 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat exhibits a sharp peak at 14 K. which appears to be 

almostt triangular, differing from a A-type of anomaly in the C\,/T curve, and which falls off 

veryy slowly at the high-temperature side of the peak. In the same figure, we also show the 
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temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy. The plotted magnetic-entropy values have to 

bee regarded with some reservation because the magnetic-entropy contribution from the low-

temperaturee part, falling outside our measuring range, may not be negligible. This means that 

thee actual magnetic-entropy values may be slightly higher than those plotted. 

T(K ) ) 

Figuree 6.9a Temperature dependence of CM/T o\' PrMn4Als (left scale). The solid curve represents the 
temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 

Thee temperature dependence of CM/T obtained for NdMn4Alx in a similar way is shown in 

Fig.. 6.9b. The value of C\i/T rises sharply with decreasing temperature at the lowest 

temperaturess and evidently continues to do so at 1.5 K. being the lowest measuring 

temperature.. This means that any magnetic-ordering temperature and the associated A-type of 

anomalyy fall outside the present measuring range. It is also seen in Fig. 6.9b that there is a 

welll developed Schottky-type maximum at about 38 K. From the magnetic contribution to the 

specificc heat we have calculated the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy which 

hass also been plotted in Fig. 6.9b. Because the contributions from the low-temperature part are 

nott negligible, the actual magnetic entropy values are likely to be slightly higher than those 

plotted. . 

Thee results for DyMn4Als are shown in Fig. 6.9c. The general behaviour of this compound 

iss very similar to that of NdMn4Alx. If there is any magnetic ordering, it does not occur above 

1.55 K. The Schottky-type of anomaly is centred around 35 K. being only slightly lower than 

inn NdMn4Alx. The temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy has also been plotted in 

Fig.. 6.9c. The magnetic entropy is seen to level off at about 120 K. 
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Figuree 6.9b Temperature dependence of CM/T of NdMn4Alx (left scale). The solid curve represents 

thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 
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Figuree 6.9e Temperature dependence of C\,/T of DyMn4AI,, (left scale). The solid curve represents 

thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). 
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Figuree 6.10. Temperature dependence of CM/T of ErMn4AI,s (left scale). The solid curve represents 
thee temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy (right scale). The inset shows C/T for the lowest-
temperaturee region. 

Specific-heatt data in the form of a CM/T plot are shown for ErMn4Alx in Fig. 6.10 where 

CMM is the magnetic specific heat of ErMn4Aln obtained by subtracting the estimated non

magneticc contribution (YMn4Alx) from the observed specific heat. This compound was 

measuredd down to 0.5 K. In the temperature region below about 2 K. the CM/T curve strongly 

risess with decreasing temperature but no peak indicative of magnetic ordering is observed. If 

present,, it would be below 500mK. A shoulder is visible in the C\i/T curve at about 8 K, 

probablyy representing a Schottky-type of anomaly. The magnetic entropy has been calculated 

underr the assumption that the magnetic-entropy contributions below 0.5 K are negligible. The 

actuall magnetic-entropy values may therefore be slightly higher than those plotted in 

Fig.. 6.10. In order to obtain a better understanding of the magnetic interactions and/or the 

CEFF splitting in this interesting class of materials, we have investigated the temperature 

dependencee of the specific heat under various applied magnetic fields. The temperature 

dependencee of CM/T obtained for ErMn4Alx in zero field and in magnetic fields of 1. 2. 3. 4 

andd 12 T is shown in Fig. 6.11. Application of magnetic field strongly changes the 
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temperaturee dependence of CM/T. A low-temperature maximum appears, which becomes 

broaderr and shifts towards higher temperature with increasing magnetic field. 
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Figuree 6.11. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of ErMn4Ak in zero field and in magnetic-

fieldss of 1. 2. 3. 4 and 12 T. The inset shows the field dependence of the temperatures at which 

maximaa are observed in the CM/T curves. 

Discussion n 

Thee magnetic entropy of PrMn4Alx (Fig. 6.9a) is seen to become almost temperature 

independentt near 150 K with a value SN1/R = 2.1. This value is very close to 

SSMM/R/R = In (2J+I) =2.19 expected for Pr3+ with J = 4. Evidently, close to 150 K the thermal 

populationn of the CEF-split states is almost complete, suggesting an overall CEF splitting of 

thee order of 150 K. The magnetic entropy at the magnetic-ordering temperature is equal to 

SM== 0.7 R. This value is close to Rln2. suggesting that a low-lying magnetic doublet is 

involvedd in the magnetic ordering. Our value of the magnetic-ordering temperature (14 K) is 

slightlyy higher than the value 1 I K derived from magnetic measurements by Felner and 

Nowikk [6.7]. 

Ass in the case for PrMn4Als. the thermal population of the CEF states in NdMn4Als seems 

too be fairly complete, suggesting an overall CEF splitting not much in excess of 200 K. It can 

bee seen in Fig. 6.9b that the magnetic entropy becomes less temperature dependent above 
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aboutt 150 K. At 200 K. the magnetic entropy reaches a value SM/R = 2.5. which is close to the 

valuee SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.30 expected for N d " with J = 9/2. Our data do not support the 

occurrencee of magnetic ordering at 7 K, as reported in ref. [6.7]. 

Ass in the previous two cases, the actual magnetic entropy values of DyMn4Al* may be 

slightlyy higher (Fig. 6.9c) due to the neglect of the low-temperature contribution. Our specific-

heatt data do not support the occurrence of a Néel-type of transition at 19 K as reported in 

ref.. 6.7. At 200 K, the magnetic entropy is seen to reach a value Syi/R = 2.9, which is close to 

thee value SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.77 expected for D y u with J = 15/2. 

Tablee 6.1. Magnetic-ordering temperatures T„riict and values of SM/R at 200 K derived from specific-
heatt measurements on RMn4AlK compounds. 

RMn4Alxx Torder SM/R ln(2J+l) 

(( K ) (at 200 K) 

RR = Pr 14 ZA 2.20 

RR = Nd <1.7 2.5 2.30 

RR = Dy < 1.7 2.9 2.77 

RR = Er <0.5 2.3 2.77 

Itt is seen that for ErMn4Als (Fig. 6.10), the magnetic entropy becomes almost temperature 

independentt above about 50 K. Above 150 K it slightly increases again, reaching the value 

SM/RR - 2.3 at 200 K. This value is somewhat lower than the value SM/R = ln(2J+l) = 2.77 

expectedd for Er + with J = 15/2. Our magnetic-entropy data of ErMn4Alx (Fig. 6.10) do not 

supportt the occurrence of magnetic ordering at 15 K, as reported in ref. 6.7. 

Wee have shown that magnetic ordering in PrM^Al* occurs at about 14 K. This high 

orderingg temperature is very surprising in these materials since Pr is very likely associated 

withh a non-magnetic singlet ground state, as is frequently observed for Pr compounds. In the 

otherr RMn4Alx compounds with a magnetic R component, magnetic ordering, if any, occurs 

forr much lower temperatures, e.g. below 1.7 K in NdMn4Alx and DyMn4AlK. and even below 

0.55 K in ErMn4Alx. The values of the magnetic entropy reached at 200 K are compared in 

Tablee 6.1 with the corresponding values of Rln(2J+l). A substantial error may be involved in 

thee experimental entropy values. These values are obtained by integration of C\i/T over the 

measuredd T interval and hence depend strongly on the question in how far the YMn4Al* data 

cann be regarded as representative for the temperature-dependent non-magnetic or lattice 

contribution.. The fact that we find saturation of SM at higher temperatures gives some 

confidencee that the subtraction procedure is adequate. We also mentioned that the magnetic 

entropyy values may be underestimated because of the neglect of the low-temperature 

contribution.. Nevertheless, a comparison of the experimental and calculated entropy values 

listedd in the table shows that deviations of the former from the latter are small. One may 

thereforee conclude from these results that the overall-CEF splitting in the RMn4AlH 

compoundss is fairly small, of the order of 200 K or even smaller. This is in satisfactory 
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agreementt with results of INS experiments, which showed that in ErMn4Als the overall-CEF 

splittingg is around 12 meV or 140 K. 

Inn the inset of Fig. 6.II. we show the field dependence of the temperature of the 

maximumm Tmav of ErMn4Als as a function of the magnetic field. Tm.ix shifts linearly w ith field. 

AA solid line passes through the data points, with a slope of 0.79 K/T. If the T n m curve is linear 

downn to zero field, the Tm;iV line has an intercept with the vertical axis at finite T - 0.5 K. In 

thiss case, there would be a peak, with Tmax at 0.5 K. An explanation may be that the lowest 

CEF-splitt state is an isolated doublet, the peak being attributed to a Schottky anomaly. The 

CEFF in ErMn4Alshas earlier been studied by INS experiments [6.15]. These experiments have 

ledd to a level scheme that does not agree completely with the present specific-heat data. The 

applicationn of an external magnetic field will lift the degeneracy of the CEF-split states and, 

forr an isolated-doublet ground state, one expects a Schottky-type of anomaly at a temperature 

T,1K1\\ that increases proportional to the magnetic splitting of this ground-state doublet. The 

latterr splitting is given by 

Al-jj = 2g, < J / > u B B . (6.1) 

Iff one assumes that the Schottky peak in this two-level system occurs at a temperature of 

aboutt one third of the level splitting, one finds 

T m a , =24 -^—g ,<J />H„BB (6.2a) 
33 kH 

or r 

— ^ ^^ = 0.537<J7 >. (6.2b) 
dBB ' 

wheree gj = 6/5 for Er. Experimentally, apart from a small intercept with the Tm;ix axis, which is 

d T T 
nott vet understood, such a linear relationship is observed. However, the value of —. " — 

dd B 

amountss to 0.79 K / T . which means that the ground-state doublet is strongly dominated by a 

II J , > doublet. 

Finally,, we wish to comment on the fairly high values found above for the coefficient of 

thee electronic specific heat o\' LaMn4Alx and YMn4Als. In the isotopic compound YC^AI*. 

wee found a y value of only 20 mJ/molr.u.K"" (see Section 6.6). The much higher values in the 

Mnn compounds can be taken as indicating a high density of states at EF. which may be. 

attributedd to Mn 3d electrons. A similarly high value was found for YFe4AI* (60 mJ/mol, u K~) 
wheree the partially depleted Fe-3d contributes to the density of states at Er (see Section 6.5). 
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6.5.. RFe4Als compounds 

Thee stoichiometric compounds of composition RFe4Al,x exhibit interesting magnetic 
propertiess of which the interpretation has remained controversial. For the stoichiometric 
RFejAI** compounds, the Fe atoms ideally occupy only the 8f positions and in this case the R 
atomss are at the centres of a tetragonal prism formed by the Fe atoms (see Fig. 6.1). With 
increasingg Fe content, the Fe atoms occupy also the 8i and 8j positions, mixing with the A! 
atoms.. The compounds with high Fe-content are ferromagnetic (F), but the ground state of the 
RFe4Alxx compounds cannot be easily determined from measurements of their bulk properties. 
Althoughh a number of techniques has been used to study these materials, a very confusing and 
sometimess contradictory picture of the magnetic properties emerges from the published 
literaturee [6.17]. 

Inn the first study of the magnetic properties of RFe4Als compounds. Buschow and Van der 
Kraann [6.13| report bulk-magnetization and Mossbauer measurements for a number of 
compoundss in this family. In the curves of susceptibility versus temperature, a maximum is 
observedd for all compounds in the temperature range 100 < T < 200 K. which was interpreted 
ass the onset of antiferromagnetie (AF) ordering of the Fe sublattice. Although primarily of an 
AFF nature, the Fe-Fe interactions and the concomitant magnetic structures are complex. In the 
casee of the R = Y, La. Ce, Lu and Th compounds, there is no ordered moment on the R atom 
andd no further anomalies in the susceptibility are observed at low temperature [6.10, 6.18]. 
Forr the other compounds it was deduced, on the basis of susceptibility and magnetization 
data,, that the R moments order at low temperature (T < 35 K). For many compounds, the low-
temperaturee susceptibility is strongly dependent on the field and on the annealing treatment 
duringg sample preparation. These effects were attributed to partial disorder of the Fe and Al 
atoms.. From the ^ Fe-Mössbauer measurements [6.13]. the ordering temperatures of the Fe 
sublatticee are found in the range 135 < T\ < 200 K for all compounds in this series. This has 
consequencess for the R-Fe interactions and the resulting molecular field experienced by the R 
moments.. Because of the weakness of the R-R interaction, it leads to an equally complex 
orderingg of the R moments which is not easily accessible from experiments. Long-range 
orderingg of the R moments occurs at a much lower temperature, below 35 K. but the nature of 
thee magnetic ordering of the R moments is still unclear. The reason why the R moments order 
att such low temperatures, despite of an R-Fe interaction strength estimated to be roughly half 
off the interaction between the Fe moments [6.13]. was thought to be that any simple AF 
arrangementt of the Fe moments gives zero molecular field at the R site. Because of the 
symmetricall arrangement of the 8 Fe atoms surrounding the R atom their individual 
contributionss cancel. The direct R-R interaction is negligible, as shown by the isostructural 
compoundss containing Mn atoms carrying no moment, which are paramagnetic (P) down to 
veryy low temperature (see Section 6.4). In order to obtain additional experimental information 
aboutt the magnetic-ordering processes in this class of magnetic materials, we have performed 
specific-heatt and magnetization measurements on several of the RFe4AL compounds (R = Pr. 
Nd.. Tb. Dv. Ho. Er. andTm). 
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Figuree 6.12. (a) Temperature dependence of CfT of PrFe4Als and YFe4Als. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of CM/T and SM/R of PrFe4Al8. 

Results s 

Thee temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT. of PrFe4AlN and YFe4Als are 

displayedd in Fig. 6.12a. Apart from the lattice contribution, the specific heat of the various 

RFe4Alxx compounds contains also magnetic contributions of the R sublattice and the Fe 

sublattice.. These are not easily separated. In the following, we will therefore proceed as 

follows.. Because Y is non-magnetic, the data of YFe4Als may be used as an estimate of the 

latticee contribution and the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to the specific heat. 

Fromm a plot of C/T versus T2 of the low-temperature data, we have determined the electronic-

specific-heatt coefficient y to be equal to 60 mJ/molf.u.K
2. By fitting the specific-heat curve 

overr the whole temperature range considered, we derived 0D = 429 K. In order to obtain the 

magneticc contribution CM to the specific heat for the RFe4Alx compounds with R = Pr. Nd. 

Tb.. Dy. Ho. Er. and Tm. we have first corrected the YFe4Alx data for the R-mass difference 

andd subsequently subtracted them from the data of the mentioned RFe4Alx. This procedure is 

notnot entirely justified because it assumes that the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to 

thee specific heat is the same in YFe4Als and in the compounds with R = Pr. Nd. Tb. Dy. Ho. 

Er.. and Tm. From results of neutron-diffraction (ND) experiments [6.10. 6.18]. we know that 

thiss is not the case and that the magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice in all these compounds 
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mayy show subtle differences. In principle, this mas introduce considerable errors in the 

temperaturee dependencies of the magnetic contribution of the R component when obtained in 

thiss way, which we will discuss later. 

AA plot of the temperature dependence of CN1/T of PrFe4Als is shown in Fig. 6.12b. The 

magneticc contribution to the specific heat is seen to exhibit a sharp peak at 11.3 K. 

reminiscentt of a A-type of anomaly. On the high-temperature side of the sharp peak, there are 

twoo smaller but much broader peaks at 35 K and 75 K. These are most likely Schottky-type of 

peaks,, but it is also possible that these peaks mark changes in the magnetic ordering of the Pr 

sublatticee induced by the R-Fe interaction. 

Inspectionn of the C/T versus T of NdFe4Als is shown in Fig. 6.13a. A small anomaly at 

aboutt 20 K is observed. In the same manner as used for PrFe4Al8, we derived the magnetic 

contributionn of the Nd sublattice using the specific-heat data of YFe4Al*. The corresponding 

C\i/TT curve is shown in Fig. 6.13b. There is a broad peak centred at 35 K. A small shoulder is 

visiblee on the low-temperature side of the peak. The shoulder on the high-temperature side at 

aboutt 140 K is more pronounced. We are not able to offer any explanation of the various 

featuress for the CM/T curve shown for this compound in Fig. 6.13b. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.13. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of NdFe4Alx and YFe4AI„. 

(b)) Temperature dependence of CM/T and SM/R of NdFe4Als. 
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Figuree 6.14. (a) Temperature dependence of CfY of TbFe4Alx. (b) Temperature dependence of CM/T 

andSM/RofTbFe4Al8. . 
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Figuree 6.15. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of TbFe4Al8 obtained on samples cooled 

too 4.2 K in fields of 0.05 and 1 T. The measurements were made upon heating using the same field 

strengthss as during the field coolin». 
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Inn TbFe4Al^. Fe orders at 165 K according to ref. 6.21 and at 126 K or 136 K according 

too ret'. 6.13 and ref. 6.17. respectively (see Table 6.2). The differences in the ordering 

temperaturess are most likely related to different methods of preparation and detection. The 

Tb-momentt ordering was suggested to occur at much lower temperatures [6.13]. In Fig. 6.14a. 

thee corresponding C/T curve is shown where magnetic ordering is observed at 23 K. The 

correspondingg Cyi/T curve is shown in Fig. 6.14b. There is a very sharp peak at the lowest 

temperaturee extending mainly into the low-temperature region outside our measuring range. 

AA broader peak is centred at 23 K. 

TbFe4AI8 8 

B ( T ) ) 

Figuree 6.16. Field dependence of the magnetization of TbFe.jAls at various temperatures, measured 

withh increasing field and subsequently with decreasing field. 

Inn a preliminary ND study of TbFe4Als |6.18], a two-type of magnetic ordering was 

reported.. In the high-temperature region (30-160 K). the ordering is restricted to a collinear 

AFF arrangement of the Fe moments which is followed by F ordering of the Tb moments in the 

low-temperaturee region, below about 30 K |6.19]. Although it was derived from Fe-

Mössbauerr spectroscopy on TbFe4Alx that magnetic ordering occurs already at 165 K [6.13]. 

wee did not observe any anomaly at this temperature in the temperature dependence of the 

magnetization,, which we measured in a SQUID magnetometer. The values of the 

magnetizationn remain low at all temperatures down to about 100 K. Below this temperature, 

thee magnetization behaviour is strongly governed by hysteretic effects and meaningful 

magnetizationn data can be obtained only on field-cooled samples. Results of measurements 

madee on samples cooled to 4.2 K in a field of 0.05 and 1 T are shown in Fig. 6.15. The 
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measurementss were made upon heating using the same field strengths as applied in the field 

cooling.. There is an increase of the magnetization below about 25 K. reminiscent of F 

ordering.. The field dependence of the magnetisation, measured first with increasing field 

strengthh and subsequently with decreasing field strength, is shown for various temperatures in 

Fig.. 6.16. The data at 150 K are reminiscent of an AF material. At lower temperatures, there is 

alsoo a F contribution. Remanence and hysteresis are seen to become the stronger the lower the 

temperature.. The temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility (% is defined here as 

M/H)) is shown for two applied field strengths in Fig. 6.17. Curie-Weiss behaviour is followed 

onlyy for the data obtained with the higher field strength above about 150 K, the slope of x 

(T)) above this temperature being determined by the effective moments of Tb and Fe. 
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Figuree 6.17. Temperature dependence of the reciprocal susceptibility (x"' is defined here as H/M) of 

TbFe4Alss measured in two different applied fields. 

Thee specific-heat data obtained for DyFe4Als are shown in Fig. 6.18a with the 

correspondingg magnetic contribution of the Dy sublattice shown in Fig. 6.18b. The latter 

consistss of a broad peak at about 30 K. which is higher than the ordering temperature of 25 K 

reportedd for the Dy sublattice on the basis of ND measurements [6.20]. On the low-

temperaturee side of the peak there is a fairly sharp peak at 9 K. indicative of a further 

magnetic-orderingg temperature. 

Inn the temperature regime below 50 K. HoFe4Alx shows some type of anomaly at about 

100 K, see Fig. 6.19a. This anomaly corresponds to the sharp peak observed at this temperature 

inn the temperature dependence of the ac-susceptibility by Talik et al [6.21]. Following the 
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samee procedure as for the four compounds mentioned above, we have used the specific-heat 

dataa of YFe4Als to obtain the magnetic contribution of the Ho sublattice. The corresponding 

CM/TT curve is shown in Fig. 6.19b. There is a very-sharp increase of C/T below 2 K. 

extendingg into the low-temperature region outside our measuring range. This strong rise of the 

specificc heat is attributed to a nuclear contribution of Ho and is left out of consideration here. 

AA broad Schottky-type of peak is centred at 25 K. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.18. (a) Temperature dependence of CAT of DyFe4AlK and YFe4Alx. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for DyFe4Al«. 

Thee specific-heat measurements made on ErFe4Ak and YFe4AU and several other 

RFe4Al«« compounds have shown that there is hardly any anomaly in the specific-heat curve of 

thesee compounds at the Fe-ordering temperatures in the 100-200 K range. Inspection of the 

resultss displayed in Fig. 6.20a shows that there is a small anomaly in the specific-heat curve of 

ErFe4Al«« at the Fe-ordering temperatures reported for this compound. In addition, we found 

thatt there is a very pronounced low-temperature anomaly in the temperature dependence of 

thee specific heat of ErFe4Als (Fig. 6.20a). This anomaly occurs in the form of a sharp peak at 

5.55 K and likely has to be associated with a magnetic-ordering temperature in which also the 
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Err moments participate. In fact, the sharpness of this transition suggests that the ordering of 

thee Er moments at 5.5 K proceeds independently from the Fe sublattice. Therefore, it seems 

reasonablee to determine the magnetic contribution of the Er sublattice by subtracting from the 

ErFe4Alss data the specific-heat contributions of YFe4Alx. the latter representing both the 

phononn contribution and the magnetic contribution of the Fe sublattice to the specific heat. 

Thee temperature dependence of the Er-sublattice contribution to the specific heat obtained in 

thiss way is shown in Fig. 6.20b. These data have been used, in turn, to obtain the temperature 

dependencee of SM/R, where SM is the magnetic entropy of the Er sublattice. The temperature 

dependencee of SM/R is also shown in Fig. 6.20b. 

00 50 100 150 200 

T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.19. (a) Temperature dependence of CfT of HoFe4Ak and YFe4Al8. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for HoFe4Als. 
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T ( K ) ) 

Figuree 6.20. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CAT, of ErFe4Alx. (b) Temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat, CM/T, of ErFe4Als (left scale). The solid 

curvee represents the temperature dependence of the magnetic entropy. SM/R (right scale). 

Thee specific-heat data of TmFe4Al« and YFe4Al8 are shown in Fig. 6.21a. with the 

correspondingg CM/T curve representing the magnetic Tm-sublattice contribution displayed in 

Fig.. 6.21b. It is interesting to note that the latter curve bears roughly the same features as the 

CM/TT curve shown in Fig. 6.19b for the magnetic Ho-sublattice contribution in HoFe4Als. 

Alsoo in TmFe4Alx the sharp peak falls partially outside our measuring range. The broad 

Schottky-typee of peak occurs at 35 K, slightly higher than in HoFe4Alx. 
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Figuree 6.21. (a) Temperature dependence of C/T of TmFe4Al8 and YFc4Alx. (b) Temperature 
dependencee of CM/T and SM/R for TmFe4AI8. 

Finally,, we compare in Fig. 6.22 the CM/T curves of two RFe4Alx compounds in which the 

RR component is non-magnetic. In both compounds it was shown by ND [6.10] and by 
57Fe-Mössbauerr spectroscopy [6.13] that the Fe sublatticc orders magnetically at temperatures 

welll below 200 K. The magnetic structure of YFe4Al« is of the cycloidal type, whereas a 

double-conee structure occurs in CcFe4Alx. In both compounds, no indication of the magnetic-

orderingg of the Fe sublattice is found in the specific-heat data. 
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figuree 6.22. Temperature dependence of CAT of CeFe4Alg and YFe4Als. 

Discussion n 

Previouss studies of YFe4Al8 made by means of ND [6.18] and "7Fe-Mössbauer 

spectroscopyy [6.13] have shown that the Fe atoms are magnetic and give rise to complex AF 

orderingg at about 185 K. In view of these results, it is surprising that the magnetic-ordering 

temperaturee does not show up as an anomaly in the specific-heat curve. Previous studies of the 

magneticc properties of other RFe4AlN compounds by a variety of different authors have shown 

thatt the Fe sublattice becomes magnetically ordered at some temperature above 100 K (see 

Tablee 6.2). 

Noww we return to the C/T results of ErFe4Al(S shown in Fig. 6.20a. Our interpretation of 

thee low-temperature peak in the temperature dependence of C/T in ErFe4AU as being due to 

magneticc ordering of the Er sublattice is in agreement with results obtained by R-Mossbauer 

spectroscopyy on several of the RFe4Als compounds [6.22]. From the temperature dependence 

off the quadrupole splitting of the Tm spectra of TmFe4Alx and the temperature dependence 

off the Zeeman splitting of the 16lDy spectra of DyFe4Alx. experimental information was 

obtainedd on the molecular field experienced by the corresponding R moments. By using a 

molecular-fieldd approach, these values have subsequently been used to obtain an estimate of 

thee magnetic-ordering temperatures of the corresponding R sublattices. leading to values of 

22 K for TmFe4AU and 43 K for DyFe4Alv A much lower magnetic-ordering temperature for 

thee Dy sublattice (25 K) was reported in a recent ND study of DyFe4Als [6.20). The value of 

thee Er-ordering temperature of 5.5 K obtained in the course of the present investigation of 
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ErFe4Alss nicely fits into this sequence. It is interesting to note, though, that the ordering 

temperaturee of 5.5 K for ErFe4AlN is very close to the value of 5.2 K found for ErCu4Al* (see 

Sectionn 6.6). a compound in which any other type of magnetic coupling between the R 

momentss is absent. 

Tablee 6.2. Magnetic-ordering temperatures T,r'k.r order derived from magnetic susceptibility X<T), 

Fe-Mossbauerr effect (ME) and resistance p(T) measurements on some RFe4Als compounds. 

RFe4Al, , 

RR = Pr 

RR = Nd 

R = T b b 

RR = D\ 

RR = Ho 

RR = Y 

RR = Er 

Inn view of the fact that the Fe sublatticc orders already at about ISO K. it seems surprising 

thatt the Er sublattice becomes magnetically ordered at much lower temperatures (Fig. 6.20a). 

Inn the crystal structure of the ErFe4Ak compound, the Er atoms reside in the centre of 

tetragonall prisms formed by the Fe atoms. Details regarding the magnetic ordering of the Fe 

sublatticess in RFe4Al* compounds can be found in a recent ND study of several RFe4Al* 

compoundss [6.10] in which R is non-magnetic (R = La, Ce, Y and Lu). This study has 

confirmedd that the Fe-sublattice orders AF at fairly high temperatures, but it has also shown 

thatt the magnetic ordering of the Fe moments is far from simple. The prevailing 

antiferromagnetismm of the Fe sublattice is the reason why the molecular field due to the Fe 

momentss at the R sites vanishes in this crystal structure or. at best, is only fairly weak. 

Fromm the CM/T curves, by integration over the temperature, we have obtained the 

temperaturee dependence of the magnetic entropy SM associated with the R sublattice in the 

variouss compounds. Plots of the temperature dependence of SM/R are shown together with the 

correspondingg CM/T curves in Figs. 6.12b. 6.13b. 6.14b, 6.18b. 6.19b. Fig. 6.20b and 6.21 b. R 
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representingg the gas constant. We mentioned already that a considerable error might be 
introducedd in the CM/T curves because the YFe4Al* data used for obtaining these curves may 
nott reflect the actual magnetic state of the Fe sublattice in all these compounds. When 
comparingg the ND results reported for various RFe4Alx compounds, one finds that the Fe 
sublatticee orders with different types of spiral structures in these materials [6.10, 6.13. 6.18. 
6.26].. The magnetic ordering of the Fe sublattice occurs already at fairly high temperatures, 
higherr than 150 K. At lower temperatures, the spiral structures give rise to magnetic phase 
transitions,, even if the R component is non-magnetic [6,10J. We mentioned already in 
connectionn with the specific-heat data shown in Fig. 6.22 that there is hardly any indication of 
magneticc ordering in the specific-heat data of RFe4AlK compounds in which the R component 
iss non-magnetic. This fact and the close resemblance of the two curves shown in Fig. 6.22 has 
ledd us to use the YFe4Al>< data as representing the Fe-sublattice contribution in the various 
compounds.. At the same time, the difference between the two curves shown in Fig. 6.22 can 
bee taken as a rough estimate of the size of possible errors introduced in the procedure 
followedd in the previous section. 

Thee CEF splitting in ErFe4Al* has been studied earlier by INS experiment [6.12], These 
experimentss have been interpreted by means of a level scheme in which the ground state is a 
doublet.. The first-excited level, lying at about 10 K above the ground state, is also a doublet 
dominatedd by the I i, =  9/2 > wave function. The overall CEF splitting is about 130 K. The 
magneticc ordering at about 5.5 K is therefore expected to involve mainly the ground-state 
doublet,, and the entropy reached at the magnetic-ordering temperature is expected to be equal 
too Rln2. This is in satisfactory agreement with the data shown in Fig. 6.20b. The shoulder on 
thee high-temperature side of the peak has probably to be associated with the thermal 
populationn of the first-excited doublet state at about 10 K mentioned above. Finally, at high 
temperatures,, the entropy is expected to reach its maximum value Rln(2J+l). For Er with 
JJ = 15/2, this maximum value corresponds to SM/R = In (16) - 2.77. This value is seen in 
Fig.. 6.20b to be almost reached at 100 K. 

Tablee 6.3. Magnetic ordering temperatures T,vr;k,r and values of SV1/R at 200 K derived from specific-
heatt measurements on some RFe4Alx compounds. 

RFe4AlK K 

RR = Pr 

RR = Nd 

RR = Tb 

RR = Dy 

RR = Ho 

RR = Er 

RR = Tm 

T, r t „ r r 

(( K ) 

ll l 

20 0 

23 3 

30 0 

<< 1.5 

5.3 3 

<< 1.5 

(at t 
SM/R R 

2000 K) 

2.1 1 

2.3 3 
2.4 4 

2.5 5 

2.S S 

2.7 7 

2.4 4 

ln(2J+l) ) 

2.20 0 

2.30 0 

2.56 6 

2.77 7 

2.S3 3 

2.77 7 

2.65 5 
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Wee have listed the values of the magnetic entropy SM/R reached at 200 K in Table 6.3. 

wheree they can be compared with the corresponding values of ln(2J+l). Values of Rln(2J+l) 

aree expected for the magnetic entropy of the R component in the P regime if the thermal 

populationn of the CEF-split states is complete. It can be seen in Table 6.3 that there is good 

agreementt between the experimental and calculated entropy values. This means that the 

overalll CEF splitting in the RFe4AlN compounds is less than 200 K. The observation that 

severall of the entropy curves become almost temperature independent at much lower 

temperaturess already suggests that the overall CEF splitting is substantially lower than 200 K. 

Thiss is also in agreement with results of INS experiments which show that the overall CEF 

splittingg in ErFe4AlN is smaller than 150 K [6.12]. 

Tablee 6.4. Comparison of the second-order crystalline-electric-field (CEF) parameter A" in several 

ThMiii;-typee of compounds. A value averaged over several R components has been listed for RFe4Al,s 
andd RMn4AlN: R represents Dy and Gd for the first and second compound, respectively. 

Compoundd ŷ '1 (K/an
:) Reference 

RFeiTfTT '~~ -32 6.27 

RCo,,Tii +80 6.2K 

RFe4Al«« +255 6.12 

RMn4AINN -175 6.12 

Concluding,, the present specific-heat data are in concord with the CEF-level scheme 

derivedd previously on the basis of INS |6.12]. The original aim of the latter investigation was 

too derive reliable values of CEF parameters by means of which a realistic description could be 

givenn of the CEF induced anisotropy in permanent-magnet materials of the type RFe^.^lVE. 

Thee A" parameter is commonly considered as the leading quantity in descriptions of the CEF-

tnducedd anisotropy. Experimental values for several of the RFem.M, compounds are 

comparedd in Table 6.4. Unlike the R:Fe14B and R:Coi4B compounds, where A" changes only 

slightlyy when going from Fe to Co. one finds that this quantity depends very strongly on the 

T-metall component in the RFe^.^Mx-type materials. This strongly hampers a priory prediction 

off the CEF-induced anisotropy when substituting other elements for Fe in these materials. 
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6.6.. RCu4AI8 compounds 

Neutron-diffractionn (ND) measurements on RCu4Als have shown the existence of 

collinearr and helical magnetic order at low temperatures in compounds with R = Tb. Dy. Ho 

andd Er [6.29]. The bulk magnetic data [6.7] for compounds of the type RCu4Al8 indicate that 

thesee are antiferromagnets (AF). The correlation between the Néel temperature and the De 

Genness factor ( g - 1 / j ( j + l) is high for the heavy-R elements whilst for the light-R elements, 

thee crystalhne-electric-field (CEF) interaction appears to enhance TN. A collinear magnetic 

structuree is most likely stabilized by AF nearest-neighbour interactions while a helical 

magneticc structure is stabilized by a competition between long-range exchange interactions 

[6.9].. Modulated structures are, however, generally stabilized by the CEF interaction. The 

CEFF interactions for compounds in the RCu4Al8 series are known from inelastic-neutron-

scatteringg (INS) measurements [6.12]. The Néel temperatures of the RCu4Alx compounds are 

collectedd in Fig. 6.2a. In the present investigation we report on specific-heat measurements 

performedd in zero magnetic field on the RCu4Al8 compounds with R = Ce, Er and Y in the 

temperaturee range 1.5 K-200 K. Calculations were performed to evaluate the influence of the 

tetragonall CEF and exchange interactions in ErCu4Al8 on the ground-state splitting of the 

I15/22 multiplet of the E r + ion. The CEF splitting used in the calculations was based on the 

resultss of the INS experiments made in the paramagnetic (P) phase of ErCu4Al« [6.12]. 

200 0 

Figuree 6.23. Temperature dependence of the specific heat. CfT. of CeCu4Al8. 
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Results s 

Figuree 6.23. shows the temperature dependence of C/T for CeCu4Als. A sharp A-type of 

anomalyy is found at 4.8 K. with a large C/T value of about 0.2 J/molf.u.K just above the 

anomalyy and about 0.1 J/molf.u.K at T —> 0. The origin of this anomaly is not a priori clear. 
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Figuree 6.24. (a) Temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. of ErCu4Als and YCu4Alx. (b) 

Temperaturee dependence of the specific heat. C. of YCu4Al8. The thin solid curve represents a fit to 

thee data points made on the basis of Eq. 2.1. (c) Temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution 

too the specific heat. CM/T. of ErCu4Alg (left scale). The solid curve represents the temperature 

dependencee of the magnetic entropy. SM/R (right scale). 

Plotss of the temperature dependence of the specific heat. C/T. versus T of ErCu4A]« and 

YCu4Al«« in zero magnetic field are shown in Fig. 6.24a. The data for ErCu4Als are 

characterisedd by a shatp anomaly at 5.2 K. This anomaly is attributed to AF ordering. As seen 

inn Fig. 6.24b. no peak is observable in the same temperature range for YCu4Als. The specific-
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heatt data of the latter compound have been analyzed by using Eq. 2.1. From a plot of C/T 

versuss T" of the low-temperature data, we have determined y to be equal to 20 mJ/molf.u.K". 

Byy fitting the specific-heat curve over the whole temperature range considered, we derived 

9 D == 375 K. The experimental data and the calculated curve are compared in Fig. 6.24b. It 

shouldd be noted that the two curves coincide in the whole temperature range. The YCU4AE 

dataa were subsequently used to separate the magnetic contribution to the specific heat of the 

Err sublattice. In Fig. 6.24c, we have plotted the temperature dependence of CM/T, where CM is 

thee magnetic specific heat of ErCu4Alx, obtained by subtracting the non-magnetic part from 

thee observed specific heat. These data have been used, in turn, to obtain the temperature 

dependencee of SM/R, where Syi is the magnetic entropy. The temperature dependence of SM/R 

iss also shown in Fig. 6.24c. 

Discuss ion n 

Returningg to the temperature dependence of the specific heat of CeCu4AIx shown in 

Fig.. 6.23. the sharp )i-type of anomaly at 4.8 K may be associated with the occurrence of AF 

orderingg in CeCu4AE. The X-type of anomaly of the specific heat, coinciding with an anomaly 

off the electrical resistivity reported by Ido et al. [6.11J which indicates an occurrence of the 

AFF ordering at 5.8 K. A single peak in CAT versus T at about Tmax - 0.4 K has been observed 

inn CeCu^Sii and CeAE [6.30]. In such systems with strong electron-electron correlations, y 

cann be of the order of, or even exceed, 1 J/molt U.K" (CeC^Sii: y ~ 1 J/molf.u.K~ and CeAE: 

y~~ 1.6 J/molt.UK"). This particular y behaviour has been explained by assuming that the HF 

densityy of states (DOS) exhibits fine structure near the Fermi energy on an energy scale 

kiiTmaxx [6.30]. Following the arguments given in refs. 6.30, 6.31, a possible explanation of the 

sharpp /^-type of anomaly, which results for CeC^AE invokes again a large peak in the DOS 

nearr EF-, with a pseudo-gap on top of it. but with the exact location of the Fermi level on the 

low-energyy side of the peak, rather than within this gap. It should be noted that CeCu4AE is an 

incongruentlyy melting phase. So we think that a proper heat treatment is necessary to obtain a 

single-phasee sample of ThMni2-type CeC^AE. Very recently, Ido et al. [6.11] have reported 

onn the magnetic properties of this material and related Ce-compounds, prepared under various 

heatt treatments. They found that the specific heat of CeCu4AE is remarkably sample 

dependent.. The specific heat of CeCu4Alx annealed at 700° C (750° C) for one month shows a 

largee ^-type of anomaly at 5.8 K (4.3 K). 

Noww we turn to the specific heat of ErCu4AE. A Néel-type of transition at T\ = 6 K has 

beenn observed by magnetic measurements [6.7] and the AF nature of the magnetic ordering 

hass been confirmed by ND experiments performed by Baio et al. [6.9]. These authors suggest 

thatt this compound orders below 5.5 K with a simple collinear AF structure. The ordered 

momentt was shown to be directed along the c-axis with a value of about 6 ÜB at T = 0 clearly 

reducedd with respect to the free-ion value gjJ - 9 uB (gj = 6/5, J = 15/2), which is a definitive 

prooff of the presence of CEF interaction. 
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Thee CEF splitting in ErC^Al* has been studied earlier by INS experiment [6.12]. These 

experimentss have led to a level scheme in which the ground state is a doublet state, 

particularlyy rich in I J7 =  7/2 >. The first excited level, lying about 42 K above the ground 

state,, is a doublet dominated by the I J7 =  9/2 > wave function. The overall CEF splitting is 

3133 K. The magnetic-ordering temperature at 5.2 K as derived from specific heat involves 

thereforee mainly the isolated-ground-state doublet. The magnetic entropy reached at the 

magnetic-orderingg temperature is expected to be equal to Rln2, which is in satisfactory 

agreementt with the data shown in Fig. 6.24c. Furthermore, it can be seen that, in the P regime 

(Fig.. 6.24c). a small Schottky anomaly is found, leading to a shallow maximum in the 

specific-heatt curve at about 25 K. It is well known that such maxima are generally observed at 

temperaturess roughly halfway in temperature between the ground state and the first-excited 

state.. The specific-heat data are therefore in reasonable agreement with the level separation of 

422 K mentioned above. Finally, at high temperatures, the entropy is expected to reach its 

maximumm value Rln(2J+l). For Er with J = 15/2, this maximum value corresponds to 

SM/RR = In (16) = 2.77. This value is seen in Fig. 6.24c to be already reached at 100 K. We 

mentionedd already that the INS measurements had indicated an overall CEF splitting of 313 K 

andd from the corresponding level scheme, it can be derived that at 100 K only about half of 

thee levels will be populated. At first sight, this seems to be in conflict with the entropy data 

presentedd in Fig. 6.24c. However, one has to bear in mind that the magnetic contribution to 

thee specific heat of ErC^Al^ has been obtained by using the YCU4AIS data for estimating the 

phononn contribution. In view of the large difference in atomic mass between Er and Y, the 

phononn contribution based on the YC^Als data very likely is underestimated. It means that 

thee magnetic contribution of ErCu4Alx is somewhat too large, in particular in the high-

temperaturee regime. This, in turn, leads to an overestimation of SM/R in the high-temperature 

partt and causes the apparent discrepancy with the INS data. 

Inn calculating the CEF contribution to the specific heat of ErC^Als, we used the values 

obtainedd by Caciuffo et al. [6.12] who determined a tentative set of CEF parameters to explain 

theirr INS results. Since Cu ions are non-magnetic, we have only to concentrate on the Er 

subsystemm of ErCu4Al« in the calculation of the magnetic specific heat. We used a mean-field 

approximationn (see Section 2.4) to rewrite the Hamiltonian for the system of N exchange-

coupledd Er + ions as a sum of N-single-ion Hamiltonians of the form: 

HH = HCEF + g K r j i B J .B^ E r +E C 0 ( T . (6.3) 

Thiss Hamiltonian (see Section 2.4) operates in the 16-dimensional Hilbert space 

correspondingg to the energetically lowest lying J = 15/2 multiplet of the free Er + ion. In 

Eq.. 6.3, the molecular field B^ol
f:ris a function of the various magnetic moments HIE, that 

occurr in the Er subsystem of ErC^Al*. We know that below the Néel temperature T\ of 5.5 K 

[6.9],, ErCu4Al« is antiferromagnetically ordered. According to the reported magnetic structure 

thee Er subsystem of ErCu4Alx consists of two interpenetrating simple tetragonal Er sublattices. 
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Thee moments of two Er ions belonging to the same sublattice have the same direction, if the 

ionss belong to different sublattices they have opposite directions. In the absence of an applied 

magneticc field, in Eq. 6.3. the molecular field B^r
0l

Er is the same for two Er ions that belong to 

thee same sublattice whereas is has opposite sign for the ions belonging to the other sublattice. 

Denotingg the exchange parameter between moments of ions belonging to the same and 

differentt sublattices by n'^1
 F|. and nF;/_Hr, respectively, the molecular field in Eq. 6.3 is given 

by: : 

Bmn|K '' = K ' r - E r - " k'-Er > < m E r > , (6 .4 ) 

fromm which follows for Ea)r, in Eq. 6.3 

Ecorrr = T B *;,hr <mFr> - f (n 'p'.'.p,.- n F;LFr) <mEr>
2. (6.5) 

Inn the case of a CEF with tetragonal symmetry, the CEF Hamiltonian can be written as: 

HCEFF = B(lOll + B 1 ^ + B*;o^ + B^O^ + B ^ (6.6) 

wheree B"1 are the CEF parameters and O™ are the operator equivalents. In our further 

analysiss below, we used the CEF-parameter sets reported by Caciuffo et al. [6.12]: 

B(jj =0.2x10" ' meV, B^=0.2xl0~ 4 meV , 

B " = - 0 . 6 9 x l 0 " ?? meV, B4 = -0 .3x10 "3 meV (6.7) 

andd B ^ = - 4 . 4 x 1 0 " s m e V . 

Thee magnetic specific heat CM can be calculated according to Eq. 2.24. At each 

temperature,, the 16 energy levels E, of a single Er ion, their occupation and hence the free 

energyy (see Eq. 2.24), are easily calculated by a self-consistent diagonalization of the 

Hamiltoniann in Eq. 6.3 above by taking the difference nEr_F r- nF^Er as the only adjustable 

parameter,, where n Er':Er are the exchange parameters. 

Resultss of our calculations are shown in Fig. 6.25 where we also have plotted the 

temperaturee dependence of the experimental magnetic specific heat CM/T. It can be seen 

clearlyy that in the P regime (where < mEr > = -gFru.B < J > = 0 holds and by 

Eq.. 6.4: B ^ =0 ), a small Schottky type of anomaly is found leading to a shallow maximum 

att about 25 K. For the calculations, we varied the quantity n'E'r'_Er- nE
2
r!_Er until the maximum 

off the main peak of the calculated curve coincided with the maximum of the experimental 

curve.. As can be seen in Fig. 6.25. the calculated magnetic contribution to the specific heat 
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(thee broken line) has a behaviour similar to the experimental one but the calculated Schottky 

maximumm is at a lower temperature than the maximum in the experimental specific-heat 

curve.. In Fig. 6.26. we show the scheme of 16 energy levels corresponding to each of the Er 

ionss in ErCu4Al!<. as it results from our calculations with the CEF Hamiltonian given by Eq. 

6.33 together with the energy values determined in the INS measurements [6.12]. The scheme 

onn the left shows a typical energy-level scheme at some temperature (T = 1 K) below the AF 

orderingg temperature (the levels are split by exchange interactions) whereas the scheme on the 

rightt shows the temperature-independent scheme above the AF-ordering temperature. 

O O 
E E 

O O 

ErCu4AI8 8 

—— n(1-' rï = 0.235(5)T Er-ion/u, 
Er-ErEr-Er r 

150 0 

Figuree 6.25. Experimental (isolated points) and calculated (broken lines) results for the magn etic 
contributionn to the specific heat of ErCu4Als compound. The inset shows the AF order at 5.18 K and 
thee fit around the transition temperature. 

Fromm our fitting procedure, we can derive a value of 0.235(5) T Er-ion/pB for the 

difference,, n nt"r-Er'' between the two exchange parameters occurring in our model. 

Usingg a simple theoretical model, one can derive the quantity n^'_Er providedd that we 

assumee that there are two R sublattices and the exchange parameters nEr 'Er<0and n', have e 

valuess such that n'^_t 

expressedd by the following equation: 

ii Er_Er > 0. The connection between n (
Er' Er Err and TN can be 
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<-*-n£U,=VCC (6.8) 

wheree C is the Curie constant g^u 'JfJ + l)/3kB . Following Eq. 6.8. we find, with T\ = 5.2 K. 

aa value of n^ . 1^- n\l'_Er = 0.25 T f.u./(iB which is close to the experimentally fitted value 

mentionedd above. This lends credence to the applicability of the molecular-field model used. 

Thee discrepancy we find between the experimental curve and the calculated fit shown in Fig. 

6.255 has to be explained in terms of the short-range magnetic order around T\ . which is not 

describedd by the molecular-field model. Although the site interchange between Al and Cu is 

smalll in ErCu4AF. the corresponding atomic disorder can have a severe effect on the 

sharpnesss of the peak at the magnetic-ordering temperature T\ and may also be responsible 

forr the discrepancy mentioned around TN. 

400 0 

320 0 

££ 240 

e n n 
s— — 
CD D 
cc 160 
LU U 

80 0 

0 0 

Figuree 6.26. The energy-level scheme of the Er ions in ErCu4Als. as it results from diagnolazations at 

22 temperatures of the CEF Hamiltonian given by Eqs. 6.3 and 6.7 and n ^._& . The level scheme on the 

leftt shows the levels at some temperature (atT= 1 K) below the magnetic-ordering temperature TN 

whereass the level scheme on the right shows the (temperature-independent) levels above T\ 

Summarizing,, we have made a numerical analysis of our specific-heat data on ErCu4Alx. 

Ourr analysis of the data in the P range (i.e. T above TN) in particular, does not support the INS 

resultss shown by Caciuffo et al. [6.12]. Measurements of the specific heat on a single-

crystallinee sample in an external magnetic field would be very useful, since the applied field 

additionallyy shifts the energy levels, probably in an anisotropic way. 

TT = 1 K T > T, 
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Summary y 

Thee work described in this thesis is a study of the thermal and magnetic properties of 
severall systems of intermetallic compounds: UTGe (T = Ni, Rh, Ir), DyCu2, UPdiAU. 
URu2Si2,, UPt, UNi, xRhxAl and RT4A1X (R = rare-earth element, T = Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu). In the 
investigatedd systems, several features of the magnetism of U and R atoms in metals were 
studied.. Specific-heat measurements at low temperatures and in high magnetic fields offer an 
excellentt opportunity to observe phase transitions which are not or barely visible in standard 
magneticc measurements. 

Afterr a general introduction in Chapter 1, the theoretical aspects of our research are 
describedd in Chapter 2 with special attention to the relevance of specific-heat measurements in 
highh magnetic fields to heavy-fermion physics. In Chapter 3, the experimental techniques used 
aree described. The newly developed specific-heat set-up for measurements below 1 K and in 
appliedd magnetic fields up to 17.5 T, generated by a superconducting magnet, is emphasized; 
itss construction and operation are described. In particular, detailed attention is given to the 
designn of the sample holder and to the thermometry. 

Inn the first part of Chapter 4, attention is focussed on the electronic properties of a few 
UTGee systems crystallizing in the orthorhombic CeCu2 structure. To account for the strong 
magnetocrystallinee anisotropy, all measurements were performed on single crystals. In these 
systems,, anomalous temperature dependence of the specific heat is found. In the case of 
UNiGe,, complex magnetic phase diagrams for the b- and c-axis orientations have been 
established.. From specific-heat measurements, we find a paramagnetic to ferromagnetic phase 
transitionn for a magnetic field applied along the c-axis. which is not visible in standard 
magneticc measurements. It seems that the occurrence of this phase transition is intimately 
relatedd to the complexity of this system. URhGe orders ferromagnetically at Tc= 9.6 K and 
thee specific heat shows anomalous low-temperature behaviour which can be described well by 
ordinaryy ferromagnetic magnons. The huge magnetocrystalline anisotropy characteristic for U 
compoundss is well reflected in the field dependence of the specific heat of URhGe. 
Magnetizationn measurements show that the b- and the c-axis form an easy-magnetization 
plane.. In UlrGe single crystal, a sharp maximum occurs at 14.4 K and a smaller feature at 
16.22 K. The smaller anomaly at 16.2 K is only found for the single crystal. A possible 
explanationn for the double transition in the case of the single crystal is that the physical 
propertiess of surface and bulk region are different. With increasing magnetic field, all 
anomaliess shift to lower temperatures suggesting an antiferromagnetic ground state to exist in 
UlrGee at low temperatures. In the second part of Chapter 4, the intermetallic compound 
DyCu22 which crystallizes in the CeCu2 structure is described. This compound shows a 
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conversionn of the magnetic 'Ising axis' in high magnetic fields. By specific-heat 

measurements,, we have obtained a perfect conversion cycle in DyCu2. 

Chapterr 5 is devoted to the description of the magnetic properties of heavy-fermion 

systemss and related compounds. An attempt has been made to obtain a compatible picture of 

thee magnetism in UPd2Ah and URu2Si2 heavy-fermion superconductors. To get a better 

insightt in the character of the metamagnetic transition in UPd2Ah, we have studied the 

specificc heat in high-magnetic fields. The anisotropy field is found to be of the order of 800 T, 

whichh agrees well with the very high values in other intermetallic U compounds. Our specific-

heatt data show a remarkable correlation with the 5f configuration of U3+ (J = 9/2). In 

URu2Si2,, the specific heat in high magnetic fields was measured. The presence of a large jump 

inn the specific heat at the antiferromagnetic transition (TN = 17.5 K) seems hard to reconcile 

withh the small, dipolar-ordered, moment. This suggests that the magnetic-order parameter in 

URu2Si22 may involve both dipolar and quadrupolar components, where the well-defined 

magneticc excitations are related to the quadrupolar component. From the existence of the 

Schottky-typee of anomaly in the magnetic specific heat of URu2Si2. we infer that URu2Si2 is 

likelyy to possess strongly localized 5f electrons. In the series of U-Pt compounds, the large 

valuess for the electronic term in the specific heat indicate that at low temperatures the 5f 

electronss contribute to the density of states at the Fermi level. Here, we have studied the 

specificc heat of a UPt single crystal in high magnetic fields. It is the first time that UPt has 

beenn prepared as single-phase system. Ferromagnetic order below 28 K has been observed. 

Fromm the temperature dependence of the bulk properties, it can be concluded that this 

dependencee is strongly influenced by ferromagnetic magnons with a gap (about 22 - 35 K) in 

theirr dispersion relation. The existence of an energy gap can explain the rather controversial 

observationss of the low-temperature properties of UPt. It is not surprising that the size of the 

gapp is strongly sample dependent since it is very difficult to prepare UPt as single-phase 

system.. Finally, magnetic and specific-heat measurements on UNi|_xRhxAl are discussed in 

thee context of a varying strength of the f-d hybridization. The x-T magnetic phase diagram of 

UNiMRhxAII turns to be different from what one usually finds for a system of solid solutions 

betweenn an antiferromagnetic and a ferromagnetic terminal compound. For the compound 

withh x = 0.33. we found that all investigated physical properties deviate from the temperature 

dependenciess expected for Fermi-liquid systems. The logarithmic divergence of C/T signals 

non-Fermi-liquidd behaviour. 

Thee physical properties of a series of RT4AIN compounds with various R elements and 

TT = Cr. Mn, Fe or Cu is the subject of Chapter 6. Their magnetic properties show a large 

varietyy of behaviour which depends strongly on the T component and varies between absence 

off magnetic ordering above 1.6 K for T = Mn and magnetic-ordering temperatures well above 

1000 K for T = Fe. These properties have been determined by specific-heat and magnetization 

measurements.. We have shown that magnetic ordering in RCr4Al* with R = La. Ce, Pr. Gd, or 

Er.. occurs at fairly low temperatures. The compounds with R = Gd and Er, order magnetically 

aroundd 6 K and 0.5 K. respectively. No magnetic ordering was observed in the compound 

PrCr4AlK.. As regards RMn4Alx compounds with R = Y, La. Pr. Nd. Dy or Er. we have shown 
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thatt magnetic ordering in PrMn4Al* occurs at about 14 K. This high ordering temperature is 
veryy surprising in these materials since Pr is very likely associated with a non-magnetic singlet 
groundd state, as is frequently observed for Pr compounds. In the other RMn4Al* compounds 
withh a magnetic R component, magnetic ordering, if any, occurs for much lower temperatures, 
e.g.. below 1.7 K in NdMn4Aix and DyMn4Als. and below 0.5 K in ErMn4Alx. The influence 
off the magnetic field on the position of the maximum observed on the zero-field specific-heat 
curvee of ErMn4AlK suggests that the crystalline-electric-field (CEF) splitting is dominated by a 
doublet.. Such an explanation fails for the case of ErCr4Alx. Compounds with T = Fe have 
gainedd much interest because the Fe atoms carry a magnetic moment and the Fe-Fe interaction 
leadss to comparatively high magnetic-ordering temperatures, often in excess of 100 K. It is 
surprisingg that the magnetic-ordering temperatures do not show up as an anomaly in the 
specific-heatt curves. We have studied the magnetic entropy reached at 200 K and compared 
thiss with the corresponding values of Rln(2J+l) (R: gas constant) expected in the 
paramagneticc regime if the thermal populations of the CEF split states are equals. We have 
foundd that there is good agreement between the experimental and calculated entropy values. 
Finally,, we have performed specific-heat measurements on the RCu4Al* compounds with 
RR = Ce, Er and Y, The specific heat of CeCu4Alx shows a pronounced peak at 4.8 K, which 
mayy be associated with the occurrence of antiferromagnetic ordering. This material displays 
ann even greater variety of low-temperature anomalies. Specific-heat results are compared with 
thee canonical heavy-fermion compound CeAh. The data for ErCu4Alx are characterized by a 
sharpp anomaly at 5.2 K attributed to antiferromagnetic ordering. A numerical analysis of the 
specific-heatt data of ErCu4Al* is made and the results compared with the available inelastic-
neutron-scatteringg results. 
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Hett werk dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven is een studie van de thermische en 

magnetischee eigenschappen van verscheidene systemen van intermetallische verbindingen: 

UTGee (T=Ni . Rh. Ir). DyCu2. UPd :Ah. URu :Si : . UPt. UNi, NRhxAI and RT4AI* 

(RR = zeldzaam aardmetaal. T = Cr. Mn, Fe. Cu). In de onderzochte systemen zijn 

verschillendee aspecten van het magnetisme van U- en R-atomen in metalen bestudeerd. 

Soortelijke-wanntemetingenn bij lage temperaturen en in hoge magneetvelden bieden een 

buitengewoonn goede gelegenheid om fase-overgangen waar te nemen die niet of nauwelijks 

zichtbaarr zijn in de gebruikelijke magnetische metingen. 

Naa een algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 worden de theoretische kanten van ons 

onderzoekk beschreven in hoofdstuk 2 waarbij speciale aandacht wordt gegeven aan de 

relevantiee van soortelijke-wanntemetingen in hoge magneetvelden voor de natuurkunde van 

zwaree fermionen. In hoofdstuk 3 worden de gebruikte experimentele technieken beschreven. 

Specialee aandacht wordt gegeven aan de pas ontwikkelde opstelling voor het meten van de 

soortelijkee warmte beneden 1 K en in aangelegde velden tot 17.5 T die worden opgewekt door 

eenn supergeleidende magneet. Constructie en werking van deze opstelling worden beschreven. 

Speciaall wordt aandacht gegeven aan details van het ontwerp van de samplehouder en aan de 

thermometrie. . 

Inn het eerste deel van hoofdstuk 4 wordt de aandacht geconcentreerd op de elektronen

eigenschappenn van een paar UTGe-systemen die kristalliseren in de orthorombische CeCu :-

structuur.. Met het oog op de sterke magnetokristallijne anisotropic zijn alle metingen 

uitgevoerdd aan eenkristallen. In deze systemen wordt een anomale temperatuurafhankelijkheid 

vann de soortelijke warme aangetroffen. In het geval van UNiGe zijn gecompliceerde 

magnetischee fasediagrammen voor de oriëntaties langs b- en c-as vastgesteld. In soortelijke-

warmtemetingenn waarbij een magneetveld is aangelegd langs de c-as. vinden we een 

paramagnetisehe-- naar ferromagnetische-fase-overgang die niet zichtbaar is in de 

gebruikelijkee magnetische metingen. Het schijnt dat het optreden van deze fase-overgang 

nauww samenhangt met de gecompliceerdheid van dit systeem. URhGe ordent ferromagnetisch 

bijj T( = 9.6 K en de soortelijke warmte vertoont anomaal lage-temperatuurgedrag dat goed 

kann w-orden beschreven door gewone ferromagnetische magnonen. De kolossale 

magnetokristallijnee anisotropic die karakteristiek is voor U-verbindingen wordt goed 

weerspiegeldd in de veldafhankelijkheid van de soortelijke warmte van URhGe. 

Magnetisaticmetingenn tonen aan dat b- en c-as een vlak van gemakkelijke magnetisatie 

opspannen.. In eenkristallijn UIrGe treedt een scherp maximum op bij 14.4 K en een minder 

opvallendee anomalie bij 16.2 K. Deze anomalie bij 16.2 K wordt alteen maar gevonden in het 

eenkristal.. Een mogelijke verklaring voor de dubbele overgang in hel geval van het eenkristal 
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iss dat de fysische eigenschappen van oppervlak en volume van het materiaal verschillend zijn. 
Bijj toenemend magneetveld verschuiven alle anomalieën naar lagere temperatuur wat 
suggereertt dat bij lage temperatuur een antiferromagnetische grondtoestand heerst in UlrGe. 
Inn het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 4 wordt de intermetallische verbinding DyCu: beschreven 
diee in de CeCu^-structuur kristalliseert. Deze verbinding vertoont in hoge magneetvelden een 
conversiee van de magnetische 'Ising-as*. We hebben voor DyCu: een volmaakte conversie
cycluss verkregen met behulp van soortelijke-warmtemetingen. 

Hoofdstukk 5 is gewijd aan de beschrijving van de magnetische eigenschappen van zwaar-
fermionsystemenn en verwante verbindingen. Een poging is ondernomen om een compatibel 
beeldd te krijgen van het magnetisme in UPd2Ah- en URu2Si:-zwaar-fermionsupergeleiders. 
Omm meer inzicht te krijgen in het karakter van de metamagnetische overgang in UPd^Ah. 
hebbenn we de soortelijke warmte in een hoog veld van een eenkristal van deze verbinding 
bestudeerd.. Het gevonden anisotropieveld is van de orde van 800 T, wat goed overeenkomt 
mett de heel hoge waarden in andere intermetallische U-verbindingen. Onze soortelijke-
warmtepuntenn vertonen een opmerkelijke correlatie met de 5f '-configuratie van U u (J = 9/2). 
Inn UR^Si: is de soortelijke warmte in hoge magneetvelden gemeten. De aanwezigheid van 
eenn flinke sprong in de soortelijke warmte bij de antiferromagnetische overgang (TN = 17.5 K) 
schijntt moeilijk te verenigen te zijn met de kleine, dipolair-geordende, momenten. Dit 
suggereertt dat de magnetische-ordeningsparameter in URu2Si2 zowel dipolaire als 
quadrupolairee componenten bevat, waarbij de goed gedefinieerde magnetische excitaties te 
makenn hebben met de quadrupolaire component. Uit het bestaan van de Schottky-achtige 
anomaliee in de magnetische soortelijke warmte van UR^Si: leiden we af dat URu:Si2 

waarschijnlijkk sterk gelokaliseerde 5f-elektronen bezit. In de reeks U-Pt-verbindingen wijzen 
dee hoge waarden van de elektronenterm in de soortelijke warmte erop, dat de 5f-elektronen bij 
lagee temperaturen een bijdrage leveren aan de dichtheid van toestanden aan het Fermi-niveau. 
Hierr hebben we de soortelijke warmte van een UPt eenkristal in hoge magneetvelden 
bestudeerd.. Het is voor de eerste keer dat UPt eenfasig is bereid. Ferromagnetische ordening 
iss waargenomen beneden 28 K. Uit de temperatuurafhankelijkheid van de volume-
eigenschappenn kan worden geconcludeerd dat hier ferromagnetische magnonen met een gap 
(vann ongeveer 22 — 35 K) in hun dispersierelatie grote invloed hebben. Het bestaan van een 
energiegapp kan de tamelijk controversiële waarnemingen van de lage-
temperatuureigenschappenn van UPt verklaren. Gezien het feit. dat het heel moeilijk is UPt 
eenfasigg te bereiden, is het niet verrassend dat de grootte van de gap sterk van het sample 
afhangt.. Tenslotte worden magnetische- en soortelijke-warmtemetingen aan UNii.vRh,Al 
besprokenn in samenhang met de variërende sterkte van de f-d-hybridisatie. Het blijkt dat het 
x-versus-temperatuurr magnetische-fasediagram van UNi| xRhxAl verschilt van wat men 
gewoonlijkk vindt voor een systeem van vaste oplossingen tussen een antiferromagnetische en 
eenn ferromagnetische eindverbinding. Voor de verbinding met x = 0,33 hebben we gevonden 
datt alle onderzochte fysische eigenschappen afwijken van de temperatuurafhankelijkheden die 
verwachtt worden voor Fermi-vloeistofsystemen. De logaritmische divergentie van CfY wijst 
opp niet-Fermi-vloeistofgedrag. 
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Dee fysische eigenschappen van een reeks van RT4Al;s-verbindingen met verschillende R-
elementenn en T = Cr. Mn. Fe of Cu is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 6. Hun magnetische 
eigenschappenn vertonen een grote verscheidenheid in gedrag dat sterk afhangt van de 
T-coinponentt en zich uitstrekt van afwezigheid van magnetische ordening boven 1.6 K voor 
TT = Mn tot magnetische-ordeningstemperaturen die flink hoger zijn dan 100 K voor T = Fe. 
Dezee eigenschappen zijn bepaald door soortelijke-warmte- en magnetisatiemetingen. We 
hebbenn laten zien dat magnetische ordening in RCr4AlK met R = La. Ce. Pr, Gd en Er bij 
tamelijkk lage temperatuur optreedt. De verbindingen met R = Gd en Er ordenen magnetisch 
bijj ongeveer 6 K. respectievelijk 0.5 K. Geen magnetische ordening is waargenomen in de 
verbindingg PrCr4Als. Wat betreft de RMn4Alx-verbindingen met R = Y. La. Pr. Nd, Dy of Er. 
hebbenn we om met PrMn4Als te beginnen, laten zien dat magnetische ordening daar optreedt 
bijj ongeveer 14 K. Deze hoge ordeningstemperatuur is erg verrassend omdat Pr waarschijnlijk 
eenn niet-magnetische singlet-grondtoestand heeft, zoals vaak is waargenomen voor Pr-
verbindingen.. In de andere RMn4Als-verbindingen met een magnetische R-component treedt 
magnetischee ordening, als ze al optreedt, op bij veel lagere temperatuur, bijvoorbeeld beneden 
1.77 K in NdMn4AL en DyMn4Al*. en beneden 0.5 K in ErMn4Al*. De wijze waarop een 
aangelegdd magneetveld de positie van het maximum in de soortelijke-warmtecurve van 
ErMn4Al** beïnvloedt, doet vermoeden dat de kristalveldsplitsing wordt gekarakteriseerd door 
eenn doublet-grondtoestand. Een dergelijke verklaring blijkt niet van toepassing te zijn voor 
ErCr4Alx.. Verbindingen met T = Fe hebben veel interesse gewekt omdat de Fe-atomen een 
magnetischh moment hebben en de Fe-Fe-interactie leidt tot naar verhouding hoge 
magnetische-ordeningstemperaturen.. vaak boven 100 K. Het is verrassend dat de 
magnetische-ordeningstemperaturenn zich niet vertonen als een anomalie in de soortelijke-
warmtecurven.. We hebben de magnetische entropie bekeken die bereikt is bij 200 K en 
hebbenn die vergeleken met de corresponderende waarden van R ln(2J+l) (R: gasconstante). 
diee voor de entropie verwacht worden in het paramagnetische gebied wanneer de thermische 
populatiess van de van een kristalveldsplitsing afkomstige energietoestanden gelijk zijn. We 
hebbenn gevonden dat er goede overeenstemming is tussen de experimentele en berekende 
entropiewaarden.. Tenslotte hebben we soortelijke-warmtemetingen uitgevoerd aan de 
RCu4Als-verbindingenn met R = Ce. Er en Y. De soortelijke warmte van CeCu4Als vertoont 
eenn uitgesproken piek bij 4.8 K. die wellicht kan worden geassocieerd met het optreden van 
antiferromagnetischee ordening. Dit materiaal vertoont zelfs een nog grotere verscheidenheid 
vann lage-temperatuuranomalieén. Soortelijke-warmteresultaten worden vergeleken met de 
canoniekee zwaar-fermionverbinding CeAh. De meetpunten voor ErCu4Als worden 
gekarakteriseerdd door een scherpe anomalie bij 5.2 K. die wordt toegeschreven aan 
antiferromagnetischee ordening. Een numerieke analyse van de soortelijke-warmtepunten van 
ErCu4Alss wordt gemaakt en de resultaten worden vergeleken met de resultaten die 
beschikbaarr zijn van inelastische neutronenverstrooiing. 
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